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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

When the history of tlie Nineteenth Century

—

Hlic Wonderful Century/ as it has, not inaptly, been

called—comes to be written, a foremost place must

be assigned to that great movement by which evolu-

tion has become the dominant factor in scientific

progress, while its influence has been felt in every

sphere of human speculation and eflbrt. At the

beginning of the Century, the few who ventured

to entertain evolutionary ideas were regarded by

their scientific contemporaries, as wild visionaries

or harmless ^cranks'—by the world at large, as

ignorant ‘quacks’ or ‘designing atheists/ At the

end of the Century, evolution liad not only become

the guiding principle of naturalists, but had pro-

foundly influenced every branch of physical science
;

at the same time, suggesting new trains of thought

and permeating the language of philologists, histori-

ans, sociologists, politicians—and even of theologians.

How has this revolution in thought—the greatest

which has occurred in modern times—been brought

J. E. 1
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about ? What manner of men were they who were

tlie leaders in tliis ^rcat movement? What the

influenecH tliat led them to discard the old views and

adoj)t new ones? And, under wl)at circumstances

were they able to produce the works which so

profoundly affected the opinions of the day ? These

are the (piestions with which I propose to deal in the

following pages.

It has been my own rare good fortune to have

enjoyed the friemlship of all the great leaders in this

important movement—of Huxley, Hooker, Scrope,

Wallace, Lyell and Darwin—and, with some of them,

I was long on terms of affectionate intimacy. From
their own lips I liave learned of incidents, and

listened to anecdotes, bearing on the events of

a memorable past. Would that I could hope to

bring before my readers, in all their nobility, a vivid

picture of the characteristics of the men to whom
science and the world owe so much !

For it is not only by their intellectual greatness

that we are impressed. Every man of science is

])roud, and justly proud, of the grandeur of character,

the unexampled generosity, the modesty and sim-

jdicity which distinguished these pioneers in a great

cause. It is unfortunately true, that the votaries of

science—like the cailtivators of art and literature

—

have sometimes so far forgotten their high vocation,

as to have been more careful about the priority
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of their personal claims than of the purity of their

own motives—they have sometimes, it must be sadly

admitted, allowed self-interest to obscure the interests

of science. But in the story we have to relate there

are no ‘ regrettable incidents ’ to be deplored
;
never

has there occurred any event that marred the harmony
in this band of fellow-workers, striving towards a

great ideal. So noble, indeed, was the great central

figure—Charles Darwin—that his senior Lyell and

all his juniors were bound to him by the strongest

ties of admiration, respect and affection
;
while he,

in his graceful modesty, thought more of them than

of himself, of the results of their labours rather than

of his own great achievement.

It is not, as sometimes suggested, the striking out

of new ideas which is of the greatest importance in

the history of science, but rather the accumulation

of observations and experiments, the reasonings

based upon these, and the writings in which facts

and reasonings are presented to the world—by which

a merely suggestive hypothesis becomes a vivifying

tlicory—that really count in making history.

.Talking with Matthew Arnold in 1871, he laugh-

ingly remarked to me ‘ I cannot understand why you

scientific people make such a fuss about Darwin.

Why it’s all in Lucretius !
’ On my replying, ‘ Yes !

Lucretius guessed what Darwin proved,’ he mischiev-

ously rejoined ‘Ah! that only shows how much

1—2
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greater Lucretius really was,—for lie divined a truth,

which Darwin spent a life of labour in groping for/

Mr Alfred Russel Wallace has so well and clearly

set forth the essential difference between the points

of view of the cultivators of literature and science

in this matter, that 1 cannot do better than to quote

his words. They arc as follows :

—

have long since coino to see that no one deserves either

praise or hlaine for the ic/i’as that come to him, but only for the

artiinis resulting therefrom. Ideius and beliefs are certainly not

voluntary acts. They come to us—we hardly know how or

wheim^ and once they have got possession of us we cannot reject

them or change them at will. It is for the common good tliat the

promulgation of ideas should bo free—uninfluenced by either

l)raise or blame, reward or punishment’

‘ Hut the actions which result from our ideas may properly be so

treated, bec*ausc it is only by patient thought and work that new
ideas, if good and true, become adopted and utilized

;
while,

if untrue or if not adeipiately [wesented to the world, tlioy are

rejected or forgotten h’*

/t/crts of Evolution, both in the Organic and the

Inorganic world, existed but remained barren for

thousands of years. Yet by the labours of a band
of workers in last century, these ideas, which were
but the dreams of poets and the guesses of philo-

sophers, came to be the accepted creed of working
naturalists, while they have profoundly affected

thought and language in every branch of human
enterprise.

* For Brfereiices see the end of the volume.



CHAPTER II

ORIGIN OP TUB IDEA OP EVOLUTION

In all ages, and in all parts of the world, we find

that primitive man has delighted in speculating on

the birth of the world in which ho lives, on the origin

of the living things that surround him, and especially

on the beginnings of the race of beings to which he

himself belongs. In a recent very interesting essay*,

the author of The Golden Bomjh has collected, from

the records of tradition, history and travel, a valuable

mass of evidence concerning the legends which have

grown out of these speculations. Myths of this kind

would appear to fall into two categories, each of

which may not impi'obably be associated with the

different pursuits followed by the uncivilised races

of mankind.

Tillers of the soil, impressed as they must have

been by the great annual miracle of the outburst of

vegetable life as spring returns, naturally adopted

one of these lines of speculation. From the dead,
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hare gi*0Tind they witnessed the upspringing of all

the wondrous beauty of the plant-world, and, in their

ignorance of the chemistry of vegetable life, tlicy

imagined that the herbs, shrubs and trees are all

alike built up out of the materials contained in the

soil from which they grow. The recognition of tlie

fact that animals feed on plants, or on one another,

led to the obvious conclusion tliat the ultimate

materials of animal, as well as of vegetable, structures

were to be sought for in the soil. And this view was

confirmed by the fact that, when life ceases in plants

or animals, all alike are reduced to ‘dust’ and again

become a part of the soil—returning ‘ earth to earth.’

In groping therefore for an explanation of the origin

of living things, what could be more natural than the

supposition that the first plants and animals—like

those now surrounding us—were made and fashioned

from the soil, dust or earth—all had been ‘clay in

the hands of a potter.' The widely diilused notion

that man himself must have been moulded out of red

clay is probably accounted for by the colour of our

internal organs.

'Fhus originated a large class of legendary stories,

many of them of a very grotesque character. Even
in many mediaeval sculptures, in this country and on

the continent, the Deity is represented as moulding

with his hands the semblance of a human figure out

of a shapeless lump of clay.
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But among the primitive hunters and herdsmen

a very different line of speculation appeal’s to have

originated, for by their occupations they were con-

tinually brought into contact with an entirely different

class of phenomena. They could not but notice that

the creatures which they hunted or tended, and slew,

presented marked resemblances to themselves—in

their structures, their functions, their diseases, their

dispositions, and their habits. When dogs and horses

became the servants and companions of men, and

when various beasts and birds came to be kept as

pets, the mental and even the moral processes

characterising the intelligence of these animals must

have been seen by their masters to be identical in

kind with those of their own minds. Do we not even

at the present day compare human characteristics

with those of animals, the courage of the lion, the

cunning of the fox, the fidelity of the dog, and the

parental affection of the bird? And the men, who
depended for their very existence on studying the

ways of various animals, could not have been less

impressed by these qualities than arc we.

Mr Frazer has shown how, from such considera-

tions, the legends concerning the relations of certain

tribes of men with particular species of animals have

arisen, and thus the cults of ‘ sacred animals ' and of

‘totemism' have been gradually developed. From

comparisons of human courage, sagacity, swiftness,
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strength or perseverance, with similar qualities dis-

played by certain animals, it was an easy transition

to the idea tliat such characteristics were derived by

inheritance.

In the absence of any exact knowledge of anatomy

and physiology, the resemblances of animals to

themselves would quite outbulk the differences in

the eyes of primitive men, and the idea of close

relationship in blood does not appear to have been

l•cgarded with distaste. In their origin and in their

destiny, no distinction was drawn between man and

what we now designate as the Oower' animals.

Primitive man not only feels no repugnance to such

kinship :

—

‘Hut (Iiiiiks, inliuitted to that equal sky,

II is faithful shall bear him companyV

It should perhaps be remembered, too, that, in

the breeding of domestic animals, the great facts of

heredity and variation could not fail to have been

noticed, and must have given rise to reflection and

speculation. The selection of the best animals for

breeding purposes, and the consequent improvement

of their stock, may well have suggested the transmu-

tation of one kind of animal into a different kind,

just as the crossing of difl'erent kinds of animals

seems to have suggested the possible existence of

centaurs, griffins and other monstrous forms.
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How early the principles of variation and heredity,

and even the possibility of improving breeds by

selection, must have been appreciated by early men
is illustrated by the old story of the way in which the

wily Jacob made an attempt—^liowever futile were the

means he adopted—to cheat his employer Laban^

Yet, in spite of observed tendencies to variation

among animals and plants, early man must liave been

convinced of the existence of distinct kinds (^species ’)

in both the vegetable and aniimil worlds
;
he recog-

nised that plants of definite kinds yielded particular

fruits, and that different kinds of animals did not

breed promiscuously with one another, but that,

pairing each with its own kind, all gave rise to like

offspring, and thus arose the idea of distinct ‘species*

of plants and animals.

It must be remembered, however, that for a long

time ‘ tlie world ’ was believed to be limited to a few

districts surrounding the Eastern Mediterranean, and

the kinds or ‘species’ of animals and plants were

supposed to number a few scores or at most hundreds.

This being the case, the sudden stocking of ‘the

world’ with its complement of animals and plants

would be thought a comparatively simple operation,

and the violent destruction of the whole a scarcely

serious result. Even the possibility of the preserva-

tion of pairs of all the different species, in a ship of

moderate dimensions, was one that was easily enter-
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taiiicd and was not calculated to awaken either sur-

prise or incredulity.

Jhit how diiferent is the problem as it now presents

itself to us ! In the year 1900 Professor S. H. Vines

of Oxford estimated that the number of ^ species ’ of

plants that have been described could be little short

of 200,000, and that future studies, especially of the

lower micros(;opic forms, would probably bring that

number up to 000,000®. Liist year, Mr A. E. Shipley

of Cambridge, basing his estimate on the earlier one

of Dr ( liinther, came to the conclusion tliat the number

of described animals must also exceed 300,000®. On
the lowest estimate then we must place the number
of known species of plants and animals, living on the

globe, as (>00,000 ! And if we consider the numbers

of new forms of jdants and animals that every year

are being described by naturalists—about 1500 plants

and 1200 animals—if we take into account the inac-

cessible or as yet unvisited portions of the earth’s

surfiice, the very imperfectly known depths of the sea,

and, in addition to these, the almost infinite varieties

of minute and mici’oscopic forms, I think every com-

petent judge would consider a million as being

lu*obably an estimate below, rather than above, the

number of * species ’ now existing on the earth I

\\hile some of these sj^cies are very widely

distributed over the earth s surface, or in’the waters

of the oceans, seas, lakes and rivers, there are others
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which are as strikingly limited in their range. Many
of the myriad forms of insect-life pass their whole

existence, and are dciiendeiit for food, on a particular

species of plant. Not a few animals and plants are

parasitical, and can only live in the interior or on the

outside of other plants and animals.

It will be seen from these considerations that in

attempting to decide between the two hypotheses of

the origin of species—the only ones ever suggested

—

namely the fasliioning of them out of dead matter, or

their descent with modification from pre-existing

forms, we are dealing with a problem of much greater

complexity than could possibly have been imagined

by the early speculators on the subject.

The two strongly contrasted hypotheses to which

we have referred are often spoken of as ‘creation'

and ‘ evolution.’ But this is an altogether illegitimate

use of these terms. By whatever method species of

plants or animals come into existence, they may be

rightly said to be ‘created.’ We speak of the

existing plants and animals as having been created,

although we well know them to have been ‘ evolved
’

from seeds, eggs and other ‘germs ’—and indeed from

tliose minute and seemingly simple structures known

as ‘cells.’ Lycll and Darwin, as we shall presently

see, though they were firmly convinced that species

of plants and animals were slowly developed and not

su(ldenly manulactured, wrote constantly and correctly

of the ‘ creation ’ of new forms of life.
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The idea of ‘descent with modification/ derived

from the early speculations of hunters and herdsmen,

is i cally a niucli nobler and more beautiful conception

of ‘ creation ' than that of the ‘ fashioning out of

clay/ which conunended itself to the primitive agri-

culturalists.

Lyell writing to his friend John Herschel, who
like himself believed in the derivation of new species

from pre-existing ones by the action of secondary

causes, wrote in 18.‘1G :

—

‘ WIk'h 1 first oaine to the notion, ...of a .‘succession of

extiuclioii of .species, and creation (d new ones, going on per-

petually now, an<l through an indefinite period of the pa.st, and to

continue for ages to come, all in accommodation to the changes

which must continue in the inanimate and liabitable earth, the

idea struck me as the grandest which I had ever conceived, so far

as rcgai’ds the attributes of the IVesiding MiinP,’

And Darwin concludes his presentment of the

doctrine of evolution in the Origin of Species in 1851)

with tlte following sentence :

—

‘There is a grandeur in this vie\v of life, with its several

powers, having been originally brcatlied by the Creator into a few

forms or into (Uio
; and that, whilst this planet ha.s gone cycling on

aca'ording to the rixo<l law of gravity, from so simple a beginning
(Midlcss forms mo>t beautiful and most wonderful have been, and
are being, evolved

Compare with these suggestions the ideas em-
bodied in the following lines—ideas of which the
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crudeness cannot be concealed by all the witchery of

Milton 8 immortal verse :

—

‘Tho Eartli obey’d, and strai^lit,

Op’ning her fertile womb, teem’d at a birth

Iiiniimerous living creatures, perfect forms,

Limb’d and full grown. Out of tho gn)iind u]) rose

As from his lair, the wild beast, where he wons

In forest wild, in thicket, brake, or den ;

Among tho trees they rose, they walk’d
;

The cattle in the fields and meadows green ;

Those rare and solitary, these in flocks

Pasturing at once, and in broad herds u))spruiig.

The grassy clods now calv’d; now half appear'd

Tho tawny lion, pawing to get free

His hinder parts, then springs, as broke from bonds,

And rampant shakes his brinded niane^’

Can anyone doubt for a moment which is tlie

grander view of ‘ Creation ’—that cmbodicnl in

Darwins prose, or the one so strikingly jnetnred in

Milton’s poetry ?

We see then tliat the two ideas of tlie method of

creation, dimly perceived by early man, Inive at last

found clear and definite expression from these two

authors—Milton and Darwin. It is a singular coinci-

dence that these two great exponents of the rival

hypotheses were both students in the same University

of Cambridge and indeed resided in the same Jbun-

dation—and that not one of the largest of that

University—namely Christs College.



CHAPTER III

THK I)KVKT.OI>MKNT OF TIJK IDEA OF EVOliUTION TO

THE INOR(JANIO WORLD

AVe have 8ceTi in the preceding chapter that, with

resj)ect to the origin of plants and aniinals—including

man himself—two very distinct lines of speculation

have arisen
;

these two lines of thought may be

exj)ressed by the terms ^manufacture’—literally

making by hand, and ‘development’ or ‘evolution,’

—a gradual unfolding from 8im])ler to more complex

forms. Now with rcsj)ect to the i)iorganic world two

])ai’allel Iiy[)otheses of ‘ creation ’ have arisen, like

those relating to organic nature
;
but in the former

case the determining factor in the choice of ideas has

been, not the avocations of the primitive peoples, but

the natui’e of their surroundings.

The dwellers in the valleys of the Euphrates and

Tigris could not but be impressed by the great and

destructive floods to which those regions were subject

;

and tlie inhabitants of the shores and islands of the

Aegean Sea, and of the Italian peninsula, were equally
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conversnnt witli the devastations wrought by volcanic

outbursts and earthquake sliocks. As great districts

were seen to be depopulated by these catastrophies,

might not some even more violent cataclysm of tlie

same kind actually destroy all mankind, with the

animals and ])lants, in the comparatively small area

then known as * the world ’ ? The great ilood, of

which all these nations ai)pear to have retained tra-

ditions, was regarded as only the last of such flestruc-

tive cataclysms
;
and, in this way, there originated

the myth of successive destructions of the fac^e of the

earth, each followed by the creation of new stocks of

plants and animals. This is the doc^triiie now known
as * Catastrophism,' which we find prevalent in the

earliest traditions and writings of India, Habylonia,

Syria and (Greece.

But in ancient Egypt quite another (^lass of

phenomena was conspicuously ])rcscnted to the early

pliilosophcrs of the country. Instead of sudden floods

and terrible displays of volcanic and eartlnpiake

violence, they witnessed the annual gentle rise and

overflowings of their grand river, with its beneficent

heritage of new soil
;
and they soon learned to

recognise that Egypt itself—so far as the delta was

concerned—was ‘ the gift of the Nile.’

From the contcmj>lation of these phenomena, the

Egyptian sages were gradually led to entertain the

idea that all the features of the earth as they knew
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it—inipflit lifivc been similarly prodiiecfl tlirongli tbc

slow and constant action of tlic causes now seen in

o[)era(ion around them. This idea was incorporated

in a niytli, which was suggested by the slow and
gradual transformation of an egg into a perfect,

growing organism. The birth of the world was

pi(!tured as an act of incubation, and male and female

deities were invented to play the part of parents to

the infant world. By Pythagoras, who resided for

more than twenty years in Egypt, tliese ideas were

inti’oduced to the (ilreek philosoi^hers, and from that

time ‘ Catastr()[)hism ’ found a rival in the new
doctrine which we shall see has been designated under

the names of ‘Continuity,’ ‘ Uniformitarianism ’ or

‘ Evolution.’ How, from the first erude notions of

evolution, successive thinkers developed more just and

noble conceptions on the subject, has been admirably

shown by Professor Osborn in his From the. Grechs to

JJanrin imd by Mr Clodd in his Piourers of Evobtfio)L

Poets, from Emt)edocles and Lucretius to Goethe

and Tennyson, have sought in their verses to illustrate

the beauty of evolutionary ideas
;
and philosophers,

from Aristotle and Stral)o to Kant and ITerbc’t

Spencer, have recognised the princijde of evolution

as harmonising with, and growing out of, the highest

concet)tioiis of science. Yet it was not till the Nine-

teenth Century that any serious attempts were made
TO establish the hypothesis of evolution as a definite
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theory, based on sound reasoning from careful obser-

vation.

It is true that there were men, in advance of their

age, who in some cases anticipated to a certain extent

this work of establishing the doctrine of evolution on
a linn foundation. Thus in Italy, the earliest home
of so many sciences, a Carmelite friar, Generelli,

reasoning on observations made by his compatriots

Fracastoro and Leonardo da Vinci in the Sixteenth

Century, Steno and Scilla in the Seventeenth, and

Lazzaro Moro and Marsilli in the Eighteenth Century,

laid the foundations of a rational system of geology in

a work published in 1749 which was characterised

alike by courage and elorpience. In France, the

illustrious Nicolas Desmarest, from his study of the

classical region of the Auvergne, was able to show, in

1777, how the river valleys of that district had been

carved out by the rivers that flow in them. Nor were

there wanting geologists with similar previsions in

Germany and Switzerland.

But none of these early exponents of geological

theory came so near to anticipating the work of the

Nineteenth Century as did the illustrious James

Hutton, whose ^ Theory of the Earth,* a first sketch

of which was published in 17115, was a splendid ex-

position of evolution as a])plied to the inorganic world.

Unfortunately, Huttons theory was linked to the

extravagancies of what was known at that day as
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‘ Vulcanism * or ^^lutonism/ in contradistinction to

the ^ Ncj)tunisin ' of Werner. Hutton, while rejecting

the Wernerian notion of “ the aciueous precipitation

of basalt,” maintained the e([iially fanciful idea that

the consolidation of all strata—clays, sandstones,

conglomerates, limestones and even rock-salt—must

be ascribed to the action of heat, and that even the

formation of chalk-flints and the silicification of fossil

wood were due to the injection of molten silica I

What was still more unfortunate in Hutton’s case

was that, in his enthusiasm, he used expressions Avhich

led to his being charged with hei esy and even with

being an enemy of religion. His writings were

further so obscure in style as often to lead to miseon-

cc[)tion as to their true meaning, while his great work

—so far as the fragment which was published goes

—

contained few records of original observations on

which his theory was based.

Dr Fitton has pointed out very striking coinci-

dences between the writings of Gcnerelli and those of

Hutton, and has suggested that the latter may have

derived his views from the eloquent Italian friar

But for this suggestion, I think that there is no real

foundation. Darwin and Wallace, as we shall see

later, were quite unconscious of their having been

forestalled in the theory of Natural Selection by

Dr Wells and Patrick Matthew
;
and Hutton, like

his successor Lyell, in all probability arrived, quite
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independently, and by different lines of reasoning,

at conclusions identical with those of Generelli and

Desmarest.

Although, as we shall sec, Hutton failed to greatly

influence the scientific thought of his day, yet all will

now agree with Lyell that ‘ Hutton laboured to give

fixed principles to geology, as Newton had succeeded

in doing to astronomy ;
and with Zittel that

*Huttons Theory of the Earth is one of the master-

pieces in the history of geology

2—2



CHAPTER IV

TIIK TRIUMl^ll OF CATaSTHOPHISM OVER
EVOLUTION

There is no fact in the history of science which is

more certain than that those great pioneers of Evo-

lution in the Inorganic world—Generelli, Desmarest

and Hutton—utterly failed to recounnend their

doctrines to general acceptance
;
and that, at the

beginning of last century, everything in tlie nature of

evolutionary ideas was almost universally discredited

—alike by men of science and the world at large.

Tlie causes of the neglect and opprobrium which

befel all evolutionary teachings are not dillicult to

discover. The old Greek philosophers saw no more
reason to doubt the possibility of creation by evolu-

tion, than by direct mechanical means. But, on the

revival of learning in Europe, evolution was at once

confronted by the cosmogonies of Jewish and Arabian

writers, which were incorporated in sacred books
;
and

not only were the ideas of the sudden making and
d(‘st ruction of the world and all things in it regarded
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as revealed truth, but the periods of time necessary for

evolution could not be admitted by those wlio believed

the beginning of the world to have been recent, and

its end to be imminent. Thus ‘ C/atastroi)hic ’ ideas

came to be regarded as orthodox, and evolutionary

ones as utterly irreligious and damnable.

There are few more curious facts in the liistory of

science than the contrast between the reception of

the teaching of the Saxon professor Werner, and
those of Hutton, the Scotch philosopher, his great

rival. While the enthusiastic disciples of the former

carried their master’s ideas everywhere, acting with

missionary zeal and fervour, and teaching his doctrines

almost as though they were a divine revelation, the

latter, surrounded by a few devoted friends, saw his

teachings everywhere received with persistent mis-

representation, theological vituperation or contemp-

tuous neglect. Even in Edinburgh itself, one of

Werner’s pupils dominated the teaching of the

University for half a century, and established a society

for the pro[)agation of the views which Hutton so

strongly opposed.

When it is remembered that Hutton wrote at a

tiihe when ‘ heresy -hunting’ in this country had been

excited to such a dangerous extent, through the

excesses of the French llevolution, that his con-

temporarv, Priestley, had been hounded from his home

and count rv for proclaiming views which at that

^11575 .
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time were regarded as iinscriptural, it becomes less

difficult to understand the prejudice that was excited

against the gentle and modest pliilosoplier of

Edinburgh.

We have employed the term ^ Catastrophism ’ to

indicate the views which were prevalent at the

beginning of last century concerning the origin of the

rock-masses of the globe and llieir fossil contents.

These views were that at a number of successive

epochs—of wliich the age of Noah was the latest

—

great revolutions had taken place on the earth’s

surface
;
that during each of these cataclysms all

living things were destroyed
;

and tluit, alter an

interval, the world was restocked with fresh assem-

blages of plants and animals, to be destroyed in turn

and entombed in the strata at the next revolution.

Whewell, in 1830, contrasted this teaching with

that of Hutton and Eyell in the following passage :

—

‘These two opinions will probably for some time

divide the geological world into two sects, which may
perhai)s be designated the “ Uniformitarians ” and

the “ Catastrophists.” The latter has undoubtedly

been of late the prevalent doctrine.’ ft is interesting

to note, as showing the confidence felt in their tenets

by the ‘Catastrophists’ of that day, that Whewell

adds ‘ We conceive that Mr Lyell will find it a harder

task than lie imagines to overturn the established

belieC^ 1

’
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Some liave suggested that the doctriue

taiiglit by Ociierclli, Dcsniarest and Hutton, and later

by Scropc and Lyell, for Avhich Whcwcll proposed tlie

soinewliat cumbrous term ‘ Uniformitarianism,' but

wliicli Avas pei’haps better designated by Grove in

13()d as ^ Continuity distinct from, and sul)-

sidiary to, t^volution—and tins view could claim for a

time the support of a very great aiitliority.

Jn 1809, Jluxley delivered an address to the

(geological Society, in which he postulated the exis-

tence of ‘three more or less contradictory systems of

geological thougiit,’ under the names of ‘Catastro-

phism,’ ‘ Uniformitarianism ’ and ‘ Evolution.’ In

this essay, distinguished by all his wondciTul lucidity

and forceful logic, Huxley sought to establish the

position that evolution is a doctrine, dist inct from and

hi advance of that of uniformitarianism, and that

Hutton and Playfair
—‘and to a less extent Lyell’

—

had acted unwisely in deprecating the extension of

Geology into eiKpiiries concerning ‘the beginning of

things

Hut there is no doubt that Huxley at a later

period was led to cpialify, and indeed to largely modify,

tlie views maintained in that address. In a foot-

note to an essay written in April 1887, he asserts

‘What I mean by “evolutionism” is consistent and

thoroughgoing uniformitarianism’; and in the same
year he wrote in his Reception of the Ordjiu of
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Species}^: ^Consistent imiformitarianism postulates

evolution, as much in the organic as in the inorganic

world

It is not difficult to trace the causes of this change

in the attitude of mind with which Huxley regarded

the doctrine of ‘ uniformitarianism.’ He assures us
^ I owe more than I can tell to the careful study of

the Principka of Geologif^^ and again ‘ Lyell was for

others as for me tlie chief agent in smoothing the road

for Darwiii'*’.* From the perusal of the letters of

Lyell, published in 1881
,
Huxley learned that the

author of the Principles of Gcologj/ had, at a very

early date, been convinced that ev olution was true of

the organic as well as of the inorganic world—though

he had been unable to accept Lamarckism, or any

other hypothesis on the subject that had, up to that

time, been suggested. There can be little doubt,

however, that a chief influence in bringing about the

change in Huxley’s views was his intercourse with

Darwin—who was, from first to last, an uncom-

promising ^ uniformitarian/

We are fully justified, then, in regarding the

teaching of Hutton and Lyell (to which Whewell gave

the name of ‘uniformitarianism’ as being identical

with evolution. The cockpit in which the great battle

between catastrophism and evolution was fought out,

as we shall see in the sequel, was the Geological

Society of London, where doughty champions of each
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of the rival doctrines met in freqncnt combat and

long maintained the struggle for supremacy.

Fitton has very truly said that
*

the views proposed

by Hutton failed to produce general conviction at

the time
;
and several years elapsed before any one

showed himself publicly concerned about them, either

as an enemy or a friend^.’ Sad is it to relate that,

when notice was at last taken of the memoir on the

^Theory of the Earth,* it was by bitter opponents

—such ‘Philistines* (as Huxley calls them) as

Kirwan, De Luc and Williams, who declared the

author to be an enemy of religion. Not only did

Hutton, unlike the writers of other theories of the

earth, omit any statement that his views were based

on the Scriptures, but, carried away by the beauty of

the system of continuity which he advocated, he wrote

enthusiastically ‘the result of this physical eiKpiiry is

that we find no vestige of a beginning—no prospect

of an end^\’ This was unjustly asserted to be

equivalent to a declaration that the world had neither

beginning nor end
;
and thus it came about that

Wernerisin, Neptunism and Catastrophism were long

regarded as synonymous with Orthodoxy, while

Plutonism and ‘ Uniforinitarianisin ' were looked

upon with aversion and horror as subversive of

religion and morality.

Almost simultaneously with the foundation of the

Wernerian Society of Edinburgh (in 1807) was the
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eafcablislunent in London of the Geological Society.

Originating in a dining club of collectors of minerals,

the society consisted at first almost exclusively of

mineralogists and chemists, including Davy, Wollaston,

Sir James Hall, and later, Faraday and Turner. The

bitter but barren conflict between the Neptunists and

tbe IMutonists was then at its height, and it was, from

the first, agreed in the infant society to confine its

work almost entirely to the collection of facts,

eschewing theory. During the first decade of its

existence, it is true, the chief papers published by

the society were on mineralogical questions
;

but

gradually geology began to assert itself. The actual

founder and first president of the society, Grcciiough,

liad been a pupil of Werner, and used all his great

influence to discourage the dissemination of any but

Wernerian doctrines—foreign geologists, like Dr
Berger, being subsidised to apply the Wernerian
classification and princijdes to the study of British

rocks. Thus, in early days, the Geological Society

became almost as completely devoted to the teaching

of Wernerian doctrines as was the contemporary

society in Edinburgh.

Dr Buckland used to say that when he joined the

Geological Society in 181 .*^, ‘it had a very landed

manner, and only admitted the professors of geology

in Oxford and Cambridge on sufterance.*

But, gradually, changes began to be felt in this
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aristocratic body of exclusive amateurs and wealthy

collectors of minerals. William Smith, ‘ the Father

of English Geology ’—though he published little and

never joined the society—exercised a most important

influence on its work. By his maps, and inuseuin of

specimens, as well as by his communications, so freely

made known, concerning his method of ^ identifying

strata by their organic remains,’ many of the old geo-

logists, who were not aware at the time of the source

of their inspiration, were led to adopt entirely new
methods of studying the rocks. In this way, the

accurate mineralogical and geognostical methods of

Werner came to be supplemented by the fruitful

labours of the sti-atigraphical palaeontologist. Thenew
school of geologists included men like William Phillips,

Conybeare, Sedgwick, Buckland, Do la Bcchc, Fitton,

Mantell, Webster, Lonsdale, Murchison, John Phillips

and others, who laid the foundations of British strati-

graphical geology.

But these great geological pioneers, almost with-

out exception, maintained the Wernerian doctrines

and were firm adherents of Catastrophism. The three

great leaders—the enthusiastic Buckland, the eloquent

Sedgwick, and the indefatigable Conybeare—were

clergymen, as were also Whewell and Henslow, and
they were all honestly, if mistakenly, convinced that

the Huttonian teaching was opposed to the Scriptures
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and inimical to religion and morality. Buckland at

Oxford, and Sedgwick at Cambridge, made geology

popular by combining it with equestrian exercise

;

and Whewell tells us how the eccentric Buckland used

to ride forth from the University, with a long caval-

cade of mounted students, holding forth with sarcasm
and ridicule concerning Hhe inadequacy of existing

causes

And Sedgwick at Cambridge was no less firmly

opposed to evolutionary doctrine, eloquently declaim-

ing at all times against the unscriptural tenets of the
Hiittonians.

I cannot better illustrate the complete neglect at

that time by leading geologists in this country of the

Iluttonian teaching than by pointing to the Report
drawn up in 188;}, by Conybeare, for the British

Association, on ^The Progress, Actual State and
Ulterior Prospects of Geological Science-^.’ This
valuable memoir of 47 pages opens with a sketch of

the history of the science, in which the chief Italian,

French and German investigators are referred to, but
the name of Hutton is not even mentioned !

And if positive evidence is required of the con-
tempt which the early geologists felt for Hutton and
his teachings, it will be found in the same author's

introduction to that classical work, the Outlines of
ecology (1822), in which he says of Hutton, after
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praising his views on granite veins and “ trap

rocks :

—

‘The wildness of many of his theoretical views, however, went

far to counterbalance the utility of the additional facts which he

collected from observation. He who could perceive in geology

nothing but the ordinary operation of actual causes, carried

on in tlio same manner through infinite ages, without the

trace of a beginning or tho prospect of an end, must have

surveyed them through the medium of a preconceived hypothesis

alone

John Playfair, the brilliant author of the Illustra-

tions of the Huttonian Theory, died in 1819
;
under

happier conditions his able work might have done for

Inorganic Evolution what his great master failed to

accomplish
;
but the dead weight of prejudice and the

dread of anything that seemed to savour of infidelity

was, at the time of the great European struggle

against revolutionary France, too great to be removed

even by his lucid statements and eloquent advocacy.

James Hall and Leonard Horner, two faithful disciples

of Hutton, who had joined the infant Geological

Society, forsook it early, the former leaving it on

account of the quarrel with the Royal >Society, the

latter retaining his fellowship and interest, but going

to live at Edinburgh. Greenough, ‘The Objector

GeneraV as he was called, was left, fanatically

opposing any attemjjt to stem the current that had
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set so strongly in favour of Wernerism and Neptunism,

and tlie Catastrophic doctrines which all thought to

be necessary conclusions from them. The great

heroic workers of that day—while they were laying

well and truly the foundations of historical geology

—

were, one and all, indilfereiit to, or violently opposed

to, the lluttonian teaching. Neither Fitton nor John
Phillips, who at a later date showed sympathy with

evolutionary doctrines, were the men to fight the

battle of an unpopular cause. S.
j
S /S*

Attempts have been made by both Playfair and

Fitton to explain how it was that Hutton’s teaching

failed to arrest the attention it deserved. The former

justly asserted that the world was tired of the per-

formances issued under the title of ‘theories of the

earth ’

;
and that the condensed nature of Hutton’s

writings, with their ‘ embarrassment of reasoning and
obscurity of style‘^’ are largely responsible for the

neglect into which they fell.

Fitton, in 1839, wrote in the Edmhitrgh RevieiVy

‘ The original work of Hutton (in two volumes) is in

fact so scarce that no very great number of our

readers can have seen it. No copy exists at present

in the libi-aries of the Royal Society, the Linnean,

or even the Geological Society of London^® !
’ He

also points out that Hutton’s work, and even the

more lucid Illustrations of the Huttonian Theoryy
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were almost unknown on the continent, owing to the

isolation of Great Britain during the war
;
and he

even suggests that the popularity of Playfair in this

country may have not improbably led to the neglect

of the original work of Hutton

On the continent, indeed, the authority of Cuvier

was supreme, and in his Easay on the Theory of the

Earth, prefixed to his Opus magnum—the Ossemens

Fossiles—the great naturalist threw the whole weight

of his influence into the scale of Catastrophism. He
maintained that a scries of tremendous cataclysms

had affected the globe—tlie last being the Noachian

deluge—and that the floods of water that overspread

the earth, during each of these events, had buried

the various groups of animals, now extinct, that had

been successively created.

If anything had been wanted in England to sup-

port and confirm the views that were then su))p08ed

to be the only ones in harmony with the Scriptures,

it was found in the great authority of Cuvier. As
Zittel justly says, Cuvier’s theory of ‘World-Cata-

strophies ’—
‘ which aflbrded a certain scientific basis

fcgi* theMosaic account of the ''Flood,” was received with

special cordiality in England, for there, more than in

any other country, theological doctrines had always

affected geological conceptions Britain, which had

produced the great philosopher, Hutton, had now
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become the centre of the bitterest opposition to his^

teachings

!

But 'the darkest hour of night is that which

precedes the dawn/ and while the forces of reaction

in this country appeared to be triumphant over

Hutton s teaching, there was in preparation, to use the

words of Darwin, a 'grand work’...' which the future

historian will recognise as having produced a revolu-

tion in natural science.’



CHAPTER V

TUB RBVOLT OF SOROPB AND LYBLL ACxAINST

CATASTROPIIISM

The year 1707, in which the illustrious Hutton
died, leaving bellind him the noble fragments of

a monumental work, was signalised by the birth

of two men, who were destined to bring about the

overthrow of Catastrophism, and to establish, upon
the firm foundation of reasoned observation, the

despised doctrine of Uniformitarianism or Evolution

—as outlined by Gencrelli, Desmarest and Hutton.

These two men were George Poulett Thomson (who

afterwards took the name of Scrope) and Charles

Lyell. Both of them were, from their youth np-

wavds, brought under the strongest influences of

the prevalent anti-evolutionary teachings
;
but both

emancipated themselves from the eliects of these

teachings, being led gradually by their geological

travels and observations, not only to reject their

early faith, but to become the chamiiions of Evolution.
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There yraa a singular parallel between the early

careers of these two men. Both were the sons of

parents of ample means, and were thus freed from

the distractions of a business or profession, while

throughout life they alike remained exempt from

femily cares. Each of them received the ordinary

education of the English upper classes—Scrope at

Harrow, and Lyell at Salisbury, in a school conducted

by a Winchester master on public-school lines. In

due course, the two young men proceeded to the

University—Scrope to Cambridge, to come under the

influence of the sagacious and eloquent Sedgwick,

and Lyell to Oxford, to catch inspiration from the

enthusiastic but eccentric Buckland. On the opening

up of the continent, by the termination of the French

wme, each' of the young men accompanied his fiamily

in a carriage-tour (as was the flishion of the time)

through France, Si^tserland and Italy; and botii

utilised the opportunities thus afforded them, to

make long walking excursions for geological study.

They both returned again and ag^ to the continent

for the purpose ofgeological research, and in the year

1825, at the age of 28, found themselves assodated

as Joint-secretaries of the Geological Society. By
this time they had arrived at similar convictions

concerning the causes of geological {flienomena—

convictions which were in direct opposition to the

views of their early teachers, and equtdly obnoxious
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to all the leaders of geological thought in the in&nt

society which they had joined.

It is interesting to note that each of these two

young geologists arrived independently, as the result

of their own Judies and observations, at their

conclusions concerning the futility of the prevailing

catastrophic doctrines. This I am able to afSrm, not

only from their published and unpublished letters,

but from frequent conversations I had with them in

their later years.

Scrope, who was slightly the elder of the two

friends, spent a considerable time in that wonderful

district of France—^the Auvergne—^in the year 1821,

and though he had not seen the map and later

memoirs of Desmarest, he pourtrayed the structure

of the country in a series of very striking panoramic

views, and was led, independently of the great French

observer, to the same conclusions as his concerning

the volcanic origin of the basalts and the formation

of the valleys by river-action. Scrope was at that

time equally ignorant of the views propounded both

by Generelli and by Hutton.

‘By April 6th, 1822, Scrope had completed his

masterly work The Geology and Extinct Volcames

of Centred Frame, and had despatched it to England.

It would be idle to speculate now as to what might

have been the effect of that work—so full of the

results of accurate observation, and so su^estive in

3—2
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its rcasoiiin.G^—had it been pnblishcrl at that time.

It is (jiiite possible that much of the credit now
justly assi;.pie(l to fiyell, would have belonged to his

friend. Unfortunately, however, Scrope, instead of

seeing his work through the press, determined first

to make another tour in Italy. lie arrived at Naples

just in time to witness and describe the grandest

eruption of Vesuvius in modern times, that of October

What he witnessed then—the blowing away
of the whole upper part of the mountain and the

formation of a vast crater 1000 feet deep—made a

profound imjwession on Scrope s mind. His interest

thus strongly aroused concerning igneous phenomena,

Scrope continued his travels and observations on the

volcanic rocks of the peninsula of Italy and its

islands, and was thus led to a number of important

conclusions in theoretical geology, which he embodied

in a work, published in ld2a, entitled Consideratiovs

OH VoJeaHOi^ : the probable causes of theirphenomena^
the hues which determine their march, the disposition

oftheirproducts, and their connexion with thepresent

slide and past history of the globe ; leading to the

establishment of a New Theory of the Earth,

It is only right to point out that, in calling this

book a new ‘Theory of the Earth,' Scrope had no

intention of comparing it with Hutton’s great

work, with which he was at that time altogether

unaccpiaiuted. Nevertheless, his conclusions, though
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iiulepemleiitly arrived at, wore almost identical witli

tliose of the great Scotch philosoplier. But Scro])e

made the same mistake as Hutton laid done before

him. He allowed his theoretical conclusions to

precede, instead of following upon an account of

the observations on which they were based. Scrope s

book is certainly one of the most original and

suggestive contributions ever made to geological

science
;
but the very speculative character of a

large portion of the work led to the neglect of the

really valuable hypotheses and acute observations

which it contained. In the [weface, however, the

author gives a most striking and complete summary
of the doctrine of Evolution as opi)oscd to Cata-

stroi)hism, in the inorganic world, as will be shown

by tlie following extracts :

—

(Jc'ology luus for its biisiiiuss a knowledge of the proeesses

which are in euntiinuil or oeeiusioinii operation within tlie liniiLs

of our planet, and the application of these laws to explain the

ai)i)earances discovered hy our (ieognostical researches, so as from

these materials to deduce conclusions as to the past history of

the globe.

• The surface of the globe eii)oses to the eye of the Geognost

abundant evidence of a variety of changes which appear to have

succeeded one another during au incalculable lapse of time.

These changes arc chielly,

J. Variations of level between different con.stituciit parts of

the solid surface of the globe.
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II. The destruction of former rocks, and their reproduction

under another form.

III. The production of rocks de noro upon the earth’s surface.

Geologists have usually had recourse for the explanation of

these changes to the supposition of sundry violent and extra-

ordinary catiistrophes, cataclysms, or general revolutions having

occurred in the physical state of the earth’s surface.

As the idea imparted by the term Cataclysm, Catastrophe,

or Revolution, is extremely vague, and may comprehend any thing

you choose to imagine, it answers for the time very well as an

explanation
;
that is, it stops further iiuiuiry. But it has also the

disadvantage of elfectually stopping the advance of science, by

involving it in obscurity and confusion.

If, however, in lieu of forming guesses as to what may have

been the possible causes and nature of these changes, wo pursue

that, which 1 conceive the only legitimate path of geological

in<[uiry, and begin by examining the laws of nature which are

actually in force, wo cannot but perceive that numerous physical

phenomena are going on at this moment on the surface of the

globe, by which various changes are produced in its constitution

and external characters
;
changes extremely analogous to those

of earlier date, whoso nature is the main object of geological

inquiry.

These [)rocesses are principally,

I. The Atmospheric phenomena.

II. The laws of the circulation and residence of Water on

the exterior of the globe.

III. The action of Volcanos and Earthquakes.

The changes elfected before our eyes, by the operation of these

causes, in the constitution of the crust of the earth are chieHy

—

I. The Destruction of Rocks.

II. The Reproduction of othei*s.
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III. Changes of Level.

IV. The Production of New Rocks from the interior of the

globe upon its surface.

Changes which in tlieir general characters boar so strong an

analogy to those which are suspected to have occurred in the

earlier ages of the world’s history, that, until the proce.ssos which

give rise to them have been maturely studied under every shape,

and then applied with strict impartiality to explain the appearances

in question
;
and until, after a long investigation, and with the

most liberal allowances for all possible variations, and an unlimited

series of ages, they have been found wholly inadequate to the

purpose, it would bo the height of absurdity to have recourse

to any gratuitous and unexampled hypothesis for the solution

of these analogous facts

It was not till 1826, four years after the completion

of the work, that Scrope managed to publish his book

on the Auvergne, and to tear himself away from

the speculative questions by which he had become

obsessed. No one could be more candid than lie

was in acknowledging the causes of his failure to

impress his views upon his contemporaries. Writing

in 1858, he said of his Comideratioas on Volcanos :

—

‘ In that work unfortunately were included some speculations

on theoretic cosmogony, which the public mind was not at that

time prepared to entertain. Nor was this my first attempt at

authorship, sufiiciently well composed, arranged or oven printed,

to secure a fair appreciation for the really sound and, I believe,

original views on many points of geological interest which it

contained. I ought, no doubt^ to have begun with a description
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of the striking facts which I was prepared to produce from the

volcanic regions of Central Franco and Italy, in order to pave the

way for a favourable reception, or even a fair hearing, of the

theoretical views 1 had been led from these observations to

form**.’

He adds that ‘ this obvious error was pointed out

in a very friendly manner ’ in a notice of the memoir
on The Geology of Cetttrai Frame, which was

contributed by Lyell to the Quarterly Review in

1827®*.

Scrope’s geological career however—though one

of so much promise—was brought to a somewhat
abrupt termination. In 1821 he had married the

last representative and heiress of the Scropes, tho

old Earls of Wiltshire, and soon afterwards he settled

down at the family seat of Castle Combe, eventually

devoting his attention almost exclusively to social

and political questions. From 1833 to 1868, when
he retired from Parliament, he was member for

Stroud; and though he seldom took part in the

debates, he became famous as a writer of political

tracts, thus acquiring the sobriquet of ‘Pamphlet

Scrope.’ He himself used to relate an amusing

incident at his own expensa His great friend Lord

Palmerston, on being greeted with the question,

‘Have you read my last pamphlet?’ replied mis-

chievously, ‘Well Scrope, I hope I have!’

It is sad to relate that, owing to a carriage accident.
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Scrope’s wife became a confirmed invalid and he had

no child to succeed to the estate. Though cut off

by other duties from the geological world, Scrope

maintained his correspondence with his old friend

Lyell, and, as we shall see in the sequel, was able to

render him splendid service by the luminous though

discriminating reviews of the Principles of Geology

in the Qna/rterly Review. Throughout his life,

however, Scrope preserved a love of geology, and

occasionally contributed to the literature of the

science ; and in his closing years, when unable to

travel himself, he gave to others the means of carry-

ing on the researches in which he had from the first

been so deeply interested.

Fortunately for science, Lyell's devotion to

geological study was not, like Scrope’s, interrupted

by the claims made upon him by social and political

questions. Feeling though he did, with his friend,

the deepest sympathy in all liberal movements, and

being especially interested in the reform of educa-

tional methods, his geological work always had the

fiyst claim on his time and attention, and nothing was

allowed to interfere with his scientific labours.

Charles Lyell was the eldest son of a Scottish

laird, whose forbears, after making a fortune in India,

had purchased the estate of Kinnordy in Strathmore,

, on tbe borders of the Highlands. Lyell’s father was
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a nmn of culture, a good classical scholar, a translator

and commentator on Dante, and a cryptogamic

botanist of some reputation.

Lyell’s mother, an Englishwoman from York-

shire, was a person of great force of character
;
this

she showed when, on coming to Kinnordy, she found

drunkenness so prevalent among the lairds of this

part of Scotland, as to cause a fear on her part, that

her husband might be drawn into the dangerous

society : she therefore induced him, when their son

Charles was only three months old, to abandon their

Scottish home, and settle in the New Forest of

Hampshire. Thus it came about that the future

geologist, though born in Scotland, became, by
education, habits and association, English.

Charles Lyell’s attention was first drawn to

geology by seeing the quartz-crystals and chalcedony

exposed in the broken chalk-flints, which he, as a boy

of ten, used to roll down, in company with his school-

fellows, from the walls of Old Sarum. Like Charles

Darwin, too, he became an ardent and enthusiastic

collector of insects, and grew to be a tall and active

young fellow, a keen sportsman, with only one draw-

back—a weakness of the eyes which troubled him

through all his after life.

It was when at the age of seventeen he went to

Oxford and came under the influence of Dr Buckland

that Lyell first became deeply engrossed in geology.
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Lyell used to tell many amusing stories of the

oddities of his old teacher and friend Buckland. In

his lectures, both in the University and on public

platforms, Buckland would keep his audience in roars

of laughter, as he imitated what he thought to be

the movements of the iguanodon or megatherium,

or, seizing the ends of his long clerical coat-tails,

would leap about to show how the pterodactyle flew.

Lyell became greatly attached to Buckland, who used

to take him privately on geological expeditions. On
one of these occasions, they were dining at an inn,

where a gentleman at another table became greatly

scandalised by Buckland’s conversation and manners.

The professoi*, seeing this, became more outrageous

than ever, and on parting with Lyell for the night

took the candle and placed it between his teeth, so

as to illuminate the mouth-cavity exclaiming, ‘ There

Lyell, practise this long enough and you will be able

to do it as well as I do.' When Buckland had retired,

the stranger revealed himself to Lyell as an old friend

of his father’s, adding ‘ 1 hope you will never be seen

in the company of that buflbon again.’ ‘ Oh ! Sir,’

said the startled undergraduate, ‘ that is my professor

at Oxford !
’ But Buckland did not always originate

the fun, for Lyell told me that, when the professor

visited Kiniiordy in his comx)any, he led him a long

tramp under promise of showing him diluvium

• intersected by whin dykes,' and, in the end, pointed
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to fields in a bonlder-clay country separated by gorse

(‘ Nvliin ’) hedges (‘dykes’).

Jhiekland, as shown by his Vhidiciae (Jeohujicae

(1820) and his Brlihjnmter Treatise (18.‘5(>), was the

most nneoinpromising of tlio advocates for making all

geological teacliing subordinate to the literal inter-

pretation of the eai-ly chapters of Genesis
;
and in

liis /feli(/uiae (lH23)he stoutly maintained

the view that all the sui)erlicial deposits of the globe

were the result of the Xoachi.au deluge ! lie was

indeed the great leader of the Catastroidiists, and it

is not sur[)rising to find Lyell, while still under his

influence, scolling at ‘the lluttonians

Tint Jluckland greatly influenced Lycll in his

youth, especially by inoculating him with his splendid

enthusiasm for geology, there can be no doubt
;
and

Lyell, far as he dei)arted in after life from the views

of his teacher, never forgot his indebtedness to the

Oxford professor. Even in 1832, in publishing the

second edition of the first volume of his PruieipleSy he

dedicated it toBuckland, as one ‘who first instructed

me in the elements of geology, and by whose energy

and talents the cultivation of science in the country

has been so eminently promoted

On leaving Oxford in 1811), at the age of twenty-

two, byell joined the Geological Society. What were

the dominant opinions at that time on geological

theory among the distinguished men, who were there
^
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laying tlie fonnflations of siratigrapliical geology, >vc

have already seen. Lyell, in his frequent visits to tlie

continent, became a friend of the illustrious Cuvier,

whose strong bias for Catastrophism was so forcibly

shown in his writings and conversation.

What then, we may ask, were the causes which led

Lyell to abandon the views in which he had been

instructed, and to l)Ccome the great chanq)ion of

Evolutionism ?

It has often been assumed that Tiyell was led by

the study of Hutton s works to ado]>fc the ‘ llniformi-

tariaiC doctrines. But there is ainpl(‘ evidence that

such was not the case. As late as the yiNir

Lyell wrote of Hutton, ‘Though I tried, I doubt

whether I fairly read half his writings, and skinnmal

the rcst^*’
;
aiid he emphatically assured Scrope ‘ Von

Hoff has assisted me most^V

The fact is certain that Lyell, quite independently,

arrived at the same conclusions as Hutton, hut h//

totally different lines of reemminy.

As early as 1817, when Lyell was only twenty

years of age, he visited the Norfolk coast and was

greatly impressed by the ev idence of the waste of the

cliffs about Cromer, Aldborough, and DunwicJi
;
and

three years later we find him studying the opposite

kind of action of the sea in the formation of new
land at Dungencss and Romney Marsh. All through

. his life tliere may be seen the results of these early
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Htiulics in a teiiflency which he showed to overrate

marine action
;
the chief defect in his early views

consisting in not fully realising the importance

of that subacrial denudation—of which Hutton was

so great an exponent But it was in his native

county of Forfarshire that Lyell found the most

complete antidote to the Catastrophic teachings.

Buckland had taught him that the HilF of the

country had been thrown down, just 4170 years

before, by the Noachian deluge : while Cuvier had

avsserted that the study of freshwater limestones

|>r()vcd them to differ from any recent dc])osit by

tlieir crystalline character, the absence of shells and

the presence of plant-remains, as well as by the

occasional occurrence in them of bands of flint. As
the result of this, Cuvier and Brongniart had declared

that the freslurater of the ancient world possessed

properties which are not observed in that of modern
lakes^. Lyell visited Kinnordy from time to time

between 1817 and 1824, and found on his father's

estate and other localities in Strathmore a number
of small lakes, lying in hollows of the boulder clay.

These were being drained and their deposits quarried

for the inirpose of ^ marling ' the land
;
the excava-

tions thus made showed that, under peat containing

a boat hollowed out of the trunk of a tree, there were

calcareous deposits, sometimes 16 to 20 feet in thick-

ness, which passed into a rock, solid and crystalline
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in cliaracter as the materials of the older 2:colo^ical

formations and containing the stems and fruits of the

freshwater plant Chara (Stone wort).

With the help of Robert Brown the botanist, and
of analyses made by Daiibcny, witli the advice of his

life-long friend, Faraday, Lyell was able to demon-
strate tliat from the waters of the Forfarshire lakes,

containing the most minute proportions of calcareous

salts, a limestone, identical in all respects with those

of the older rocks of the globe, had been deposited,

with excessive slowness, by the action of i)Iant-Iife'^\

He was thus enabled to supply a complete refutation

of the views put forward by Jhickland and Cuvier.

Thus while Hutton had been led to his conclusion

concerning evolution in the inorganics world, by

studying the waste going on in the weathered ci*ags

and the flooded rivers of his native land, Lyell’s

conversion to the same views was mainly brought

about by the study of changes due to the action of

the sea along the English coasts, and by studying the

evidence of constant, though slow, deposition of lime-

stone-rocks, by the seemingly most insignificant of

agencies.

Lyell however did not by any mcaijs neglect the

study of the action of rain and rivers. During his

visits to Forfarshire, he had his initials and the date

cut by a mason on many portions of the rocky river-

beds about his home. Fifty years afterwards (in
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1874) T visited with him the several localities, to

ascertain what amount of waste had resulted from

the constant flow of water over these hard rocks. It

was in most cases singularly small, the inscriptions

being still visible, though deprived of their sharpness;

even the sandy detritus carried along by the streams,

being buoyed up by the water, had not been able in

half a century to wear away a thickness of half-an-

inch of the hard rock. The most singular result

we noticed was, that the leaden small shot fired by

sportsmen, in the Highland tracts, whence these

streams flowed, had collected in great numbers in

hollows formed by the young geologist s inscriptions.

By his father’s request, Lyell after leaving Oxford

studied for the bar, but there is no doubt that liis

main interest was in geological study. He had made
the acquaintance of Ur iMantell, and carried on

a number of researches in the south of England

either alone or with that geologist^. Four years

after joining the Geological Society, in which he was

a constant w orkcr, he became one of the secretaries.

This was in 1823 when he was only 26 years of age.

His frequent visits to Paris and to various parts of

the continent enabled him to exchange ideas with

many foreign naturalists, and it is clear from his

correspondence that at this early period he had

abandoned the Catastrophic doctrines of his teachers

and friends.
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Let us now consider the outside influences which

were at work on Lyell’s mind in these early days. In

the year UU 8, the eminent palaeontologist Blumcnbach
induced the University of Gottingen to oiler a prize

for an essay on ^The invest!gation of the changes

that have taken place in the earths surface con-

formation since historic tbneSy and the applications

which can he made ofsuch knowledge in investigating

earth revolutions beyond the domain of history.* A
young German, Von IIoH* won the prize by a most

able book, displaying great erudition, entitled The

History of those Natural Changes in the Earths
Surface^ which are proved by Tradition. 'I'he

first volume of this work appeared in 1822, and

treated of the results produced on the land by the

action of the sea
;
the second volume, i)ublished in

1824, dealt with the ettects of volcanoes and earth-

quakes. Von lloft’s learned work was coniined to

the collection of data from classical and other early

authors bearing on these subjects, and to reasonings

based on these records
;

for, unfortunately, he <lid

not possess the means necessary for travelling and

mining observations in the districts described by him.

Lyell acknowledges the great assistance aflbrded to

him by these two volumes of Von Hoffs work, but,

unlike that author, he was able to visit the various

localities referred to, and to draw his own conclusions

,as to the nature of the changes which must have taken
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place. Tt is j)leasaiit to be able to relate that the debt

which lie owed to Von Hoff was fully repaid by Lyell

;

for the learned German’s third volume appeared after

the issue of the Principles of Geology, and as Zittel

assures us ^ its influence on Von Hoff’ is (piite apparent

in the third volume of his work^'*^.’

At this period, too, Lyell had the advantage of

travelling both on the continent and in various parts

of Great Jh itain with tlie eminent French geologist,

Constant Prevost, who had shown his courage by

o])posing some of the catastrophic teachings of the

illustrious Cuvier himselh

Still more important to Lyell were the oppor-

tunities he enjoyed for comparing his conclusions

with those of Scrope, who had joined the Geological

Society in 1824, and became a joint secretary with

Lyell in the following year. From both of them, in

their old age, I heard many statements concerning the

closeness and warmth of their friendship, and the

constant interchange of ideas which took place

between them at this time.

From Scrope, Lyell heard of the occurrence of

great beds of freshwater limestone in the Auvergne,

on a far grander scale than in Strathmore, with many
other facts concerning the geology of Central France,

which so greatly excited him as in the end to alter

all his plans concerning the publication of his own
book. As soon as Scrope s great work on Auvergne
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was published, Lycll undertook the pro[)aration of

a review for the Quarterly—and this review was

a very able and discriminating production.

Although Lyell did not derive his views con-

cerning terrestrial evolution directly from Hutton,

as is sometimes supposed, there were two respects

in which he greatly profited when he came to read

Hutton’s work at a later date.

In the first place, he was very deeply impressed

by the necessity of avoiding the odium theologieumy

which had been so strongly, if unintentionally, aroused

by Hutton, of whom he wrote, M think he ran un-

necessarily counter to the feelings and prejudices of

the age. This is not courage or manliness in the

cause of Truth, nor does it promote progress. It

is an unfeeling disregard for the weakness of human
nature, for it is our nature (for what reason heaven

knows), but as it is constitutional in our minds, to

feel a morbid sensibility on matters of religious faith,

I conceive that the same right feeling which guaids

us from outraging too violently the sentiments of our

neighbours in the ordinary concerns of the world and

its customs, should direct us still more so in this^^.’

In the second j)lace, Lyell was warned by the fate

of Ilutton^s writings tliat it was hopeless to look

for success in combating the prevailing geological

tlieories, unless he cultivated a literary style very

^difterent from that of the Theory of the Earth.

4—2
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Lycll’s father liad to a great extent gnided his son’s

classical studies, and at Oxford, where Lyell took

a good degree in classics, he practised diligently both

prose and poetic composition. Lyell once told me
that his tutor Dalby (afterwards a Dean) had put

Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Eminre
into his hand with certain passages marked as ‘not

to be read.’ Wlien he had studied the whole work
(of course including the marked passages) he said

he conceived a profound admiration for the author’s

literary skill—and this feeling he retained throughout

his after life. It is not improbable, indeed, that

Lyell learned from Gibbon that a ‘frontal attack’

on a fortress of error is much less likely to succeed

than one of ‘ sap and mine.’ Lyell was always most

careful in the composition of his works, sparing no

pains to make his meaning clear, while he aimed at

elegance of expression and logical sequence in the

presentation of his ideas. The weakness of his eyes

was a great difficulty to him, throughout his life,

and, when not employing an amanuensis, he generally

wrote stretched out on the floor or on a sofa, with his

eyes close to the paj^er.

The relation of Lyell’s views to those of Hutton,

may best be described in the words of his contem-

porary, Whewell, whose remarks w ritten immediately

after the publication of the first volume of the

PrincipU\% lose nothing in effectiveness from the
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evident, if gentle, note of sjircasin running through

them :

—

‘ Hutton for the purpose of getting his continents jihovo water,

or manufacturing a cliain of Alps or Amies, did not disdain to call

in something more than common volcanic eruptions which wo read

of in newsjiapcrs from time to time. He wjus content to have

a period of paroxysmal action—an extraordinary convulsion in

the bowels of the earth—an epoch of general destruction and

violence, to usher in one of restoration and life. Mr Jiyoll throws

away all such crutches, ho walks alone in the path of his specula-

tions
;
he requires no ])aroxysms, no extraordinary periods

;
ho is

content to take burning mountains as he finds them ; and, with

the assistance of the stock of volcanoes and earthquakes now on

hand, he undertakes to transform the earth from any one of its

geological conditions to any other, lie requires time, no doubt

;

ho must not be hurried in his proceedings. Hut, if wo will allow

him a free stage in the wide circuit of eternity, ho will ask no

other favour; he will fight his undaunted way through forma-

tions, transition and fiotz -through oceanic and lacustrine

deposits; and docs not despair of carrying us triumphantly

from the dark and venerable schist of Hkiddaw, to the alter-

nating tertiaries of the Isle of Wight, or even to the more recent

shell-beds of the ^Sicilian coasts, whose antiquity is but, as it were,

of yester-myriad of years ‘‘b'

• Never, surely, did words written in a tone of

banter constitute such real and eifeetive tiraise

!

But though it is certain that Lyell did not dn ive

his evolutionary views from Hutton, yet when he

came to write his historical introduction to the

• PrincqdeSf he was greatly impressed by the proofs
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of genius aliown by the great Scotch ])hiIosophcr,

and ccpially by the brilliant exposition of those views

by Playfair in his Illustratiom, To the former lie

gave unstinted praise for the breadth and originality

of his views, and to the latter for the elcxjiience of his

writings— ad()])ting quotations chosen from these last,

indeed, as mottoes for his own work.

It is only just to add that for the violent pre-

judices excited by some of his contemporaries against

Jlutton’s writings—as being directed against the

theological tenets of the day and therefore subversive

of religion—there is really no foundation whatever

;

and every candid reader of the IVtrorf/ of the Eurth

must a,C(piit its author of any such design. The

passage (pioted on page 51 could only have been

written by liyell at a time when lie was still un-

acquainted with Huttons works, and was misled by

common report concerning them. It is interesting

to note, however, that the passage occurs in a letter

written in December 1827, that is after the first draft

of the Priueijdcs of Geology had been delivered to

the publisher,’ and before the preparation of the

historical introduction, which would appear to have

led to the first perusal of Hutton’s great work, and

that of his brilliant illustrator, Playfair.
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‘TIIK IMIINOIPLES OF (JFOLOOY*

We have seen that as early as the year lhl7,

wlien he visited Kast Anglia, rjyell began to ex-

perience vague doubts concerning the soundness of

the ‘ C^atastrophist ’ doctrines, which had been so

strongly impressed upon him by Biu^kland. And
these doubts in the mind of the undergraduate of

tw’enty years of age gradually ac(iuired strength and

definiteness during his frecpient geological excursions,

at home and abroad, during tlie next ten years. At

wliat particular date tlie design was formed of writing

a book and attacking the predominant beliefs of Iiis

fellow-geologists, we have no means of ascertaining

exactly
;
but from a letter written to his friend

l)i^ Mantell, we find that at one lime Lyell conteiu-

])latcd publishing a book in the form of ‘ ( Conversations

in (jCology^V without putting his name to it. This

was probably suggested by the manner in which

(A)pernicus and (Jalileo sought to circumvent tlico-

*logical opposition in the case of Astronomical Theory.
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But this plan appears to have been soon aban-

doned; and by the end of the year 1827, when he

had reached tlic age of tliirty, Lyell had sent to the

printer the first manuscript of the Prindplei^ of
Ueology, {u-oposing that it sliould appear in the

course of the following year in two octavo voluincs^^

A great and sudden interruption to this plan

occurred however, for just at this time Lyell was
engaged in writing his review for the Quarterly of

Scrope’s w ork on The Geology of Central France^ and
while doing this liis interest was so strongly aroused

by the accounts of the phenomena exhibited in the

Auvergne, that he was led for a time to abandon the.

task of seeing his own book through the press
;
and,

having induced Murchison and his w ife to accompany

him, set off on a visit to that wonderful district. He
also felt that, before completing the second part of his

book, he needed more information concerning the

Tertiary formations, especially in Italy.

Lyell had been very early convinced of the

supreme importance of travel to the geologist. In

a letter to his friend Murchison he said :
—

‘ AVe must

preach up travelling, as Demosthenes did “ delivery
”

as the first, second and third requisites for a modern

geologist, in the present adolescent state of the

science

And Professor Bonney has estimated that so far

did he himself practise what he preached, that no^
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less than one fourth of the period of his active life

was spent in travcF^

The joint excursion of Lyell and Murchison to

tlie Auvergne was destined to have great influence

on tlie minds of these pioneers in geological research

;

both became satisfied from their studies that, with

respect to the excavation of the valleys of the

country, Scrope’s conclusions were irresistible
;
and

in a joint memoir this position was stoutly main-

tained by them.

It is interesting to notice the impression made by

these two great geologists on one another during this

joint expedition.

Murchison wrote that he had seen in Lyell ‘the

most scrupulous and minute iidelity of observation

combined with close application in the (.‘loset ami

ceaseless exertion in the fiehF'V

But I recollect that Lyell once told me how
difficult Murchison found it to restrain liimself from

impatience, when his companion's attention was

drawn aside by his entomological ardour. In an

early letter, indeed, we find that Murchison often

expressed a wish that Lyelfs sisters had been with

them to attend to the insect-collecting and thus leave

Lyell free for geological work^l

On the other hand, Lyell informed me that

Murchison had rendered him a great service in

• showing how much a geologist could accomplish by
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taking advantap^c of riding on horseback, a]id he

deelaied in his hdters that he 'nevof had a better

man to work with than Murchison’; nevertheless he

ridicailed his ‘ keep-nioving-go-it-if-it-kills-you ’ system

as—(jnoting from the elder Matthews—he called it^^

On parting from Murchison and his wife, after the

Auvergne tour, Lyell proceeded to Italy and for more
than a y(‘ar he was busy studying the Tertiary

deposits of Ijombardy, the Roman states, Najdcs

and Sicily, and conferring with the Italian geologists

and conchologists. Thus it came about that he was

not free to resiuiie the task of seeing the l^rinciples

through the jiress till February 1829.

Immediately after his return to England liyell

was compelled, with the assistance of his companion

Afurebison, to defend their conclusions concerning

the excavations of valleys by rivers from a deter-

mined attack of (^)nybeare, who was backed up
by Ibickland and G reenough

;
the old geologists

endeavoured to prove that the liver Thames had

never had any part in the work of forming its

valley^'\ It is interesting to find that, on this

occasion, Sedgwick, who was in the chair, was so

far influenced by the arguments brought forward

by the young men, as to lend some aid to those who
had come to be called the ‘ Fluvialists,' in contra-

distinction to the ‘ Diluvialists ’

;
he went so far as to

suggest that, with regard to the floods which the
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Catastropliist invoked, it would he wiser at present to

' doubt and not dogmatise/

To what extent tlic MS. of the /hv>/e//>/e.s*, sent

to the publisher in 1827, was added to and altered

two years later, we have no means of knowing; but

that the work was to a ^reat extent rewritten would

apjiear from a letter sent to Murchison by Lyell, jusi,

before Ins return to England. In it, he says :

—

'My work is in part written, and all planned. It

will not pretend to give even an abstract of all that

is known in geology, but it will endeavour to establish

the principle of reason,in{f in the scaeiu^e
;
and all my

geology will come in as illustration of my views of

those ])rincij)les, and as evidence strengthening the

system necessarily arising out of the admission of

such jirinciples, whi(‘h, as you know, are neilher more

nor less than that no canscs frhafrrcr have from the

earliest time to which we can look back to the prescait,

ever acted, but those that are notr actiiaj, and that

they never acted with dilterent (h^grees of energ\

from that which they now exert’; but in 1888, in

dedicating his third volume to Murchison, he nders

textile MS., completed in 1827, as a Mirst sketch

only of my Principles of (Meologt/-'^'

At one period, Lyell contemplated again dehiying

publication till he had visited Iceland. In the end,

however, after declining to act as professor of geology
• in the new 'University of London’(UniverHity College),
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he set himself down steadily to the task of seeing tlic

book throiigli tlic press. It was at this time that

Lyell experienced a singular piece of good fortune,

comparable with tliat which befel Darwin thirty years

afterwards, by his book falling into the hands of a

very sympatlietic reviewer. John Murray, who had

uiKlertaken the publication of the PrindpIeSf \vas

also the publisher of the Quarterly Rcricu\ and

Lockhart, the: editor of that publication, undertook

that an early notice of the book should appear, if the

[)roof-sheets were sent to the reviewer. Jhickland

and Sedgwick were successively apiu’oachcd on the

subject of reviewing Lyells book, but both declined

on tlie ground of ‘ want of time
' ;

though I strongly

suspect that their real motive in refusing the task

was a disinclination to attack—as tliey would doubt-

less have felt themselves compelled to do—a valued

personal friend. Conybeare was, fortunately, thought

to be out of the question, as Lockhart said he

‘ promises and does not perform in the reviewing line.’

Very fortunately at this juncture, Lockhart, who
was in the habit of attending the Geological Society

and listening to the debates (for as he used to wiy

to his friends whom he took with him from the

Athenaeum, ‘ though I don’t care for geology, yet I

do like to sec the fellows fight*) thought of Scroj)e.

Although he had practically retired from tlie active

w'ork of the Geological Society at this time, Scrope
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was known as an effective Avriter, and, happily for

the progress of science, he undertook the review of

Lyell’s book.

Although, of course, Lyell had no voice in the

choice of a reviewer for the Principles, yet he could

not fail to rejoice in the fact that it had fallen to his

friend, who so strongly sympathised with his views,

to introduce it to the public. While the book was

being printed and the review of it was in preparation,

a number of letters passed between Lyell and Scro[)e,

and the latter, before his death, gave me the carefully

treasured epistles of his friend, Avith the drafts of

some of his replies. These letters, some of Avhich

have been published, tliroAV much light on the diffi-

culties with which Lyell had to contend, and the

manner in Avhich he strove to meet them.

As we have already seen, many of the leaders in

the Geological Society at that day besides being

strongly inclined to Wernerian and Cataclysmal views,

had an honest, hoAvever mistaken, dread lest geo-

logical research should lead to results, apparently

not in harmony Avith the accounts given in Genesis

of, the Creation and the Flood. Lyell, as this corre-

spondence shoAvs, was most anxious to avoid exciting

either scientific or theological prejudice, lie wrote,

‘ I conceived the idea fiv^e or six years ago ’ (that is

in 1824 or 5) that ‘if ever the Mosaic geology could

,
be set doAvn Avithout giving offence, it would be in an
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historical sketch '‘V
‘

^ afraid to ])oint the

moral...about Moses. Perliaps I should liave been

tenderer about the Koran ’V He further says ‘full

ha// ol‘ my histoiy and comments was cut out, and

ev(*Fi many facts, bc(*ause either 1, or Stokes, or

IJroderip, felt that it was anticipating twenty or

thirty years of the march of honest feeling to declare

it undisguisedly

Under these (•inumstances the publication by

Scrope of his two long notices of tlie Principles

in the livciew which was regarded as the champion

of orthodoxy, was most opportune. A very clear

sketch was given in these reviews of the leading

facts and thc‘ general line of argument
;
and at the

same time the allowing of prejudice or prepossession

to iutlueiice the judgment on such questions was very

gently dej>recated^*\

ihit Scrope’s reviews did not by any means
consist of ail indiscriminate advocacy of LyelVs

views. In one respect—that of the great importance

of subaerial action as contrasted with marine action

—Scrojie’s views were at this time in advance of

those of Lyell, and he called especial attention to the

direct etiects produced by rain in the earth-pillars

of Botzen. These Lyell had not at the time seen,

but took an early opportunity of visiting. Scrope,

too, was naturally much more speculative in his modes

of thought than Lyell, and argued for the probably
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greater intensity in past times of tlie a^^eneics causing

geological change, and for the legitimacy of discussing

tlie mode of origin of the earth. Lyell, like Hutton,

argued that he saw 'no sif/ns of a beginning,’ but his

characteristic candour is shown M'hcn he wrote :

—

‘All I ask is, that at any given period of the past,

don’t stop empiiry, when puzzled, by a reference to

a “ beginning," which is all one with “ anotlier state of

nature," as it api)oars to me. But there is no harm
in your attacking me, provided you point out that

it is the proof I deny, not the probabUUif of a

beginning^^’

Lyell clearly foresaw the op[)osition with which

his book would be met and wisely resolved not to be

drawn into controversy. lie wrote :

—

‘I daresay I shall not keep my resolution, but

I will try to do it firmly, that when my book is

attacked...! will not go to the expense of time in

pamphleteering. 1 shall work steadily on Vol. 11,

and afterwards, if the work succeeds, at edition 2,

and 1 have sworn to myself that 1 will not go to the

expense of giving time to combat in controversy. It

is interminable work^^.’

In order to maintain this resolve, Lyell, the

moment the last sheet of the volume was correettid,

set off for a four months’ tour in France and Spain.

While absent from Kngland, he heard little of what

was going on in the scientitic world
;

but, on his
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return, Lyell was told by Murray that in the three

months before the Quarterly Review article ai)i)eared,

(>')() copies of the volume, out of the 1500 printed,

liarl been sold, and he anticipated the disposal of

many moi’e, wlien the review came out. This ex-

pe(;tation was realised and led to the issue of a

second edition of the first volume, of larger size

and in better type.

Lyell, from the first, had seen that it would be

impossible to avoid the conclusion that the principles

which he was adva?icing with respect to the inorganic

world must be e((ually applicable to the organic world.

At first he only designed to touch lightly on this

subject, in the concluding chapters of his first volume,

and to devote the second volume to the application

of his principles to tlie interpretation of the geological

record. He, however, found it impossible to include

the chaj>ters on changes in the organic world in the

first volume and then decided to make them the

opening portion of the second volume.

It is evident, however, that as the work progressed,

the interest of the various questions bearing on the

origin of species grew in his mind. While Lyell foiuid

it inq)Ossible to accept the explanation of origin sug-

gested by Lamarck, he was greatly influenced by the

arguments in favour of evolution advanced by that

naturalist
;
and as he wrote chapter after chapter on

the questions of the modification and variability of
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species, on hybridity, on tlie modes of distribution of

plants and animals, and their consequent geo;i^raphical

relations, and discussed tho struggle of existence

going on everywhere in the organic world, in its

bearings on the question of ^centres of creation,’ he

found the second volume growing altogether beyond

reasonable limits. His intense interest in this part

of his work is shown by his remark, ^ If I have suc-

ceeded so well with inanimate matter, surely I shall

make a lively thing when I have chiefly to talk of

living beings

By December 1831, Lyell had come to the resolu-

tion to publish the chapters of his work which dealt

with the changes going on in the organic world as

a volume by Itself. This second volume of tlie

Principles he gnicefully dedicated to his friend

Brodcrip, who had rendered him such valuable assist-

ance in all qiiestions connected with Natural History.

This volume appeared in January 1832, at tho

same time that a second edition of the first volume

was also issued. The reception of the second volume

by the public appears to have been not less favourable

than that of the first.

In March 1831, Lyell laid accepted the Pro-

fessorship of Geology in Kings College, London.

Ill addition to his desire to aid in the work of

scientific education, in which he had always taken so

^
great an interest, Lyell seems to have felt that the

j. s. 6
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task of presenting his views in a popular form would

be aided by liis having to expound them to a miscel-

laneous audience. For two years, these lectures

were delivered, and attracted much attention
;
the

favourabUi impressions produced by them on a man of

the world have been recorded by Abrahtam Hayward,

and on more scientific thinkers by Harriet Martineau.

The third volume of the Principles was not

coniploted till a second edition of the second volume

had been issued. This third volume, appearing in

May Iddd, dealt with the classification of the Tertiary

strata, to wliich Lyell had devoted so much labour,

studying conchology under Deshayes, and visiting all

the chief Tertiary deposits of Europe for the collec-

tion of materials. The application of tlie principles

enunciated in the hvo earlier volumes to the un-

ravelling of the past history of the globe, constituted

the chief task undertaken in this part of the great

work. But not a few controversial questions were

dealt with, and the famous ^metamorphic theory*

was advanced in opposition to the Wernerian hypo-

thesis of ‘ primitive formations.’ The volume was
appropriately dedicated to Murchison, who had been

Lyell’s companion in the famous Auvergne excursion,

which had produced such an ellect on his mind.

Within a twelvemonth, a third edition of the

whole work in four small volumes was issued, and in

the end no less than twelve editions of the Principles
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of Geology were issued, In addition to portions

separately published under the titles of Manual,

Elemenf,% and Student's Elements of Geology, of jill

of whicli a number of editions have appeared. Lycll

was always the most painstakiiiL;’ and conscientious

of authors, lie declared ‘I must write what will be

read-'^,’ and he spared no laboui* in securing accuracy

of statement combined with elegance of diction. His

father, a good classical and Italian scholai*, had done

much towards assisting him to attain literary ex-

cellence, and at Oxford, where he took a good degree

in classics, he was greatly impressed by the stylo of

Gibbon’s writings, and practised both prose and

poetic compositions with great diligence.

Both Darwin and Jluxlcy always maintained that

the real charm and power of Lyell’s woi k are oidy to

be found in the,^r.s‘^ edition^'^\ As new discoveiies

were made or more effective illustrations of his views

presented themselves to his mind, passage after

passage in the work was modified by the author

or replaced by others
;
and the effects of these

constant changes—liowcvcr necessary and desirable

in themselves—could not fail to be detrimental to

the book as a work of art. He who would form a

just idea of the greatness of Lyell’s masterpiece,

must read the first edition, of course bearing in

mind, all the while, the state of science at the time

• it was written.

5-2



CHAPTER VIT

tup: infj.uknoe of lyeltas works

Altiioitgii tlic Prinriples of(leolop)f was received

by the public willi soineibin^^ like cnthusiasin-—due

to the cogency of its reasoning and the cliarin of its

literary style—tlu're were not wanting critics who
attacked the author on the ground of his heterodox

views. It had come to be so generally understood,

that every ex[)ression of geological opinion should,

by way of apology, be accompanied by an attempt

to ^ harmonise ’ it w ith the early chapters of Genesis,

that the absence of <any references of this kind was

asserted to be a proof of ‘infidelity' on the part of

the author.

Ibit Lyell’s sincere and earnest efforts to avoid

exciting theological prejudice, and the striking

illustrations, which he gave in his historical intro-

duction, of the absurdities that had resulted from

these prejudices in the past, were not without effect.

This was shown in a somewhat remarkable manner
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in when, in response to an invitation given to

him, he consented to become a candidale for the

Chair of (Geology at Kings College, London, then

recently founded.

The election was in the hands of an Archbishop,

two Bishops and two Doctors of Divinity, and Lyell

relates their decision, as communicated to him, in

the following words :

—

‘Dicy con.sidcrod some of my doctrines startling ciion<>fli, Imt

could not find that they were come by otherwise than in a stnii^ht-

forward manner, and (as / appeared to think) logically deduciblo

from the facts, so that whetlier the facts were true or not or my
conclusions logical or otlierwise, there was no reiuson to infer that

I had made my theory from any hostile feeling towards revela-

tion®V

The ai)pointment Mas, in the end, made with only

one dissentient, and it is pleasing to find that Cony-
beare, the most determined opjmnent of Lyells evolu-

tionary views, was extremely active in his efforts in

his support. The result M^as e(iually honourable to all

parties, and affords a pleasing [)roof of the fact that

in the half century Mhich had elapsed since the

persecution of Priestley and Hutton, theological

rancour must have greatly declined. But while

the reception of the Principles of Geology by the

general public was of such a generally satisfactory

character, Lyell had to acknowledge that his reasoning

had but little effect in modifying the views of his
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distinguished contemporaries in the Geological

Society.

The admiration felt for the author’s industry and

skill, in the collection and marshalling of facts and

of the observations made by him in his repeated

travels, were eloquently expressed by the generous

Sedgwick, as follows :

—

‘ Were I to tell “ the author ” of the instruction I received from

every chiipter of his work, and of the delight with which I rose

from the perusal of the whole, I might seem to Hatter rather than

to speak the language of sober criticism
;
hut I should only give

utterance to my honest sentiments. II is work has already taken,

and will long maintain a tlistinguished place in the philosophic

literature of this country^-.’

Nevertheless, in the same address to the Geo-

logical Society, in which these words were spoken,

Sedgwick goes on to argue forcibly against the

doctrine of continuity, and to assert his firm belief

in the occurrence of frequent interruptions of the

geological record by great convulsions.

Whewell was equally enthusiastic with Sedgwick,

conceruiug the value of the body of facts collected

by Lyell, declaring that he had establislied a new
branch of science, ‘ Geological Dynamics ’

;
but he

also believed with Sedgwick, that the evolutionary

doctrine was as obnoxious to true science as he
thought it was to Scripture.

These were the views of all the great leaders of
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geological science at that day, and in 1834, after the

completion of the Principles, when a great discussion

took place in the Geological Society on the subject

of' the effects ascribed by him to existing causes,

Lyell says that ^Buckland, De la Bcche, Sedgwick,

Whewell, and some others treated them with as

much ridicule as was consistent with politeness in

my presence

It is interesting to be able to infer from Lyelfs

accounts of these days, that the sagacious Oe la

Beche was beginning to weaken in his opposition to

evolutionary views, and that Fitton and John Phillips

were inclined to support him, but neither of them

was ready to come forward boldly as the champions

of unpopular opinions. John Ilerschel, who sym-

pathised with Lyell in all his opinions, was absent

at the Cape, Scrope was absoibed in the stormy

politics of that day, and it was not till Darwin

returned from his South American voyage in 1838,

that Lyell found any staunch sup[)orter in the fre-

quent lively debates at the Geological Society.

It is pleasing, however, to relate that this strong

opposition to his theoretical teachings, did not lessen

the esteem, or interfere with the friendship, felt for

Lyell by his contemporaries. During all this time

he held the office of Foreign Secretary to the Society,

and in 1835 was elected President, retaining the office

. for two years.
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Tlie general feeling of the old geologists with

respect to LyelVs opinions was very exactly ex-

])ressed by Professoi* llenslow, when in })arting from

young Darwin on liis setting out on his voyage, he

referred to tlie recently published tirst volume of the

Prindfiles in the following terms :

—

‘Take LycH’s new book with you and read it by
all means, for it is very interesting, but do not pay

any attention to it, except in regard to facts, for it is

altogether wild as far as theory goes.'

(I (piotc the words as repeated tp me by Darwin,

in a conversation I had with him on August 7th, 18h0,

of wlncli I made a note at the time. Darwin has

himself rcferi'ed to tliis conversation with llenslow

in his autobiogra[)hy‘"^)

Excej)t in a few cases, this was the attitude

maintained by all the old geologists who were Lyell’s

contem])oraries. Even as late as 1895 we find the

amiable Prestwich protesting strongly against ‘the

Fetish of uniformity and I well remember about

the same time being solemnly warned by a geologist

of the old school against ‘ poor old LyelFs fads.’

It was not, indeed, till a new generation of geo-

logists had arisen, including Dodwin-Austen, Edward
Forbes, Ramsay, Jukes, Darwin, Hooker and Huxley,

that the real value and importance of Lyell’s teaching

came to be recognised and acknowledged.

The most important influence of Lyells great
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Avork is seen, however, in tlie undoubted fact that it

inspired the men, who became the leaders in the

revolution of thought which took place a (piarter of

a century later in respect to the organic world.

Were I to assert that if the Prinaiphs of Geokujy

had not been written, we shouhl never have had tlie

Griffin of Species, 1 think I should not be going too

far : at all events, I can safely assert, from several

conversations I had with Darwin, that he would have

most unhesitatingly agreed in that oj[)inion.

Darwin’s devotion to his ‘dear master’ as he

used to call Lycll, Avas of the most touching character,

and it Avas prominently manifested in all his geological

conversations. In his books and in his letters he

never failed to express his deep indebtedness to his

‘own true love’ as he called the Principles of

Geoloffff. In Avliat Avas Darwin’s oAvn most lavourite

Avork, the Narrative of the Voyaye (f tite Bcayle, he

wrote ‘To Charles Lyell, Esep, F.R.S., this second

edition is dedicated with grateful pleasure, as an

acknowledgment that the chief part of Avhatever

scientific merit this Journal and the other Avorks of

the author may possess, has been derived fi'om study-

ing the Avell-knoAvn, admirable Principles of (UioloyyJ

lloAV Lyell’s first volume inspired Darwin Avith his

passion for geological research, and Iioav his sec^md

volume Avas one of the determining causes in turn-

ing his mind in the direction of Evolution, we shall
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wee in tlic sequel. In 1844, Darwin wrote to Leonard

Horner liow forcibly impressed I am with tlie

infinite superiority of the Lyellian School of Geology

over the continental,* he even says, ‘ I always feel as

if my l)()()ks came half out of LyelFs brain’
;
adding

‘ I have always thought that the great merit of the

Prineiples was that it altered the whole tone of one’s

mind, and therefore that, when seeing a thing never

seen by Lyell one yet saw it partially through his

eyes^"^.’ About the same time Darwin wrote, ‘I am
much pleased to hear of the call for a new edition of

the J^t incipleH : what glorious good that work has

done^^ !
’ And in the Origin of /Species he gives his

deliberate verdict on the book, referring to it as

‘jjyeirs gland work on the Principles of Geology^

which the future historian will recognise as having

produced a revolution in Natural Science^®.’

Darwin seemed always afraid, such was his

sensitive and generous nature, that he did not

sufliciently acknowledge his indebtedness to Lyell.

lie wrote to his friend in 1845 :

‘ 1 liiivc long wished not so much for your sake as for my own
feelings of honesty, to acknowledge nu>re plainly than by mere

reference, how much 1 geologically owe you. Those authors,

however, who like you educate i>cople’s minds as well as teach

them special facts, can never, I should think, have full justice

done them except by posterity, for the mind thus insensibly

improved can hardly perceive its own upward ascent.’
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Very heartily, as I can bear witness from lon^

intercourse with him, was this deep allection of

Uarwin reciprocated by the man who was addressed

by him in his letters as ^Yoiir aliectionate pu])il/

But a stranger who conversed with Lyell would have

thought that he was the junior and a disciple
;

so

profound was his reverence for the genius of Darwin.

There can be no doubt that Lycll’s extreme

caution in statement, and his candour in admitting

and replying to objections, had much to do with his

acquirement of that authority with general, no less

than with scientific, readers, which he so long enjoyed.

In his candour he resembled his friend Darwin
;
but

his caution was carried so far that, even after full

conviction had entered his mind on a subject, ho

would still hesitate to avow that conviction, lie was

always obsessed by a feeling that there still might be

objections, Avhich he had not foreseen and met, and

therefore felt it unsafe to declare himself. No doubt

the peculiarly trying circumstances under which his

work was written—a seemingly hopeless protest

against ideas held unswervingly by teachers and

feUow-workers—led to the creation in him of this

habit of mind.

Darwin, with all his candour, was of a far more

sanguine and optimistic temperament than Lyell, and
the difference between them, in this respect, often

.comes out in their correspondence.
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Tims Darwin, from tlie horrors he had witnessed

in Honth America, had come to entertain a most

fanatical hatred of slavery—his abhorrence of which

he used to express in most nnmeasiired terms. Eyell,

in his travels in the Southern United States, was equally

convinced of the undesirability of the institution
;

but he thought it just to state the grounds on which

it was (h'fended, by those who had been his hosts in

(he Slave states. Even this, however, was too much
for Darwin, and he felt that he must ^explode’ to

his friend ‘How could you relate so placidly that

atrocious sentiment’ (it was of course only ([noted

by Ijycll) ‘about sej)arating children from their

parents
;

and in the next i>age sj)eak of being

distressed at the whites not having prospered : 1

assure you the contrast made me exclaim out. But

1 have broken my intention (that is not to write

about the matter), so no more of this odious deadly

subject*'*.’

It was just the same in their mode of viewing

scientitic questions. Thus in 1838, while they were

in the midst of the fierce battle with the ‘Old

Guard’ at the Geological Society, Lyell wrote to Jiis

brother-in-arms as follows :

—

‘1 really fiiul, when up my Preliminary Essays in

U) the seienee <^f the present day, so far :is I know it,

that the ‘,Teat outline, and even most of the details, stand so

uninjmod, and in many eases they are so much strengthened hv,
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new discoveries, especially by yours, that we may begin to hope

that the great principles there insisted on will stand the test of

new discoveries^*’.’

•

To which the younger and more ardent Darwin

warmly replied :

—

'‘Begin to hope: why, the possibility of a doubt Ills never

crossed my mind for many a day. This may be very unphilo-

s(»phical, but my geological salvation is stake<l on it it makes

me quite indignant that yon should talk of ho}>ing'^^.^

When talking with Jjyell Jit this time about the

oiiposition of tlic old school of geologists to their

joint views, Darwin said, ^What a good thing it

would be if every scientific man was to die at sixty

years old, as afterwards he would l)e sure to oppose

all new doctrines^'^.’

In conversations that I had with him late in life,

Darwin several times remarked to me, tJiat ‘he had

seen so many of his friends make fools of thcfuselves

by putting forward new theoretical views in their old

age, that he had resolved (juitc early in life, never to

publish any speculative opinions after he was sixty/

But both in conversation and in his writings he always

maintained that Lycll was an exccidion to all such

rules, seeing that at last he adopted the theory of

Natural Selection in his old age, thus displaying the

most ^ remarkable candour/

All who had the pleasure of discussing geological
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questions with Lycll will recognise the truth of the

portrait drawn of his old friend by Darwin, about a

year before his own death.

lie says :

—

‘flis mind wa,s cliaractcriscd, a^ it appeared to me, by

( Icai’ness, caution, sound judgment, and a good deal of originality.

When 1 made a remark to him on Geology, he never rested until

he saw tin? whole case clearly, and often made me see it more

clearly than I had done before.’

And he sums up his admiration of the ‘dear old

master’ in the words

‘The science of (Ecology is enormously indebted to Lyell

—

more so, as 1 believe, than to any other man wlio ever lived^^.’

Alfred Russel Wallace is scarcely less emphatic

than Charles Darwin himself in his expression of

atiection and admiration for Lyell, and his indebted-

ness to the Principles ii/' Geology,

In his Autobiography, Wallace writes :

—

‘With Sir Charles I soon felt at home, owing to his refined

and gentle manners, his fund of quiet humour, and his intense

love and extensive knowledge of natural science. His gi’oat

liberality of thought and wide general interests were also

attractive to mo
;
and although when ho had once arrived at a

(lefmitc conclusion, ho held by it very tenaciously until a con-

siderable body of well-ascertained facts could be adduced against

it, yet he was always willing to listen to the arguments of his

opponents, and to give them careful and repeated considera-

tion
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Of the influence of the Principles of Geology in

leading him to evolution, he wrote :

‘*Aloiig with Maltlnis I bad read, and been oven more deeply

impressed by, Sir diaries Lyell’s immortal Prinripfrs of (rrolof/i/

;

wbich bad tanj^bt me tbattbo inorji^anic world —the whole surface

of the oartb, its sojis and lands, its mountains and valleys, its

rivers and lakes, and every detail of its climatic conditions—were

and always bad been in a continual state of slow modification.

Hence it became obvious that the forms of life must have become

continually adjusted to these changed conditions in order to

survive. The succession of fo.ssil remains throughout the whole

geological scries of rocks is the record of the change
;
and it

became easy to see that the extreme slowm'ss of those changes

was such as to allow ample op]>ortiinity for the continuous

automatic adjustment of the organic to the inorganic world, as

well as of each organism to every other organism in the sam«

area, by the simple processes of “variation and survival of the

fitte.st.” Thus was the fundamental idea of the “origin of

species” logically formulated from the consid(‘raliou of a series of

well ascertained facts

Nor were tlie two men (who, like Aaron and I fur

80 steadily sustained the hands of Darwin in his long

vigil), behind the two authors of Natin*al Selection

themselves in their devotion to Lyell. How toucliing

is Hooker’s tribute of affection on the death of his

friend, ‘My loved, my best friend, for well nigli forty

years of my life. To me the blank is fearful, for it

never will, never can be filled up. The most generous

sharer of my own and my family’s hopes, joys, and
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Horrows, whose affection for me was truly that of a

fiither aiul brother combined^^”

And Huxley speaking of Lyell, the day after his

death said, ^Sir Charles Lyell would be known in

history as the greatest geologist of his time. Some
days ago I went to my venerable friend, and put

before him the results of the Challenger expedition.

Nothing could then have been more touching than

the conflict between the mind and the material body,

the bi’ain clear and comprehending all
;
while the

lips could hardly express the views which the busy

mind foniicd^l*

How well do I recollect my last visit to Lyell a

day or two after this farewell interview witli Huxley,

the glow of gratitude which lighted up the noble

features as with trembling lips he told me how
‘Huxley had repeated his whole Royal Institution

lecture at his bedside.*

Huxley was a most devoted student of Lyell.

Speaking to his fellow geologists in 18()9 he said,

‘Which of us has not thumbed every page of the

Principles of Geologjf^V and writing in 1887 on the

reception of the Origin of Species, he said ;

—

‘ I liave recently read afresh the first edition of the Principles

of Geology
;
and when I consider that this remarkable book had

been nearly thirty years in everybody’s hands, and that it brings

home to any reader of ordinary intelligence a great principle and a

great fact—the principle, that the past must bo explained by the
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present, unless good cause be shown to the contrary
;
and the

fact, that, so far as our knowledge of the past history of life on

our globe goes, no such cause can be shown— I cannot but believe

that Lyell, for others, as for myself, was the chief agent in

smbothing the road for Darwin. For consistent uniformitarianism

postulates evolution as much in the organic as in the inorganic

world. The origin of a new species by other than ordinary

agencies would be a vastly greater ‘catastrophe’ than any of those

which Lyell successfully eliminated from sober geological specu-

lation^'*.’

How strongly Lyell had become convinced, as

early as 1832, of the truth and importance of the

doctrine of Evolution—in the organic as well as in

the inorganic world—in spite of his emphatic rejec-

tion of the theory of Lamarck, we shall show in the

next chapter. It was this conviction, as we shall see,

which led to his friendly encouragement of Darwin

in his persevering investigations and to his constant

solicitude that the results of his Iriend’s labours

should not be lost through delay in their publi-

cation.

J. E. 6



CHAPTER VIII

EARLY ATTEMPTS TO ESTABLISH THE DOCTRINE

OF EVOLUTION FOR THE OROANIC WORLD

In studying the history of Evolutionary ideas, it

is necessary to keep in mind that there are two

])erfeetly distinct lines of thouglit, the origin and

development of which have to be considered.

First The conviction that species are not im-

mutable, but that, by some means or other, new
forms of life are derived from pre-existing ones.

Scvoiullji, The conception of some process or

iwoccsses, by which this change of old forms into

new ones may be explained.

Hulfon, Kant, ( Joelhe, and many other philosophic

thinkers, have been more or less firmly persuaded of

the truth of the first of these propositions
;
and even

Linnaeus himself was ready to make admissions in

this direction. It was impossible for anyone wdio was

convinced of the truth of the doctrine of continuity

or evolution in the inorganic world, to avoid the

speculation that the same arguments by which the
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truth of that doctrine was maintained must apply

also to the organic world.

^Hence we find that directly the Principles of
Geology was published, thinkers, like Sedgwick and

Whewell, at once taxed Lycll with holdin^L]: that ' the

creation of new species is going on at tlie present

day,’ and Lyell rci)lied to the latter :

—

‘It was impossible, I think, for anyone to rca<l my work ami

not to perceive that my notion of uniformity in the existing causes

of change always implied that they must for ever produce an

endless variety of etfects, both in the animate and inanimate

And to Sedgwick, Lycll wrote :

—

‘Now touching my opinion,’ concerning the creation of new
species at the present day, ‘1 have no right to object, I really

entertain it^ to your controverting it
;

at the same time you will

see, on reading my chapter on the subject, that I have studiously

avoided laying down the doctrine dogmatically as capable of proof

I have admitted that >ve have only data for extincAioji^ and 1 have

left it to be inferred, instead of enunciating it even lus my opinion,

that the place of lost species is filled up (as it wius of old) from

time to time by new s])ccies. I have only ventured to say that

had new mammalia come in, we could hardly have hoped to verify

the fact^f’

That Lyell was convinced of tlie truth of the

doctrine of the evolution of si)ecies is shown by liis

correspondence with friends and sympathisers like

ycrope and John llerschel. But he wrote

:

6—2
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‘If T hail state<l....tlio possibility of the introduction or

origination of frcsii species being a natural, in contradistinction

to a miraculous pn)cess, I should have raised a host of prejudices

against mo, which are unfortunately opposed at every step to

any philosopher who attempts to address the public on these

mysterious subjec ts

That Lyell was justified in not increasing the

difficulties whicli would retard the reception of liis

views, by introducing matter, which he still regarded

as of a more or less speculative character, I think

everyone will be prepared to admit. Darwin had

to contend with the same difiiculty in writing the

Oriijin of Species, To have included the question

of the origin of mankind prominently in that work
would have raised an almost insurmountable barrier

to its reception. He says in his autobiography,
‘ I thought it best, in order tliat no honourable man
should accuse me of concealing my views, to add that

by the work “ light would be thrown on the origin of

man and his history." It would have been useless

and injurious to the success of the book to have

paraded, witlioiit giving evidence, my conviction with

respect to his origin^.*

Huxley and Haeckel have both borne testimony

to the fi\ct that Lyell, at the time he wrote the

PrincipleSy was firmly convinced that new species

had originated by evolution from old ones. Indeed

in a letter to John Herschel in 183fi he goes very far
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in the direction of anticipatincj the lines in which

enquiries on the method of evolution must proceed,

h{\,ving even a prevision of the doctrine of mimicry,

loni>^ afterwards established by Hates and others.

Lyell wrote :

—

‘In regiinl to the origination of now spec’ies, I :im very glad

to find that you tliink it prol>a)>Ie that it may be carried on

through the intervention of intermediate caiises. I left this rather

to be inferred, not thinking it worth while to offend a certain class

of persons by embodying in words wliat would only be a specula-

tion One can in imagination summon before us a small part

at least of the circumstances that must bo contemplated and

foreknown, before it can be decided what powers and (jualitics a

new species must have in order to enable it to endure for a given

time, and to play its part in duo relation to all other beings

destined to coexist with it, bcfiu'o it dies out It may be seen

that unless some slight additional precaution be taken, the species

about to be born would at a certain era be reduced to too low a

number. There may be a thousand modes of ensuring its

duration beyond that time; one, for example, may bo the

rendering it more prolific, but this would perhaps make it press

too hard upon other species at other times. Now if it be an

insect it may be made in one of its transformations to resemble a

dead stick, or a leaf, or a lichen, or a stone, so as to be somewhat

less easily found by its enemies ;
or if this would make it too

strong, an occasional variety of the species may have this

advantage conferred on it; or if this would be still too much,

one sex of a certain variety. Probably there is scarcely a diish

of colour on the wing or body of which the choice would bo quite

arbitrary, or which might not affect its duration for thousands of

years. I have been told that the leaf-like expansions of the

• abdomen and thighs of a certain Brazilian Mantis turn from
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green to yellow as antninn advances, together with the leaves of

plants among which it seeks its prey. Now if species come in

succession, such contrivances must sometimes bo made, and such

relations predcUuanined Ixdween species, as the Mantis, lor

example, and plants not then existing, but which it was foreseen

would exist together with some particular climate at a given

time. Jiut I cannot do justice to this train of speculation in a

h'tter, and will only say that it seems to mo to offer a more

beautiful subject for reasoning and rellccting on, than the notion

of great batclu's of new sjiccies all coming in and afterwards

going out at once”*.’

We luvvc cited tliis very remarkable passage, as it

aH’ords striking evidence of liow deeply Lyell had

thought on this great (piestion at a very early period.

Nevertheless it is certain that when he MTote the

second volume of the Prineiplv^^, he had not been

able to satisfy himself that any hypothesis of the

7m(fe of evolution, that had up to that time been

suggested, could be regarded as satisfactory.

The only serious attemj)t to explain the derivation

of new s])ecies from old ones that came before Lyell

was that of the illustrious Lamarck.

Very noteworthy was the work of that old

wounded French soldier, aillicted in his later years

as he was by blindness. By his early labours,

Lamarck had attained a considerable reputation

as a botanist, and later in life he turned his attention

to zoology, and then to palaeontology and geology.

In zoology, lie did for the study of invertebrate
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animals what his great contemporary Cuvier was
accomplisliing for the vertebrates

;
but, witli regard

to^the origin of species, lie arrived at conclusions

directly at variance with those of his distinguislied

rival.

AVe are indebted to Professor OsbonC'^ for calling

attention to that remarkable, but little known work
of Lamarck’s

—

Hj/drogroloffie—published in 1 802
,

seven years before Ins /^hi/osopfiie Zoohf/ifftie ap-

peared. This work is especially interest i ng as showing

to how great an extent—as in the case of Darwin,

AVallace and others—it was geological ])henomena

which played an iin[)ortant part in leading Lamarck

to evolutionary convictions. “ In (ieology,” Professor

Osborn writes,

‘Liiimirck w;us an ardent advocate of nnin)rniifcy, as against

the Cataclysnial Scliool. The main principles an* !ai<l down in

Iiis /fi/<lr<f<tCi)lo(jie^ that all the revolutions of the earth are ex-

tremely slow. “ For Nature,” he says, “ time is nothing. 1 1 is ncvcir

a difliculty, she always htis it at her disposal
;
and it is for her

the means hy which she luus accomplished the greatest lus well fts

the leiuit results

’

.
On the subject of subaerial denudation (the action

of rain and rivers in wearing down the earth’s surface),

Lamarck’s views were as clear and dofinite as those

of Hutton himself
;
though it is almost certain that

he could never have seen, or even heard of, the

^writings of tlie great Scottish philosopher. On some
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other questions of geological dynamics, however, it

must be confessed that Lamarck’s views and specula-

tions were rather crude and unsatisfactory.

In his Philosophic Zoologique, published in the

same year that Charles Darwin was born (1809),

Lamarck brought forward a great body of evidence

in favour of evolution, derived from his extensive

knowledge of botany, zoology and geology. He
showed how complete was the gradation between

many forms ranked as species, and how difficult it

was to say what forms should be classed as ‘varieties’

and what as ‘ species.’

But when he came to indicate a possible method

by which one species might be derived from another,

he was less happy in his suggestions. He recognised

the value of the evidence derived from the study of

the races which have arisen among domestic animals,

and from the crossing of different forms. But his

main argument was derived from the acknowledged

fact that use or disuse may cause the development

or the partial atrophy of organs—the case of the

‘blacksmith’s arm.’ Unfortunately some of the

suggestions made by Lamarck, in this connexioiir—

like that of the elongation of the giraffe’s neck to

enable it to browse on high trees—were of a kind

that made them very susceptible to ridicule. His

theory was of course dependent on the admission that

acquired characters were transmitted from parents to
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children, and in the absence of any suggestion of
' selection,’ it did not appeal strongly to thinkers on

this question.

Lyell first became acquainted with the writings

of Lamarck in 1827. As he was returning from the

Oxford circuit for the last time—having now resolved

to give up law and devote himself to geological work
exclusively—he wrote to his friend Mantell as

follows :

—

‘ I devoured Lamarck en voyage his theories delighted me
more than any novel I ever read, and much in the same way, for

they address themselves to the imagination, at least of geologists

who know the mighty inferences which would bo deducible were

they established by observations. But though 1 admire even his

flights, and feel none of tho odium Iheologicum which some

modern writers in this country have visited him with, I confess I

read him rather as I hear an advocate on the wrong side, to know

what can be made of the case in good hands. I am glad he has

been courageous enough and logical enough to admit that his

argument, if pushed as far as it must go, if worth anything, would

prove that men may have come from the Ourang-Outang. But

after all, what changes species may really undergo ! How
impossible will it be to distinguish and lay down a line, beyond

which some of the so-called extinct species have never passed

into recent ones. That the earth is quite as old as he supposes,

has long been my creed, and I will try before six months are over

to convert the readers of the Quarterly to that heterodox

opinion^.'

Lyell was at that time at work on his review for

• the Quarterly of Scrope’s Central France^ and was
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also coTn[)letin^ the ‘first sketch' of the Principles,

Hut it is evident that as tlie result of continued study

of Ijarnarck s book, Lyell found it, in spite of Hs

fascination, to embody a theory which he could not

but re.i^nrd as unsound and not calculated to prove a

sohition of the p^reat mystery of evolution. Accord-

in^dy when the second volume of the Principles was

issued in it was found to contain in its opening

chapters a very ti*en(;hant criticism of Ijamarck’s

theory.

It is only fair to remember, however, that in

lfifi‘<, after Lyell had accepted the theory of Natural

Selection he wrote to Darwin :

‘When 1 eniiK! to the conclusion that after all Lamarck was

pfoin^ to he shown to ho rijjfht, ami that wo must “go the whole

orang’’ I n’ reml his hook, ami remomhering when it was written, I

felt I Inul (lone him injustico^^’

It is interesting also to notice that Darwin, like

Ijyell, gradually came to entertain a higher opinion

of the merit of Lamarck’s works, than he did on his

first i)erusal of them. In 1844, Darwin wrote to

Hooker, ‘Heaven forfend me from Lamarck non-

sense !
’ and in the same year he speaks of Lamarck’s

book as ‘veritable rubbish,' an ‘absurd though

clever work^^'*’.’ Wlien, after tlie publication of the

Origin of Species, Lyell referred to the coneJnsions

arrived at in tliat work as similar to those of
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Lamarck, Darwin expressed something like indig-

nation, and he wrote to tlieir ^mutual friend'

llpoker, ‘I have grumbled a bit in my answer to

him’ (Lyell) ‘at his ahra^jti classing my book as a

modification of Lamarck’s, which it is no more than

any author who did not believe in the immutability

of species^.’ In this case, as is so frequently seen in

the writings of Darwin, it is evident that lu‘ attaches

ii^finitely less importance to the enunciation of the

idea of the evolution of species, than to the demon-

stration of a possible of that evolution.

But that later in life Darwin came to take a more

indulgent view of the result of Lamarck’s labours is

shown by a passage in his ‘Historical Sketch’

prefixed to the Or^V/^;^, in 1806. Lamarck, he says,

‘first did tlic eminent service of arousing attention

to the probability of all change in the organic Ma)?'ld,

as well as in the inorganic world, being the result of

law and not of miraculous interposition

In the opinion of Dr Schwalbe and others there

are indications in Darwin’s later writings that he had

come into much closer relation with the views of

Lamarck, than was the case when lie mote the

It is interesting, however, to note tliat Erasmus

Darwin, the grandfather of Charles, published

independently and contemporaneously, views on the

.nature and causes of evolution in striking agreement
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with those of Lamarck
;
but perhaps the poetical

form, in which he chose to embody his ideas, led to

their receiving less attention than they deserved.

As is now well known a number of writers during

the earlier years of the nineteenth century published

statements in favour of evolutionary views, and in

several cases the theory of natural selection was
more or less distiiuttly outlined. In addition to

GeollVoy and Isidore Saint Hilaire and d’Omalius

d’Halloy on the continent, a number of writers

in this country, such as Dr Wells, Mr Patrick

Matthew, Dr Prichard, Professor Grant, Dean
Herbert, all expressed views in favour of evolution,

even, in some cases, foreshadowing Natural Selection

as the method. But these authors attached so little

importance to their suggestions, that they did not

even take the trouble to place them on permanent
record, and it is certain that neither Lyell nor

Darwin was accpiainted with their writings at the

time they were themselves working at the subject.

There was indeed one work which, during the

time that the Origin of Species was in preparation,

attracted much popular attention. In 1844, Robert

Chambers, who was favourably known as the author

of some geological papers, wrote a book which

excited a great amount of attention—the well-known

Vestiges of Creation. This work was a very bold

pronouncement of evolutionary views. Beginning
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with a statoment of the nebular hypothesis of Kant

and Laplace, it discussed the question of the origin

of life—when life became possible on a cooling

globe—and, arguing strongly in favour of the view

that all plants and animals, as the conditions under

which they existed change, had given rise to new
forms, better adapted to their environment, insisted

that the whole living creation had been gradually

developed from the simplest types.

Chambers published his book anonymously, being

naturally afraid of the prejudices that would be

excited against him—especially in his own country

—

by a work so outspoken, and it was not till after his

death that its authorship was definitely known.

The Vestiges of Creation met with very diflFerent

receptions at the hands of the general public and

from the scientific world, at the time it was published.

The former were startled but cai)tivated by its fear-

less statements and suggestive lines of thought;

while the latter were repelled and incensed by the

want of judgment, too frequently shown, in accept-

ing as indisputable, facts and experiments which

really rested on a very slender basis or none at all.

So popular was the book, however, that it passed

through twelve editions, the last being published

after the appearance of the Origin ofS2yecies,

It is interesting to read Darwin^s judgment in

later life on this once famous book
;
he says :

—
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‘Tlic work from its powerful and brilliant style, though

disj)];\ying in the earlier editions little accurate knowledge and a

great want of scientific caution, immediately had a very wide

circulation. In my opinion it h;us done excellent service in this

country in calling attention to the su)>ject, in removing prejudice,

and in thus preparing the ground for the reception of analogous

vicws'‘'V

If wc enquire Avlnit was the attitude of scientific

naturalists towards the doctrine of Evolution, ini-

incdiately before tlie occurrence of the events to be

recorded in the next chapter, we shall find some

diversity of o])inion to exist. The late Professor

Newton, an oniineiit ornithologist, has asserted that,

at this pei iod, many systematic zoologists and botanists

had begun to feel great ^searchings of heart' as to

the possibility of maintaining what were the generally

[uevalent views concerning the reality and immuta-

bility of species. Huxley, however, declared that he

and many contemporary biologists were ready to say

‘to Mosaists and Evolutionists a plague to both your

houses!’ and were disimsed to turn aside from an

interminable and fruitless discussion, to labour in the

lields of ascertainable tact‘s*



CHAPTER TX

DARWIN AND WALLACE: THE THEORY OP
NATURAL SELECTION

Charles Pauwin was tlie grandson of Erasmus
Darwin, who, as we have seen, arrived inde[)endently

at conclusions concerning the origin ol‘ species very

similar to those of Lamarck, and embodied his views
in i)oems, wliich, at the time of their publication,

achieved a considerable popularity. In the younger
philosopher, however, imagination was always kept in

subjection by a determination to 'prove all things’

and '

to hold fast that which is good ’
;
though, in

other respects, there were not wanting indications

of the existence of hereditary characteristics in the

grandson.

Born at Shrewsbury and educated in the public

school of that town, Charles Darwin from the first

exhibited signs of individuality in his ideas and his

tastes. The rigid classical teaching of his school did

not touch him, but, with the aid of his elder brother,

he surreptitiously started a chemical laboratory in a
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garden tool-house. From his earliest infancy he was

a collector, first of trifles, like seals and franks, but

later of stones, minerals and beetles.

At the outset, only the desire to possess new
things animated him, then a >vish to put names to

them, but, at a very early period, a passion arose for

learning all he could about them. Thus when only

9 or 10 years of age, he had desire of being able

to know something abf)ut every pebble in front of

the hall -door,’ and at 13 or 14, when he heard the

remark of a local naturalist, ‘ that the world would

come to an end Ixifore anyone would be able to

explain how ’ a boulder (the ‘bell-stone’ of local-fame)

came to be brought from distant hills—the lad had such

a deep impression made on his mind, that he says in

alter life, ‘ I meditated over this wonderful stone'^^’

At the age of 16, he was sent to Edinburgh

University to prepare himself for the work of a

doctor—the profession of his father and grandfather.

But here his independence of character again asserted

itself. He found most of tlie lectures ‘intolerably

dull,’ so he occupied himself with other pursuits,

making many friendships among the younger

naturalists and doing a little in the way of biological

research himself.

Tliat he >vas not altogether destitute of ambition

in the eyes of his companions, however, is, I think,

indicated by an amusing circumstance. In the
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library of Charles Darwin, wliicli is carofiilly ])ro-

served at Cambridge, there is a copy of Jameson’s

Manual of Mineralogy^ jmblished in 1821, which

wa*s evidently used by the young student in Ins elnss-

work at Edinburgh. In thisa quiz/ienl fellow studiMit

has written ^Charles Darwin Es(|., M.l)., F.H.S.’

—

mischievously adding ^A.S.8.’! hben for geology,

the science to which in all his after life he became so

deeply devoted, young Darwin conceived the most

violent aversion
;
and as he listened to Jameson’s

Wernerian outpourings at Salisbury Crags, he

‘determined never to attend to geology,’ registering

the terrible vow ‘never as long as I lived to i*ead a

book on Geology, or in any way to study the science/”’.’

As it became evident that Charles Darwin would

never make a doctor, his father, after two yeai’s trial,

sent him to Cambridge with the obje(‘t of his

qualifying for a clergyman. Hut at ( Inist’s College,

in that University, he again took his own line—which

was not that of divinity—riding, shooting and beetle

hunting being his chief delights. Nevertheless, at

Cambridge as at Edinburgh, he seems to have shown

in appreciation for good and instructive society, and

in Ilcnslow, the judicious aiid amiable Professor of

Botany, the young fellow found such sym])athy and

kindly help that he came to be distinguished as ‘the

man who walks with llenslow'^^.’

After achieving a ‘pass degree,’ Darwin went

J. E. 7
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back to the University for an extra term, and by the

advice of Ilcnslow began to ‘tliink about’ the

despised Science of (Jicology. He was introduced to

that inspiring teaclier, Sedgwick, with wlioin he

made a geologic^al excursion into Wales
;
but though

he said he ‘ worked like a tiger ’ at geology, yet he,

when he got the chance of shooting on his uncle s

estate, had to make the confession, ^ I should have

thought myself mad to give up the first days of

parti-idge-sliooting for geology or any other science^^’

There is a sentence in one of the letters written

at this time which suggests that, even at this early

period in his geological career, Darwin had begun to

experience some misgivings concerning the cata-

strophic docti’ines of his teachers and contem[)oraries.

He says :

—

‘As yet I have enlv indulged in hypotheses, hut they are

sucli powerful ones that I suppose, if they were put into action

but ft»r one day, the woiid would come to an end'®’

Was he not poking fun at other hypotheses

besides his own ?

Darwin’s real scientific education began wh,en,

after some hesitation on his father’s part, he was
allowed to accept the invitation, made to him through

his friend Ilenslow, to accompany, at his own expense,

the surveying ship Bcaffie in a cruise to South

America and afterwards round the world. In thQ
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narrow quarters of the litfle 4en-i>nn hri'g^/ lie

learned methodical habits and how best to economise

space and time
;

diirinijc his long ex])editions on

shore, rendered possible by the work of a surveying

vessel, he had ample opportunities for observing and

collecting
;

and, above all, the absence of the

distractions from quiet meditation, allbrded by a

long sea-voyage, ])rovcd in his case invaluable.

Very diligently did he work, accumulating a vast

mass of notes, with catalogues of the specimens lie

sent home from time to time to Ilcnslow. Ho had

received no careful biological training, and Huxley

considered that the voluminous notes he made on

zoological subjects ^vere almost uselcss^^. Very
diftcrent was the case, however, with his gi'ological

notes. He had learned to use the blowpifie, and

simple microsco])e, as well as his hammer and

clinometer
;
and the notes which he made concerning

his specimens, before packing them up for Cambridge,

were at the same time full, accurate and suggestive.

Darwin has recorded in his autobiography the

wonderful effect produced on his mind by tlie reading

of ihe first volume of LyclFs Priariplvs—an clfect

very different from that anticipated by Ilcnslow

From that moment he became the most enthusiastic

of geologists, and never fails in his Icttei s to insist on

his preference for geology over all other branches of

science. Again and again we find him recording

7-‘J
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observations tliat lie tliinks will ^interest Mr Lycll’

and lie says in another letter :

—

‘i nm l»cc*n]Mo a zonlous disdplc of Mr Lvoll’s views,, as

known in liis adininiMe l)ook. Geologising in South Aincricii,

I Min lemiited to CMi ry parta to a greater extent even than ho

does

Helbro reaching home after liis voyage, tlic

duration of which was fortunately extended from two
to five years, he had sent home letters asking to be
elected a fellow of the Geological Society

;
and,

immediately on Ids arrival, he gave up his zoological

Kpeeimens to others and ilevoted his main energies

for ten years to the working up of his geological

notes and specimens.

It may seem strange that the grandson of Erasmus

Darwin should in early life have felt little or no

interest in the (piestion of the ‘Origin of Species,' but

such was certainly the case, lie tells us in his

autobiography that he had read his grandfather’s

Zoonomhi in his youth, without its producing any

eifect on him, and when at l’]dinburgh he says he

heard his friend Robert Grant (afterwards Professor

of Zoology in University College, London) as they

were walking together ‘burst forth in high admira-

tion of Lamarck and his views on Evolution’—yet

Darwin adds ‘ 1 listened in silent astonishment, and

as far as I can judge without any eifect on my
mimP^l'
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The reason of this iii<liOereiice towards his

^i^randfatlicr’s works is obvious. All throui»:h his lih^

Darwin, like Lyell, showed a positive distaste for all

speculation or theorising that was not based on a

good foundation of facts or observations. In this

resj)ect, the attitude of Darwin’s inind was the very

opposite of that of Herbert Spencer—who, Huxley
jokingly said, would regard as a ‘tragedy’

—
‘the

killing of a beautiful theory by an ugly fa(;t.’

Darwin tells us himself that, while on his first

reading of Zoonomid lie ‘greatly admired’ it

—

evidently on literary grounds—yet ‘on reading it a

second time after an interval of ten or iifteen years,

1 was much disappointed
;
the proportion, o/speenla-

tio)t being so targe to the facts given! Huxley who
knew Charles Darwin so well in later years said of

him that :

—

‘He abhors mere speculation as nature abhors a vacuum. He
is {IS greedy of oiises and precedents Jis {iny constitutioujd lawyer,

{iiul {dl the ])riiieiples he lays down arc eap;d)le of being brought

to the test of observation and experiment

,What then, we may ask, were the facts and

observations which turned Darwin’s mind towards

the great problem that came to be the woi’k of his

after life? I think it is possible from the study of

his letters and other published writings to give an

/inswer to this very interesting question.
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Jn November 1032, Darwin returned to Monte
Video, from a lon^ journey in tlie interior of the

Soutli American Continent, bringing with him many
zoological specimens and a great quantity of fossil

bones, teeth and scales, dug out by him with infinite

toil from the red mud of the Pampas—these fossils

evidently belonging to the geological period tiiat

immediately preceded that of the existing creation.

The living animals represented in his collection were

all obviously very distinct from those of Europe—
consisting of curious sloths, antcaters, and arma-

dilloes—the so-called ^Edentata’ of naturalists.

And when young Darwin came to examine and

compare his ,/o.vs/Y bones, teeth and scales he found

that they too must have belonged to animals

(megatherium, mylodon, glyptodon, etc.) quite dis-

tinct from but of strikingly similar structure to those

now living in South America. What could bo the

meaning of this Avonderful analogy ? If Cuvier and

his fellow Catastrophists were correct in their view

that, at each ‘revolution ' taking place on the earths

surface, the whole batch of plants and animals was

swept out of existence, and the world was re-stocked

with a ‘new cieation,’ why should the brand-new

forms, at any particular locality, have such a ‘ghost-

like ’ resemblance to those that had gone before ? It

is interesting to note that, just at the same time,

a similar discovery Avas made with respect to Australia.
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In caves in that country, a number of bones were

found wliich, tliouah evidently beloni^iuL? to ‘extinct’

animals, yet must have belonujed to forms resemblini^

the kangaroos and other ‘pouched animals’ (inar-

su])ials) now so distinctive of that continent. Ihit of

this fact I^arwin was not aware until after his return

to England in 1030.

Among the objects sent from home, which awaited

Darwin on his return to ^lonte Video, was the second

volume of Lyell’s Principles^ then newly published
;

this book, while rejecting Lamarckism, was crowd(‘d

with facts and observations concerning variation,

hybridism, the struggle for existence, ami many other

([uestions bearing on (he great probhan of the origin

of species. 1 think there can be no doubt that I’rom

this time Darwin came to regard the ([uestion of

species with an interest he had never felt before.

It is of course not suggested that, at this eaily

date, Darwin had formed any delinite ideas as to the

mode in which new species might [mssibly arise from

pre-existing ones or even that he Jiad been converted

to a belief in evolution. Indeed in 1377 he wrote

‘When I was on board the Beagle I believed in the

permanence of species’ yet he adds ‘but as far as

1 can remember eagne doubts occasionally flitted

across my mind.’ Such ‘ vague doubts ’ could scarcely

have failed to have arisen when, as ha[)pene(l during

^all his journeys from north to south of the South
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American Continent, he fonncl the same curious

coi rospondence between existing* and late fossil forms

of life again and again illustrated.

But towards the end of the voyage, an even

stronger element of doubt as to the immutability of

s[)ecies was awakened in liis mind. When he came
to study the forms of life existing in the Galapagos

Islands, off the AV(\st coast of South America, he was

startled by the discovery of the following facts.

p]ach small island had its owm ‘ launa ' or assemblage

of animals—this being very strikingly shown in the

case of the reptiles and birds. And yet, tliough the

species were ditlercnt, there was obviously a very

wonderful family likeness’ to one another between
the forms in the several islands and between them all

and the animals living in the adjoining portion of the

continent. Surely this could not be accidental, but

must indicate relationships due to descent from

common ancestors

!

Charles Darwin returned to England in 1836, and

at once made the acapiaintance of Lyell. lie says in

one place, ‘ 1 saw a great deal of Lyell ’ and in another

that ‘I saw more of Lyell than of any other man,

both before and after my marriage.* In one of his

letters he writes, ‘You cannot conceive anything

more thoroughly good natured than the heart-and-

soul manner in whicli he put himself in my place and
thought what would be best to do^^^’ For two.
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years Darwin was comparatively free from the

distressing malady wliich clouded so much of Ins

after life. And, during that time, lie engaged very

'heartily witli Lyell in those combats at the Geological

Society (of which he had become one of the Secre-

taries) in Mdiicli their joint views concerning the truth

of continuity or evolution in the inorganic world

were defended against the attacks of the militant

catastrophists. Darwin, however, did not act on the

defensive alone, but brought forward a number of

papers strongly supporting his new friend s views.

There can be little doubt that, while thus en-

gaged, and in constant friendly intercourse with

Lyell, Darwin must have felt—-like other earnest

thinkers on geology at that day—that the principles

they were advocating of ‘continuity ^ in the inorganic

>vorld must be equally applicable to the organic

world—and thus that the question of evolution

would acquire a new interest for him.

But it was undoubtedly the revision of the notes

made on board the Beagle, and the study of the

specimens which had been sent home by him from

tijne to time, that produced the great determining

influence on Darwin’s career. All through the

voyage he had endeavoured, with as much literary

skill as he could command, to record witli accuracy

the observations he made, and the conclusions to

, which, on careful reflection, they seemed to point.
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A?k1 oil liis vetnrn to England, these patiently written

joni’iials were revised and prepared for pnhlieation

forming tliat eliarining work A Natfiralisfs Voyage.

Jonnatl of ]h‘searches Into the Natural History and
(leology of the Countries visited during the Voyage

(f II.M.S. ‘ Beagle' round the world.

As Darwin, witli the specimens before him, rev ised

his note s, and reconsidered the impressions made on
his mind, the 'vague doubts' he had entertained,

from time to time, concerning the immutability of

species, would (tome back to him with new force and

cumulative etfeett. 'I thensaw,' he says, ‘how many facts

indicated the common descent of species,' and further,

‘It (Ktcnrred to me in 1837, that something might

perluijis be made out on this question by patiently

a(x*nmulating and reflecting on all sorts of facts

Avliich could possibly have any bearing on it.’ In

July of that year, he opened his first note-book on

the subject —the note-books being soon replaced by

a series of portfolios, in which extracts from the

various works he read, facts obtained by correspond-

ence, the records of experiments and observation,

and ideas suggested by constant meditation weje

slowly accumulated for twenty years. Mr Francis

Darwin has published a series of extracts from the

note-book of 18.37, which amply prove that by this

time Charles Darwin had become ‘ a convinced

evolutionist
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Fifteen months after this 'systeinntic enquiry’

began, Darwin liappened to read the celebrated work

of Malthus Oil PopuhitioUi for aimiseinent, and this

’^rved as a spark falling on a long prepared train

of thought. The idea that as animals and plants

multiply in geometrical progression, while the

siq)plies of food and space to be occupied remain

nearly constant, and that this must lead to a ^ struggle

for existence* of the most desperate kind, was by no

means new to Darwin, for the cider De Candolle,

Lyell and others had enlarged upon it
;
yet the facts

with regard to the human race, so strikingly pie-

sented by Malthus, brought the whole question with

such vividness before him that the idea of ^Natural

Selection* Hashed upon Darwins mind. This hypo-

thesis cannot be better or more succinctly stated

than in Huxley’s words.

‘All apecies have been produced by the development ol

from common stocks : by the conversion of these, ilrst

into permanent races and then into new species, by the i»n)e(‘ss

of natural selection, which process is essentially identical with

that artificial selection by which man has originated the races of

domestic animals—the struggle for existence taking the place of

nftin, and exerting, in the case of natural selection, that selective

action which he performs in artificial selection

With characteristic caution, Darwin determined

not to write down ‘ even the briefest skctcli ’ of this

hypothesis, that had so suddenly presented itself to
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his mind. Ilis habit ol* tliouglit was always to give

the dullest (consideration and weight to any possible

obj(3(dion tliat presented itself to liis own mind or

could b(i suggested to liiin by otliers. Thongli he was
satisfied as to tlie truth and importance of the principle

of natural selection, there is evichiiice that for some
y(‘ai*s lie was oppressed by difficulties, which T think

would have seemed greater to him than to anyone
else. In my conversations with Darwin, in after

years, it always struck me that he attached an

exaggerated importance to the merest suggestion of

a view opp(^sed to that he was himself inclined to

adopt
;
ind(‘ed I sometimes almost feared to indicate

a poHtiihle ditferent point of view to his own, for fear

of receiving such an answer as ‘ What a very striking

objection, liow stupid of me not to see it before, I

must ivally reconsider tlie whole subject/

While a divinity student at Cambridge, Darwin

had been nuudi struck with the logical form of the

works both of Euclid and of Daley. The rooms of

the latter he seems to have actually occupied at

Christ’s College and the works of the great divine

were so diligently studied that their deep influence

remained with liiin in after life^®^.

1 think it must have been the remembrance of

the arguments of Daley on the ‘proofs of design’ in

Nature, that seem in after life to have haunted

Darwin so that for long he failed to recognise fully
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tliat the principle of natural selection accounted not
only for the adaptation orj^anisin to its environ-

ment, but at the same time exjilains that direrijemr,

Sfliich must have taken place in species in order to

give rise to their wonderfully varied characters.

It was not till long after lie came to Down in

1842, he tells us in his autobiography, that his mind
freed itself from this objection. lie says :

—

‘I ciin remember the very spot in tlio roaO, whilst in my
carriage, when to my joy the solution occurred to me/

and he compares the relief to his mind as resembling

the clfcct produced by ^Vdiimbus and Ins egg’^'V

Some may think the ‘solution’ of Uohindius was

itself not a very satisfactory one
;
and 1 am inclined

to regard the dilliculties of which Darwin records so

sudden and drtamatic a removal as more imaginary

than real

!

There can be no doubt that, as f)ointcd out by the

late Professor Alfred Newton there was among
naturalists during the second quarter of the nine-

teenth century a feeling of dissatisfaction with

respect to current ideas concerning the origin of

species, accompanied in many cases with one of

expectation that a solution miglit soon be found.

Others, however, despairingly regarded it as 'the

mystery of mysteries’ for which it was ho[)eless to

.attempt to find a key. There was, however, one

man, who simultaneously with Darwin was meditating
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earnestly on the problem and who eventually reached

the same goal.

Alfred Russel Wallace was bom thirteen year^

after Darwin, and a quarter of a century after Lyell.

He did not possess the moderate income that permits

of entire devotion to scientific research—an ad-

vantage, the importance of which in their own cases,

both Lyell and Darwin were always so ready to

acknowledge. Wallace, after working for a time as a

land-surveyor and then as a teacher, at the age of 26

set off with another naturalist, H. W. Bates, on a

collecting tour in South America—hoping by the sale

of specimens to cover the expenses of travel. Like

Lyell and Darwin, he was an enthusiastic entomologist,

and had conceived the same passion for travel He
had, as we have already seen, been deeply impressed

by reading the Principles of Geology, and after

spending four years in South America undertook a

second collecting tour, which lasted twice that time,

in the Malay Archipelago.

Before leaving England in 1848, Wallace had

read and been impressed by reading the Vestiges of
Creation, and there can be no doubt that from tliat

period the question of evolution was always more or

less distinctly present in his mind. While in Sarawak

in the wet season, he tells us, ‘ I was quite alone with

one Malay boy as cook, and during the evenings and

wet days I had nothing to do but to look over my

'

books and ponder over the problem which was rarely
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absent from my thoughts.’ He goes on to say that

by ‘combining the ideas he had derived from his

books that treated of the distribution of plants and

'afiimals with those he obtained from the great work

of Lyeir he thought ‘some valuable conclusions

might be reached Thus originated the very

remarkable paper, On the Law which has regulated

the Introduetion ofNew Species, the main conclusion

of which was as follows :
‘ Every species has come into

existence coincident both in space and time with a

pre-existing closely allied species.’ As Wallace has

himself said, ‘ This clearly pointed to some kind of

evolution...but the how was still a secret’

This essay was published in the Anncds and
Magazine ofNatural History in September 1856 It

attracted much attention from Lyell and Darwin and

later from Huxley. One important result of it was

that Darwin and Wallace entered into friendly

correspondence. But although Darwin in his letters

to Wallace informed him that he had been engaged

for a long time in collecting facts which bore on the

question of the origin of species, he gave no hint of

the theory of natural selection he had conceived

seventeen years before—indeed his friends Lyell and

Hooker app^r at that time to have been the only

persons, outside his family circle, whom he had taken

into his confidence.

< In the spring of 1858, Wallace was at Ternate in

the North Moluccas, where he lay sick with fever,
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aiiil ns liis tlionulits waiuliTcd to tlie ever-present

])r()l)l(‘in of si)ecies, there suddenly recurred to his

in<‘inory the writings of Malthus, which ho had read

tw(‘lve y(‘nrs before. Then and there, Gn a suddttr*

flash of iiisi^dit' tlie idea of natural selection pro-

s(‘nl<‘d itself to his mind, and after a few hours’

thought the chief ])oints were written down, and

within a week the matter was ‘copied on thin letter-

paj)er' ami sent to Darwin by the next post, with a

l(‘tter to the followimi; etleet^^'^ Wallace stated that

th(‘ idea seemed new to himself and he asked Darwin,

if he also thouKht it new, to show it to Lyell, who
liad taken so much interest in his former paper.

Little did Wallace tliink, in the absence of all

knowled,t!:e on his ])art of Darwin’s own conclusions,

what stir would be made by his paper when it arrived

in Knuland !

Wallace’s (‘ssay w'as entitled On thf Tenth ncij of
Voriefirs to depnrt imlelinitehj from the Origimil

Ttfpe, and it is a singularly lucid and striking

presentment, in small compass, of the theory of

Natural Selection.

Had these two men been of less noble and
generous nature, the liistory of science might have

been dishonoured by a [)ainful discussion on a

(piestion of priority. Fortunately we are not called

upon for anything like a judicial investigation of

rival claims
;
for Darwin as soon as he read the essay

saw that—as Lyell had often warned him might be
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the case—he was completely lorestalled in (he

publication of his theory. Tlu^ letter and paper

arrived at a sad time for Darwin -he was at (he

• iiioment very ill, there was ‘scarlet f(‘ver rapn.LC in

his family, to which an infant son had succumbed

on the i)revious day, and a dau^h(cr was ill with

diphtheria Darwin at once wiote hurriedly to

Jjyell enclosing the essay and saying :

‘ l iH'ViT rtiiw a more strikin*^^ coiniMMenct*
;

if \V:iIl:u‘e !j:i( 1 my
MS. skeleli written out in 1S42, lie eould not have nnnle a better

short abstract! Kven liis terms now staml as lieaiis of my
ehaptors. Please return me tin* MS., which lie <lo(\s not say he

wishes mo to jmblish, hut I shall, <»f eoursi*, at once write an<l

otfer t<i mcikI to any journal. So all my orii^inality, whatever it

may amount to, will he smasheil, though my hook, if it (‘ver have

any value, will not he deteriorated, as all the labour consists in

the application of the theory. 1 hope you wWl approo; of

Wallace's sketch, that I may tell him what to say"’.'

And Wulhicc—wliat was (he line taken by iiim in

the unfortunate com|>Iication that had llius aristm

From the very first his action was all that is generous

and noble. Not only did he, from the first, entiridy

actpiiesce in the (‘ourse taken by JacII and Hooker,

bi|t, writing in 1P70, when the fame of Darwin’s work

had reached its full height, he said :

—

‘I have felt all my life and ! slill feel, the niosi sincero

satisfaction that Mr Darwin had been at work long IxSon* me,

and that it was not left for me to attempt to write 7'hr Oriffin of

Specii'n. 1 have long since measured my own strength and

8J. E.
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know \\(‘ll tli.it it wouM he niiile uiUMiual to that husk. Kor

js})l( r inrn tliun niy.self may cont(‘.s.s, that they liave not that

imtii’iiiL' p:i(ii‘ii(‘t‘ in an-uiimlatin*^, and that wonderlul skill in

nsifi;.’. lai';xi' masses of farts ot tin* nio.st varied kind, that witle

ami amiiale ph\ .>iolo-ieal ktiou ledge,—that aeiitene.s.s in devising’

ami skill in earning out experiments,—and that admirable style

of eompo.sition, at onee eh‘ar, p(‘rsinusive atid judicial, —ipialities

which in their harmonious eomhination mark out Mr Harwiii as

the man, i)erha]>s of all men now living, best fitted for the groat

work he has undertaken and aecom])lished

And lilty >c;n s allcr the joint publication of the

(heory of \atinal Selection to the Ijinnean Societ}’

ht‘ said :

‘ / was then as often sine<‘) the “young man in a hurry,’

1 Parwin ‘the painstaking and patient student, seeking ever tlio

full demonstration of tin* truth lie luid discovered, rather than to

achieve ininiedialo pi'r.sonal fame’*\’

And wlien he referred to the respective shares of

Darwin and liiinself to the credit of having brought
forward tlu‘ tlieory of natural selection, he actually

sii rgests as a fair pro|n)rtion '‘tirentjf years to one

irreh
'

tho.st' being the periods each had devoted to

tlu‘ subject’'"!

Never surely was such a noble extunple of

personal abiugation ! Wo admire the generosity,

though we cannot aeeejd the estimate, for do we not

know that, for at least half the period of Darwin’s

patient ipiest. Wallace had spent in deeply pondering
npeii the same great (piestion i



CHAPTER X

TTIH Oliunx OK

In tlio prccedln.i^ chapter I have endeavoured to

show how the hypothesis of Xatural >Seleeti()n

originated in the minds of its authors, and must

now invite attention to the way in whicth it was

introduced to the world. What has l>een said earlier

with respect to tlie labours and writings of Hutton,

Scrope and Lyell may serve to indicate the ^reat

importance of the manner of presentment of new

ideas—the logical force and literary skill with which

they are brought to the notice of scientific con-

temporaries and the worhl at large.

There are some striking passages in Darwin s

naive ‘autobiography and letters’ which indicate the

beginnings of his ambition for liteiary distiiurtion.

It must always be borne in mind in reading this

autobiogmphy, however, that it was not intended by

Darwin for publication, but only for the amuse?nent

of the members of his own family. Ihit the charming

and unsophisticated self-revelations in it will always

be a source of delight to the world.

8-2
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Wlicn Tna1{ii\L: liis first ori^^inal observations among
the volcanic cones and craters of St Jago in the

(’ape-de-Verde Islands, he says nt tlien first dawned
on me that 1 might perhaps write a book on tlie'

geology of tlie different countries visited, and this

made me tlirill with delight lie tells us concern-

ing his regular occupations on board the Beagle, that

Min ing some part of the day, I wrote my Journal

and took much pains in describing carefully and

vividly all that I had seen: and this was good

practice '“‘V

‘Later in voyage’ he says ‘FitzRoy* (the

Ca|)tain of tlu^ lU agU ) ‘asked me to read some of my
.lourmil and declared it would be worth publishing,

HO here was a second book in prospect !

’

Darwin s first published writings were the extracts

from his letters which Ilenslow read to the Rhilo-

Hophical Society of Cambridge, and those which

Sedgwick submitted to the Geological Society. At
Ascension, on the voyage home, a letter from

Darwin’s sisters had informed him of the com-
mendation witli which Sedgwick had spoken to his

father of these papers, and he wrote fifty years

afterwards: ‘After reading this letter, I clambered
over the mountains of Ascension with a bounding
step, and made the volcanic rocks ring under my
geological hammer.’ When in 1»39 his charming
JuHi'ind <>/ Ili fitairluiy was published he records that
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‘The success of tliis my first literary child always

tickles my vanity more than that of any oF my other

books '22;*

As a matter of fact, no one could possibly be

more diffident and modest about his actual literary

])crformanccs than was Charles Darwin. 1 Iiave heard

him again and again express a wish that he possessed

‘dear old LyelVs literary skiir
;
and he often spoke

with the greatest enthusiasm of the ‘clearness and

force of Huxley’s style/ On one occasion he men-

tioned to me, with something like sadness in his

voice, that it had been asserted ‘tlnwc was a want of

connection and continuity in the written arguments,’

and he told me that, wliile engaged on the Orighi,

he had seldom been able to write, without inter-

ru})tion from pain, for more than twenty minutes at

a time

!

Charles Darwin never spoke definitely to me
about the nature of the suilerings that he so

])atiently endured. On the occasion of my first visit

to him at Down he wrote me a letter (dated

August 2r)th, in which, after giving the most

ipiniite and kindly directions concerning the journey,

he arranged that his dog-cart should bring me to the

house in time for a 1 o'clock lunch, telling me that to

catch a certain train for return, it would be necessary

to leave his house a little before 4 o’clock. Hut he

added significantly ;

—
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‘ Hut f nm boinul to tell you that I shall not be able to talk

with you or anyone (‘Ise for this leiigtli of time, however niueh I

slionhl like to do so -but y(m can reinl iiewspai>er or take a stroll

durin;^ pa i t of the lime.’

Mis ronstaiit prartice, whenever I visited him,

(‘idler at Down or at his brother’s or (lan<^litcr’s house

in London, was to retire with me, after lunch, to a

room wlu‘r(‘ we conld ‘talk geology’ for about three

(juart(‘rs of an hour. At the end of that time,

Mrs Darwin woidd come in smilingly, and though no

word was spoken by her, Darwin would at once rise

jind bc'g me to read the mnvspaper for a time, or, if I

pref(‘rred it, to take a stroll in the garden
;
and after

urging me to stay Mf I could possibly spare the time,’

would go away, as 1 understood to lie down. On his

return, about half an hour later, the discussion would

be resumed where it had been left oil’ without further

remark.

Mr Francis Darwin has told us that the nature

and (‘xtent of his father’s siilVerings—so patiently

and uncomplainingly borne—were never fully known,

even to his own children, but only to the faithful

wife wlio devoted her whole life to the care

of his lu'altli. As is well known, Darwin seldom

visite<l at other house's, besidi's those of immediate

relatives, or tlie hydropathic establishment at which

he sought relief from his illness. But he was in the

habit of sometimes, when in London, calling upon
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David Forbes the iiiineralojj^ist (a youni^er brotlier oi'

t'dward Forbes) then livinij: in York Street, Fortinnn

S(inare. Tlie bonds of union between diaries Darwin

and David Forbes were, first, that they liad both

travelled extensively in South America, and secondly,

that both were greatly interested in nielliods of

preserving and making available for future refereiua'

all notes and memoranda collected from various

sources. David Forbes devoted to the purpose a

large room with the most (‘Ial)orat(‘ system of pigeon-

holes, about which he told me tliat Darwin was

greatly excited. He also mentioned to me (hat, on

one or more occasions, while Darwin was in his

house, pains of such a violent character had s(*ized

him that he had been compelled to lie down for a tim(‘

atid had occasioncid his host the gr(‘a((‘s( alarm.

It must always therefore be rememlu'red, in

reading Darwin’s works, what were the sad conditions

under which they were produced. It seems t.o be

doubtful to what extent his ill-health may be

regarded as the result of an almost fatal malady,

from which he suffered in South Amer ica, or as the

effect of the constant and pi*olonged sea-sickness of

which he was the victim during the five years’ voyage.

But certain it is that his woi-k was cai-ried on under

no ordinai’y dillicidties, and that it was only by the

exercise of the sternest resolution, iir devoting every

moment of time that he was free from pain to his
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tasks, tliJit he was able to accomplish his ^reat

iiiHlertakiii^j^s.

I do not think, however, that any unprejudiced

rcfuh'r will rcf^ard Darwin’s literary work as standing ^

in need of anything like an apology. lie always

aims and 1 think succeeds—at conveying his meaning

in siinph' and direct language
;
and in all his works

there is nianifest that undercurrent of quiet en-

thusiasm, which was so strikingly displayed in his

(tonversation. It was delightful to witness the keen

enjoyment with whiidi he heard of any new fact or

observation bearing on the pursuits in which he was

engaged, and his geiuu’ous nature always led him to

a(ta(;h an exaggerated value to any discovery or

suggestion which might be brought to his knowledge

—

;nid to ap|>raise the work of others above his own.

The most striking proof of the excellence and

value of Darwin’s literary work is the fact that his

numerous books have atlaim*d a circulation, in their

original form, ju’obably surpassing that of any other

sciiiitilic writings ever produced—and that, in trans-

lations, they have appealed to a wider circle of

readers than any previous naturalist has ever

jiddressed !

We have seen that the idea of Natural Selection

‘flashed on’ Darwin's mind in October DkUl, and
although lie was himself inclined to think that his

complete satisfaction with it, as a solution of the
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problem of tlie origin of species, wns rlelnved to a

considerably later date, yet I believe that this was

only the result of his over-cautious temperament,

and we must accept the date named as being that of

the real birth of the hypothesis.

At this early date, too, it is ('vident tliat Darwin

conceived the idea that he might accom])lish tor the

j)rinciplc of evolution in the organic; world, what

Lycll had done, in the Prit)r{p/f.% for the inorganic;

world. To cite his own words, ‘aftei- my return to

Kngland it apj)eared to me that by following the

example of Lyell in (JcMdogy, and by collecting all

facts which bore in any way on the variation of

animals and plants under domestication and natnrc‘,

some light might perhaps be thrown on (hc^ whole

subject ^‘-'V
‘ In June he says, ‘

I first

myself’ (how significant is the ])hrase!) ‘the satis

faction of writing a brief abstract of my theory in

pencil in Jf) pages

P"or many years it was thought that this first

sketch of Darwin’s great work had been lost. Hut

after the death of Mrs Darwin in Ihht), when the

house at Down was vacated, the interesting MS. was

found ‘hidden in a cupboard under the stairs whicdi

was not used for papers of any value but rather as

an overflow of matters he did nut wish to destroy

By the pious care of his son, this interesting MS.—
hurriedly written and sometimes almost illegible

—
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liiis been ;^iven to the world, and it proves how
eorn|)l(‘tel\ Darwin had, at that early date, thonglit

out <h(‘ main lines of his future opuA mafpnfm, ‘

Darwin, how(‘v<M-, had no idea of piiblishiiu*: his
'

llieorv to the woi’ld until he was able to suj)port it

by a ^reat mass of facts and observations. Dyell,

aij:ain and a^ain, warned him of the dan^^u* which

he ineuriH'd of beinii: for(‘stalh*d by other workers
;

whil<‘ his brc'thcr Erasmus constantly said to him,
‘ ^ ou will find that some one will have been before

you

’

Th(‘ utmost that Darwin could be y)ersuaded to

do, how(‘vcr, was to enlarge his sketch of lh42 into

one of 2.40 paij^es. This he did in the summer of

UM 1. 1 1 is mauiuM’ of procedure seems to have been

that, ke(‘pin^ to tlu' same t;*eneral ai'rangement of

the matter as he had adopted in his ori.i»;inal sketch,

lu* elaborated tiu' ai’ujuments and adch'd illustrations.

Mach of the pauses of the ])encilled sketch, as it

was dealt with, had a vertical line drawn across it

and was thrown aside. AVhile the ‘|)encill(Hl sketch*

of 1<>12 was little bett(‘r than a collection of memo-
randa, which, (hou<>:h intelli.Liible to the writer at the

time, are sometimes diflicult either to decipher or

to understand the meainiii; of, the expanded wa)rk

of UU 1 was a much more camnected and readable

dcH'unuMit, which Darwin caused to be carefully

copied imt. The work was done in the summer
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months, while he was absent from liome, and unable

therefore to refer to Ids abundant notes— Darwin
speaks of it, therefore, as ^done from memory.’

* The two sketches, as Mr Francis Darwin points

out, were each divided into two distinct parts, thou;j!:h

this arrangement is not ado])ted in the Orifjiit of
Species, as finally ])ublished. ( liarles Darwin on niany

occasions spoke of having adopted the Principles of
(ieologjf as his model. That work as we have seen

consisted of a first portion (eventually expanded from

one to two volumes), in whicli the general ])rin( i|)les

were enunciated and illustrated, and a second poi'tion

(forn)ing the third volume), in which those principles

were ap[)lied to deciphering the history of the globe

in the past. I think tluit Darwin’s original intention

was to follow a similar plan
;
the first part of his

work dealing with the evidences derived from the

study of variation, crossing, the struggle for exist-

ence, etc., and the second to the proofs that natural

selection had really operated as illustrated by tlie

geological record, by the hicts of geographical dis-

tribution, and by many curious phenomena exhibited

by plants and animals. Although this plan was

eventually abandoned—no doubt wisely— wlien the

Orif/iu came to be written, we cannot but recognise

in it another illustration of the great iidluence

exercised by Lyell and his works on Darwin—an in-

fluence the latter was always so ready to acknowledge.
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On the oth July 1841, Darwin wrote a letter to

his wife in which he said, G have just finished my
sketch of iny species theory. If, as I believe, Iny

theory in time be accepted, even by one competent

jiidi^e, it will lie a considerable step in science.’ lie

.ij,o(‘s on to ii'fpiest his wife, ‘in case of my sudden

death’ to di'vote £lt)0 (or if found necc'ssary £o()0)

to secnritvir an (‘ditor and publishing the work. As
editor lie says ‘Lyell would be the best, if lie would

undertake it,’ and later, ‘ Lyell, especially with the aid

of Hooker (and if any i^ood zooloirical aid), would be

best of all.’ He (luai snuircsts other names from
which a choice inii;ht be made, but adds ‘the editor

must be a ^colo^^i.^t as well as naturalist.’ Fortunately

for the world Mrs Darwin was never called upon to

taki' action in accordance with the terms of this

atfcctin;i: document

It must be remembered that, at this time, Darwin
was liard at work on the three volumes of the

(it'aloiiji B( (((jh\ and on the wsecondand revised

edition of his Journal of ilesfa rcites. This which he
considered his ‘ work’ he stuck to closely,

whenever his h('altli permitted. He had ho[ied to

complete tliesc books in llin'c or four years, but
they actually occujiied him for (rn^ owing to constant

interruptions from illness. His occasional neglect of

this task, and induluence in his ‘species work,’ as he
called it, wa.s always spoken of at this time by
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Darwin as idleness.* And when the .e;eolo^ical and

narrative books were finished, Darwin took up tlie

systematic study of the J^arnacles {Ciryipedia\ both

recent and fossil, and wrote two monumental works

on the subject. These occupied eiglit years, two out

of which he estimated were lost by interruptions

from illness. So absorbed was he in this work, tliat

his children regarded it as the neccsi^nry occupation

of a man,—and when a visitor in the house was seen

not to be so employed one of them eiu[uired of their

mother, ‘When does Mr do his Barnacles

T

Huxley has left on record his view tliat in devoting

so long a time to the study of the Barnacles Darwin

‘never did a wiser thing,* for it brouglit liim into

direct contact with the principles on which natm alisls

found ‘ species And Hooker has expressed the

same opinion.

During these years of labour in geology and

zoology—interrupted only by the ‘ hours of idleness

'

—devoted to ‘the species (luestion,’ Darwin, though

leading at Down almost the life of a hermit, was

nevertheless in IVeipient communication with twa) or

three faithful friends who followed his labours with

the dcejiest interest. Cautious as was Darwin him-

self, he found in his life-long friend Lyell, a still mon^

doubting and critical spirit, and it is clear from wliafc

Darwin says that he derived much help by laying

new ideas and suggestions before him. The year
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helorc Diirwiii’s dciilli lie wrote of Lyell, 'When I

inMcle a remark to liim on Gcolo^^y, he never rested

till he saw tlie wljole ease clearly, and often made hie

see it more clearly than 1 had done before.’

liyell’s iaiher was a botanist of considerable

rejmte, the IViend of Sir William Hooker and his

distinguished son Dr (now Sir Joseph) Hooker.

Whil(‘ Darwin was writing his o/ Researches^

hi) handed the inoof-sheets to Cyell with permission

to show them to his father, who was a man of gi’eat

literary judgment. The elder Lyell, in turn, showed
them to young Mr Hooker, who was then preparing

to join Sir James Ross, in his celebrated Antarctic

voyage with ll.M. ships Krehus and Terror. Hooker
was then working hard to take his doctor’s degree

before joining the expedition as surgeon, but he kept

Darwin’s proof-sheets undcT his pillow, so as to get

(ipportunities of reading them 'between waking and

rising.’ Refore leaving England, however, Hooker in

RJiil) casually met and was introduced to Darwin, and

thus commence<l a friendship which resulted in such

inestimable benefits to science. Before sailing with

the Antarctic expedition the young surgeon received

from ('harles Lyell, as a parting gift, 'a copy of

Darwin’s Journal complete’; and he tells us that

the perusal stimulated in him 'an enthusiasm in the

desii'c to travel and observe^-*.’

On Hookers return from the voyage in 18 IJ,
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a friendly letter from Darwin (!Oininenee(l that re-

markable c()rres[)on(lenee, whicli will always alford

the best means of judi^inuj of the development of
' ideas in Darwins mind. Hooker’s wide knowled.u^e

of plants—especially of all (iiiestions concerning::

their distribution—was of invaluable assistances to

Darwin, at a time when his attention was inon*

particularly absorbed by geoIoLcy and zool(\e:y, whiles

botany laul not as yet resceiveMl much atlcuition from

him. lle)oker’s experience, gained in tiavel, his

sound judgment and balanced mind made him a

judicious adviser, while his caution and candour

litted him to become a trenchant critic of new sugges-

tions, scarcely inferior in that i'es])ect to Lyell.

Darwin (loess not appear to have made the

ac(piaintance of Huxley till a considerably later date
;

but we find the great comparative anatomist had in

Idol already become so deeply imj)ressed by Darwin,

that he said in writing to a friend he ‘miglit be

{inything if he had good healtli^-^'V Huxley used to

visit Darwin at Down occasionally, and I have often

heard the latter speak of the instruction and pleasure

he enjoyed from their intercourse.

'Formally years of his life, Darwin used to come
to London and stay with his brother or daughter for

about a week at a time, and on these occasions

—

which usually occurred about twice in the your I

believe—he would meet Lyell to ‘talk (Jeology,*
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I looker lor (lirtcus.sions on Botany, and Huxley for

Zoology.

For twciitv ycjus Darwin had ‘collected facts on

a wholesale scale, more especially with rcsjiect to

domesticated productions, by printed eiKpiiries, by

conversations with skilful breeders and gardeners,

and bv extensive reading.’ ‘ When,’ he added, ‘ I see

th(‘ list of books of all kinds which I read and

abstra<*ted, including whole series of dournals and

Transactions, I am siirjirised at my industry In

Sept(‘mb(‘r inr)! the Ikvrnacle work was finished and

l(M>0()sp(‘cinu‘nssent out of the house and distributed,

and tluai lit' devoted himself to arranging his ‘huge

jiile of nott's, to observing and experimenting in

relation to the transmutation of species.’

It was tarly in inati when this work had been

completed, that, again urged by IacII, he actually

commenced writing his book. It was [ilanned as a

wtii k on a cuusiderable scale anti, if finished, would

ha\t* reachetl dimensitms three or four times as

great as did t'ventually the Orif/tN of ^SyxvvV.s*.

\\ ta king sieatlily ;intl ctmtinuously he had got as far

as ('hapter X, ctuupleting more than one half the

book, when as he says Wallace’s letter and essay came
‘like a btilt frtiin the blue.’

Dppressetl by illness, anxiety and perplexity, as

we have seen that Darwin was at the time, he
hirtunately consentetl to leave matters—though with
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li^reat reluctance—in the liands of his friends Jjyell

and Hooker. They took the wise course ot readinii;

V* allace’s paper at the Linnean Society on July 1st,

• Idod, at the same time ;^ivin^ extracts from Darwin’s

memoir written in UM t, and (he abstract of a Icder

written by Darwin in Ido/ to the distinguished

American botanist, Asa (ilray. This solution of (he

diiliculty happily met with the complete approval of

Wallace
;
and, as the result of tlu' episode, Darwin

(!ame to the conclusion that it would not be wise to

defer full jmblication of his views, until (he extensive

work on which he was en.uca^ed could be linished, but

an ^abstract’ of them must be pre[)ared and issued

with as little delay as |)ossible.

For a time there was hesitation, as Darwin’s

correspondence with Lyell and Hooker shows, be-

tween the two plans of sendin^i; this ‘abstract’ to the

Linnean Society in a series of papers or of makim;

it an independent book. J3ut Darwin entertained an

invincible dislike to submittini!: his various conclusions

to the judgment of the Council of a Sexaety, and, in

the end, the preparation of the ‘Abstract’ in tlui

form of a book of moderate size, was decided on.

This was the ori;:;in of Darwin’s .threat work.

The sickness at Down had led to the abandonment

of the house for a time, and, three weeks after the

reading of the joint paper at tluj Linnean Society,

we tind Darwin temporarily established at Sandown,

9J. E.
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in tlie Isle of* where tlie writing of the Oriffhi

iff >S//r r/rs was connneiH'cd. TIk' work was resumed

in September when tlie family returned to Down, a»d

from that tinu‘ was pressed forward with the greatest

diligenee.

I 'or the first half of the book, the task before

Darwin was to condense, into less than one half their

dimensions, tlu' cha] iters he had already written for

the large* work as originally proje'cterl. Ihit for the

sc'coiid half of the book, he had to expand directly

from tla* c'ssay of lb 1 1.

So closely did Darwin apply himself to the \vork,

that, by the (‘iid of March gbth, Ibab, he was able to

wi'ite to Ia(‘ 11 ((‘lling him that he hoped to be ready

to go to pre>^ early in May, and asking advice about

publication : lu* says, ‘ My Ab>tract will be about five

hundred pages of the size of your first edition of the

i\f (U'itUujif! byell introduced Darwin to

John Murray, who had issm*d all his own works, and
the pn'si'iit re|)resentative of that publishing firm

lias jJaced on record a very interesting account of

the ever thoughtful and considerate relations between
Darwin and his publishers, which were maintained to

(Ik* 1
*
11 ( 1

’"'.

The MS. of the book seems to have been

practically finished early in May, and Darwins
health then broke down for a time, so completely

that lu* Icul to retire to a hydropathic establishment.
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By June 21st lie was able to wrile to Lyell 'I am
working very hard, hut get on slowly, for I lind that

my corrections are terrilically heavy, and the work

most diilicult to me. 1 have correct e<l 130 pages,

and the volume will be about oOO. I have tried my
best to make it clear and striking, but very mucli

fear that I have failed
;
so many discussions are and

must be very perjilexing. / hare (fane uni heM, If

you had all my materials, I am sure you would have

made a splendid book. I long to finish, for I am
certainly worn oiit^'^'V On September loth the last

jiroof was corrected and the preparation of the

index commenced. At the meeting of the British

Association in Aberdeen, Lyell made the im])ortant

announcement of the approaching public ation of the

great work. On November 2 1th the book was issued,

1250 copies having been printed, and Darwin wrote

to Murray, ‘
I am infinitely pleased and [iroud at the

appearance of my child.’ ’fhe edition was sold out

in a day, and was followed eai*ly in the next year

by the issue of 3000 copies
;
and untold thousands

have since appeared.

The writing of such a work as th(‘ Orlf/ln of
Hpeelei^, in so short a time— est)ecially taking into

consideration the condition of its author’s health

—

was a most remarkable feat. It wouhl, of course,

not have been j)ossible but for the fact that Dai-win s

mind was comi)letely saturated with tlie subje(;t, and

9—2
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lliiit he lirifl coininand of sndi an enormous body

of nu'thodiciilly arnmiijed notes. He showed tlie

;;reatest anxiety to eonvin(‘e his scientific contem-

poraries, and at the same time to make his meaning

clear to the ;j:(‘n(‘ral reader. With the former object,

])olii MS. and ])rini(‘d proofs were submitted to the

erilieism of LncII and Hooker; and the latter end
was obt aim'd by sendin<( the MS. to a lady friend,

Miss (i. Toilet -she, as Darwin says ‘being an
excellent judge of style, is going to look out errors

for me.’ Finally tlu' proofs of the book were
carefully read by Mrs Darwin herself

The splendid success achieved by the work is

a matter ol history. Its clearness of statement and
candour in reasoning pleased the general public;
critics without any profound knowledge of natural

history were beguiled iiito the opinion that they
the whole matter ! and, according to

tlieir varying tastes, indulged in shallow objection

or slightly otrensive patronage. The fully-anticijiated,

theological vituj)eration was of course not lacking,

but most of the ‘replies’ to Darwin’s arguments
wore ‘lifted’ from the book itself in which objections

to his views were honestly stated and canditlly con-

sidered by the author.

The best testimony to the j)rofound and far-

reaching character of the scientitic discussions of

the Oriijin of is found in the fact that both
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Hooker and ITuxlcy, in s])ite of tlieir uide knowledge

and long intercourse with Uarwin, found the work,

so\;oudensed were its l easonings, a ‘ very hard book
’

*to read, one on wliicli it was diflicult to pronounce

a jiidginent till after several perusals !

It would be idle to speculate at the present day

whether the cause of Fvolution would have been

better served by the publication, as Darwin at one

time proposed, of a ^Preliminary Fssay,’ like that of

1314, or by the great work, which had been com-

menced and luilf completed in 13.>3, rather than by

the ‘ abstract,’ in which the t heory of Natural Selection

was in the end presented to the woild. Probably

the more moderate dimeirsions of the Oriyin of
S/j(*cu\i made it far better suiled for the general

reader; while the condensation which was necessitated

did not in the end militate against its influence with

men of science. It will I think be now generally

conceded that the great success of this grand work

was fully deserved. A subject of such complexity as

that which it dealt with could only be adecpiately

discussed in a manner that would demand careful

attfjntion and thought on the part of the reader

;

and Darwin’s well-weighed wonls, carefully balanced

sentences, and guarded reservations are admirably

adapted to the accomplishment of the difficult task

he had undertaken. The Oriy iti of Specks has been

rpad by the millions with pleasure, and, at the same
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time, by tlie deepest thhikers of the aji^e with

(:<)nvi(!li()ii.

It is seareely i)()ssil)le to refer to the literary sttle

of Darwin’s work without a reference to a misconcep-

tion arisin^jf from that very candid analysis of his

cliaraci eristics which lie wrote for the satisfaction of

his family, but which has hai)pily been ^iven to the

world by his son. In his early life Darwin was

excc(Mlin^ly fond of music, and took such delight in

good literature, especially poetry, that when on his

journeys in South America he found himself able to

(!arry only one book with him, the work chosen was

the jioems of .Milton—the former student of his own
(3irists (^)lh‘ge, Cambridge. Hut towards the end

of his lif(‘, Darwin had sadly to confess that he found

that he had (piite lost the capacity of enjoying eitlier

music or the noblest works of literature.

Some have argued that Darwin’s seimitific labours

must have actually proved destructive to his artistic

and literary tastes, ami have even gone so far as to

assert—in spite of numerous e.vamples to the con-

trary—that there is a natural antithesis between the

mental conditions that respectively favour scientitic

and artistic exc(‘llence.

But 1 think there is a very simple explanation of

the loss by Darwin of his powers of enjoyment of

music and poetry, a loss which he evidently greatly

de[)lored. 11 is scientitic undertaking was so gigantiy,
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and, at the same time, his liealth was so broken and
prccai ious, that lie felt his only clianee of success lay

ifi utilizing, for the tasks before liim, every moment
that he was free from acute sutfering and retained

any power of working. Consecpiently, wlien the self-

imposed task of each day was eomiileted, he found

himself in a state of mental eolla[)se. Now to

appreciate the beauties of fine music or the work of

a great writer certainly demands that the mind

should be fresh and unjaded, whereas, at the only

times Darwin had for relaxation, he was (piite untitted

for these higher delights. We are not surprised then

to learn that he sought and found relief in listening to

his wife’s reading of some pleasant novel or in the

nightly game of backgammon, as the only means of

resting his wearied brain.

No one wlio had the privilegi; of conversing with

Darwin in his later years can doubt of his having

retained to the end the full jiossessiou of his refined

tastes as well as his great mental powers. II is love

for and sympathy with every movement tending to

progress—especially in the scientific and educational

world—his devotion to his friends, with no little

indulgence of indignation for what he thought false

or mean in others, these were liis conspicuous

characteristics, and they were combined with a

gentle playfulness and sense of humour, which made
• him the most delightful and loveable of companions.
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THK INn.U’KXCK OK DARWINS WORKS

In two i‘ss;i\s ‘
( )ii tljc (\)niiii^ of A^e of tlie Orii^in

of Spocics’ '/ and ‘On the Keception of the Origin of

Species ’’‘

a’ jnildislied in 1H80 and 188/ respectively,

Huxley has disen>M‘d the course of events following

the publication of Darwins gretit work, he having

tlu‘ advantage of being one of the chief actors in

thosi' event>. iiiere is a striking parallelism between

(he manner that the Friitrijjlrs of Gvolotftj liad been

received thirty years earlier, and tlie way that the

Orlfffit of ISfuchti was met, both by Darwin’s scientific

contcm[)orarics and the reading public.

At the outset, as we have already intimated,

liNcll and Darwin were ecpially fortunate, in that

each found a critic, in one of the chief organs of

jniblic opinion, who was at the same time both com-

petiMit and sMn[)athetic. The story of the lucky

accident In which this came about in Darwin’s case

has been told by Huxley himself^’^'*,

‘ riio (h'ifjin \\:is .sent to Mr I.iica.s, om* of tlio staff of the

Titiiva wriU'j.s at tliat lime, in what was 1 supi)ose the onliiiary
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course of business. Mr Lucas, tboui^li sin excellent journalist,...

was as innocent of any knowlcelj^e of science as a babe, and

bewailed liiiuself to an acquaintance on havin.i; to «leal with such

a book. AVbereupon, be was recomniendcd to a.sk me to j^et him

out of the ditiiculty, and lie applied to me accordingly, explaininu;,

however, that it would ])c necessary for him formally to adopt

anythin;y^ I might 1)0 disjiosed to write, by prefacing it with two

or thivc pai’agraplis of hts own.’

‘1 was too anxious to seize ujam the o]>portunity tlius

otferod of giving the book a fair chance with Die multitudinous

reailers of the to mak(‘ any dillicnlty about conditions;

and being then very full of tlu* .subject, 1 wrotc^ the article faster,

I think, than I ever wrote anything in my life, and sent it to

Mr Lucas who duly prefixed his ojiening sentences'’'.’

Many journalists, liowever, wwc less eoustaentioiis

than Mr Lucas, and most of lli(3 otlicr earl y not ices of

the book were pretty erpially dividiul between undis-

criininatiuf]^ praise of it as a novelty and foolish

re])robations of its ‘ wickedness.’

It was fortunate that Darwin followed the strong

advice given to him by Jy^ell, and did not attempt tt)

reply to the adverse criticisms
;
for the oidy elfcct of

these w^as to arouse curiosity and thus to increase the

circulation of the book.

Although Daiwvin had wisely avoided the danger

of exciting prejudice against his work by definitely

applying the tlicory of Natural Selection to the case

of man—simply remarking, in order to avoid the

.charge of concealing his views, that Might would he
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tlirown oil the origin of man and liis history’—yet

friends and foes alike at once drew what was the

n(‘cessar\ (orollary from the theory. It is as amim-

in;;, as il is snrprisin;^^ at the present day, to recall

the storm of firejudice which was excited. At the

Ih itish Association Meetin;i: at Oxford in 18()(), Jifter

an American professor had indignantly asked tlie

<jn(‘stion, ‘Are we a fortuitous concourse of atoms 'C

as a comment on Darwin’s views, Dr Samuel Wilber-

forct‘, the Hishop of Oxford, ended a clever but

flippant attack on tlie Oritjiu by en([uiring of Huxley,

wlio was jiresent as Darwin’s champion, if it Svas

thi’ough his grandfather or his grandmother that he

elaini(‘d his descent from a monkey ^’

Huxley made the famous and well-deserved re-

tort :

‘
1 a.sscTtiMl— and I reiK’at - that a man has no rcsisoii to he

asliamrd of liavinir an aja' tor liis ;::rand father. If there were an

aiu e>t'>r w lunn I >lunild foe! aslianuMl in rei’alling, it would ratlier

he a )n<ui a man of re>tless and versatile intellect who not

eo!itent with sneei'ss in lii> own sphere of activity, i)lungt*s into

seienlifie (]nesti«Mis with which lie has no real ae<iuaintance, only

to ohM‘ure them hy an aiinle.NS rhetoric, and distract the attrition

of hi^ lieai ers from tlie ri'al point at i>^ue hy eloipieiit digressiohs

and .sUille«l appeals to religion"; jnejndiee*

fhe violent attack on Darwin’s views by the

once-famous Bishop of Oxford was outdone, a few

years later, by an even more absurd outburst on the
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part of Benjamin Disraeli, wl\o—aflei* sti^nnatisin^

Darwinism as the question ‘ Is man an ape or an

^anjL'd?’—declared ma,<i:nilo(|nently to tlie episcopal

chairman, ‘My liord, I am on the side of the an.ii:els!’

Ihit in spite of attacks like these and nmneroiis

hitter pas(piinades and comic caiMoons—|)erha|)s to

some extent in consecpience of them— Darwin’s views

became widely known and eau^erly discnssi'd, so that

the circulation of the Ontjlu of Speril' went up by

leaps and bounds. Nevertheless, as Huxley said,

^ years had to {)ass away before misrepresentation,

ridicule and denunciation, (!eased to be the most

notable constituents of the multitudinous criticisms

of his work which poured from the press.’

Amon^ his contemporary men of scitmee Darwin

could at first count few converts. Hooker, whose

candid and valuable criticisms of his friend’s work

had been continued up to the v(‘ry end during its

composition, did an eminent service to the (tause

of Evolution by publishin^^ almost simultaneously

with the Orif/in of Sperirnj his splendid mewnoir on

7V/C Flora of A uMralia, its Origin, A lUnitin^, and
Distrihnfion, in which similar views were, not ob-

scuiely, indicated. Of Lyell, Darwin’s other friend

and counsellor, Huxley justly says:

‘Lyell, up to tluit time ;i pillar of tli(* antitniiisfinitationists

(who re^Mrded him, over afterwards, as J*alla^ AOkmk* inay h.avo

looked at Diaii, after the Kmlyinion affair;, declarerl himself
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a DnrwiniMH, not witlioiit putting in a serious caveat.

Novcrtliclcss, lio was a tower strength and his courageous stand

for trutli as against consistency, did him infinite honour

^

Ifuxlev liiinsolf accepted the tlieory of Xatural

Selecdion—hut not without soiuc important reserva

tious-lhese, liowever, did not prevent him from

hecomiug: its most ardent and successful champion.

Darwiu used to acknowledge Huxley’s g^reat service

to liim in undertakiui; the defence of the tlieory

—

a defence which Ins own hatred of controversy and

the slate of his Iiealth made him unwilling to under-

tak(i ~hy laughingly calling him ^my general agent
!’

while llnxley himself in replying to the critics,

declarcMl that he was ‘ Darwin’s bulldog.’

AKhongh, at lirst, Darwin >vas able to enumerate

less than a dozen naturalists who \vere prepared to

accept his views, while influential leaders of thought

in scii'uce—like Uichard Owen in this country and

Louis Agassiz in America—were bitterly opposed to

them, the theory gradually obtained supporters es-

pecially among the younger cultivators of botany,

zoology and geology.

It is evident that Darwin for some time regarded

his ‘abstract,’ as he called the Oritjbi of Speaies, as

only a temporary expedient—one to be superseded

by the publication of the much more extended work,

designed and commenced long before. Although the

Or Iff In was only published late in November IH.'iO,
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and he was called upon inmiediately to iwepare a

second edition, we find that on January 1st, ItKJO,

'Darwin began to arrange his materials tor dealing willi

the first great division of his subject, ‘the variation

of animals and plants under domestication.’ So

numerous and important were his notes and records

of experiments, however, that he soon found that to

expand the whole of the ^abstract,’ on the same scale,

would be an impossible task for any one man, howciver

able and diligent. Unwilling tliat the results of

some of his special researches should be lost, he

wivsely determined to issue them as se[)arate books.

The first of these to appear was that on the AV>*

tilimtion of Ovchids^ a beautiful illnstiation of the

relation of insects to flowers in producing crossing,

lie had been more than twenty years working and

experimenting on tliis subject, Ins interest in it having

been (piickened by having read an almost forgotten

book of the botanist Sprengel. Almost at the same

time, and in following years, he wrote |)a])ers for the

Linnean Society on dimorphic and trimorphic forms

of flowers, and their bearing on the (jnestion of cross-

fcrtilisation. Tliese papers were the foundation of

his well-known work, The Dlfcnotf Forms (f Flotrcrs

on Plants of the samr Speeies. In tlie same way,

a paper read in Iflfil to the Linnean Society was

subsequently expanded into The Movements and
Habits of Climbing Plants,
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Owin^^ to clday.s caused by the preparation and

puldication of these books and fre(|iient interruptions

from si(;kness, (li(‘ work on variation did not appeal^

till UltUk It was a very extensive piece of work in

two volumes, and, at its end, Darwin tentatively

propounded a liy|)othesis to account for the fa(;ts

of Heredity and V'ariation to which he gave the

name of ‘ pangeiu'sis.’

Charles Darwin had reached the age of fifty, when
he wrote the Orif/in of At a very early

|)eriod in his career, he had resolved that lie would

never start a new theory or revise an old one after

he was sixty : as he used laughingly to say, ‘1 have

seen too many of my friends make fools of themselves

by doing that,’ Hut as he ap{)roached this ‘ fatal age,’

one mow subject of a theoretical and highly con-

troversial nature remained to be dealt with, namely,

the question of the application of the theory of

natural selection t(^ man, both as regards his physical

structure and his intellectual and moral charac-

teristics.

Darwin tells us that in IH.’t/ or ’.'18, as soon as he

had bt'come ‘convinced that species were mutable

productions,’ he ‘could not avoid the belief that man
must come under the same law^^^\’ From that time,

he began collecting facts bearing on the (piestion.

As each of his cliildren was born, he examined irlosely

the signs of dawning intelligence, and made notes of
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the nuiiiiicr in which new sensations and passions were

exhibited by them. Ilis do,i»’ and other animals, tor

\v*hoin he always showed the greatest fondness, wt'ie

closely watched with the object of noting correspond-

ences between their mental and moral processes and

tiieir modes of exhibitini^ them and onr own; wliih^

visits were made by him to the Zoological (htrdens

with the same object. Hy reading and correspondence

also, an enormous mass of notes was collected, and on

February 4th, ld<38, having seen his great work on

Variation under Domestication published, I )arwin

was able to make the entry in his diary, ‘ Began

work on Man.’

As was usual with most of his works, Darwin

underestimated the time recpiired to comphdi' it.

Through all the years 18(37
—

’(>8, (JO and 7tt w'e find

the entries in his diary Svorking at l)r,Hrvnt of Mou'
and only early in the year 18/1 was the book finished.

His original plan of compressing his notes on the

expression of the Emotions into a chaj)ter at the end

of the book [U’oved to be impracticable, and the

material was reserved for a new work. Tins woik,

TUi' Ejjpret^sion ofthe Ewofioos ioMon ond A nimoh^

was commenced directly the Ih scrot ofMon w as out

of hand, a rough copy was finished by A|)iil 27ti»,

1871, but the last proofs W'cre not corrected till August

2;3rd, 1873.

. In dealing wath the (piestion of the origin of the
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Iminan race, Darwin was led to propound liis views

eoneerniiiL^ Sexual selection, the results of tlie pre-

ferences shown by males and females, respectively,

not only amon.i; mankind, but in various other animals.

It was with respe(!t to some of the conclusions con-

laiiKMl in this work that Wallace found himself unable

to follow Darwin. Wallace maintained that while

man’s body could liave been developed by Natural

Selection, his intellectual and moral nature must

have had a dillerent origin, lie also declined to

adopt the theory of sexual seha tion, so far as it

(h‘pends on [)rer(‘r(‘nces exhibited by females for

beauty in the* males. Wallace, however, in some

resp(‘cts has always been disposed to attach more

importance to Natural Selection, as the ^>Teatest, if

not th(‘ only factor in evolution, than Darwin himself.

It will be seen that althoiiixli Darwin had in all

[wobability thoui^ht out all his important theoretical

conclusions before I HOD, when he reached the ‘fatal

a^e,’ yet, owin.u: to various delays, the books, in

which lu‘ embodied his views, had not all appeared

till more than four years later.

Lyell, who was a convinced evolutionist before the

publicatuui of the Prittviplcs of GcoA>f///, as is shown

by his letters,—and the fact is strongly insisted on

both by Huxley and HaeckeH^k—was slow in coming

into compJrtc agreement with Darwin concerning the

theory of Natural Selection. While he followed his
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tVioiids investigiitions willi the deepest interest, his

less sanguine nature led him often to dcs[)air of tlie

possibility of solving ‘the mystery of mysteries.’ As
Darwin wrote only a year before his own death, byell

Svould advance all objections to my sngg<‘s

tions, and ereu a/ler irar (whfUfstal would

long mnain It is evident from the cor-

respondence that Darwin was at times tempted to

become impatient witli the friend, for whose advocacy

of his views he so deeply longed. Foin teeii years

after the pul)licatiou of the Orit/oi of AS/>mVs, how-

ever, Lyell, in his Anti(ioi(f/ of Mao, gave in his

adhesion to Darwin’s tlieorv but, even then, not in

the unqualified maimer that the latter desi r(‘d. Vet

I have reason to know that some years before Ids

death, Lyell was able to assure his friend of Ins

complete agreement, and Darwin, six years after (lie

loss of his friend, wrote, ‘Ilis candour was highly

remarkable, lie exhibited tliis by becoming a (‘on-

vert to the Descent theory, though he had gaiiuMl

much fame by opposing Lamarck’s views, ami thin

after he had f/roirn old.' Daiwin adds that Lyell,

referring to the ‘yb(o/;ige’ of sixty, said ‘he hoped

that now he might be allowed to live^‘'^ !

’

When I first came into p<*rsonal relations witli

Darwin, after the death of Lyell in Ih/d, he was in

the habit of deprecating aiiv idea of his writing on

theoretical (piestions. He used to talk of ‘phuing

10J. K.
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willi |)l;ints and hucIi tliin^^s/ and undoubtedly derived

the <jjreatest j)lensure from his ingenious experimental

researeh(‘s. The result of this ‘))lay ’ in whieh Oarwiy

took such delight is scam in his books on the Power
of Movement in PhtnU and Jnsecfivorons Plants ',

full of the na^ords of ingenious experiments and

patient observation.

It was a great relief to Darwin that his friend

Wallace was able in IH/l to undertake the prepara-

lion of a work on The iU fnjraphical Disfrihnflon of
Animals, for, on many points, the views held by
Wallaca* on this subject were more in accordance

with iJarwin’s own, than were those of J.yell and

Hooker. Nevertheless, on all (piestions connected

with th(‘ geographical distribution of plants, and the

causes by which they were brought about, Darwin

always e\j)ressed the fullest conlideiice in Hooker’s

judgment, and the greatest satisfacdion with his

results.

With regard to another great division of his work,

that dealing with the imt)erfection, but yet great

value, of the geological record, Darwin was always

anxious, wlien 1 met him, to learn of any new dis-

coveries. Hut he felt that he had doiic all that wjis

possible in his outline of the subject in the Orhjin,

and that he must leave to palaeontologists all over

the world the tilling in of tliese outlines. So great

was the delight with which he used to hear of new
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discoveries in paliieontoloo-y, that I often recall onr

conversations in these later <lays, when so many in-

teyestiiiiif forms of extinct animal and vei;’e(al)le life

—

veritable ^missin*^ links’—are beins^ discovered in all

parts of the ^lobe, and wish that he could have known

of tliem. They are indeed * Facts for Darwin.’

Very ha])])y indeed was (diaries Darwin in the last

years of his useful life, in returning to his oldest, ‘love’

—^eolo^y. In studyini^ the action of earthworms he

found a geolo;.^ical study in which his ran* powers of

ingenious experimentation could be employed with

profit, llis earliest published memoir had dealt with

the question, and for more than forty yi^ars with

dodged perseverance, he had laboured at it from time

to time. It was deli;;htful to watcli Ids pleasure as

he examined what was goin^ on in the ilowiu’-pots

full of mould in his study, and when his book was

jiublished and favourably received, he rejoiced in

it as ‘the child of his old a^e”‘\’

(diaries Darwin’s death took place rather more

than twenty-two years after the jiublication of the

Origin (if JSpreirs. Before he passed away, lu^ had

the satisfaction of knowing that the doctrine of evolu-

tion had come to l)e—mainly through liis own ^reat

etlbrts—the accepted creed of all naturalists and that

even for the world at lai^e it had lost its imaj^inary

terrors. As Huxley wrote a few' days after our sad

loss, ‘ None have fought better, and none have been

lu—

2
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more lortunat(‘, than Cliarles Darwin. He found a

;4’reat truth trodden underfoot, reviled by bigots, and

ridiculed In' all the world : lie lived loiiij^ enou<^h Jo
see it, chiefl\ by liis own efforts, iri*efi*a,i;’ably esta-

blislu'd in sciiMici*, inseparably ineor])orated with the

common thoughts of men, and only liated and feared

In those who would revile, but dai’e not. What shall

a man desirc‘ more than this^‘
'

More than a (piarter of a century has passed since

th(‘st‘ words wt‘r(‘ written. How during- that period

the* inlluence of Darwin’s writin.i;*s on human thought

has i;rown, in an acceterat(‘<l ratio, will be seen by

an\oiu‘ who will turn the [la^es of the memorial

V(>lume

—

/)arK'in iind MtHhra NrvV//cc~ published

fifty \(‘ais al't(‘r tin* Orlijln of Spcvicti. Therein, not

only zoologists, botanists and ^(‘oloi^ists, but [>h\ sitasts,

chemists, anthropologists, psychologists, sociologists,

philologists, historians and even politicians and theo-

logians are I’ound testif\ing to the important part

which Darwin’s great work has played, in revolution-

ising ideas and moulding tlaaight in (connexion with

all branches of knowledge and speculation.
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TfIK PLA(’K OF LYFLl> A\h DAKWIX IN IIISTOPY

Froaf the account jL!:iveii in tlie forci^oini,^ pauses,

it will 1)0 soon that—witliont (h‘trao(in^ iVoni I ho

merits of thoir prodocessors or (1 k‘ value of (h(‘

labours of thoir (‘outoinporari<‘s- wo must ascrilx*

the work of ostahlishin^ on a. firm foundation of

observation and rc^asonin^ the doctrine oi' (‘volnlion

-botli in the inorunnic and the oriranict world to

the investigations and writin.i»:s of bvoll ami Darwin.

Lyoll had to opj)os(‘ the jLjjeoloi^ists of his day, who

led by Ihickland in this country and by Cuvier

on tlu' continent, wore almost, without exception,

liopolossly wedded to the doctrines of ‘Catastrophism,’

and bitterly antagonistic to all ideas savonrin^^ of con-

tiiniity or evolution. And, in the saint* way, Darwin,

at the outset, found himself face to face with a

similarly hostile attitude, on the [lart of l>iol();,dsts,

with respect to the mode of aj>pearance of new

species of j)lants and animals.

While Darwin doubtless derived his inspiration,
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and mncli valuable aid, from the Principles of

(Irolofpf, and its ^ifti'd author, yet Lyell, with all liis

elearness of vision, logical faculty and literary skiTl,

did not possess the strong: faith and resolute cour-

age- to say nothing of that wonderful tenacity of

purpose and power of research which >verc such

strikiiifc characteristics of Darwin—which would have

enabled him to do for the organic what he did for

the inorganic world. If it be true, as Darwin used

to su^i>;est, that the Orujin of Species might never

have be(‘n written had not IacII first produced the

l^rinciples (f (ieolofji/, I b(‘Ii<‘ve it is no less certain

that the (^owning of LyeU’s great edifice, by the

full a[)i»lication of his prin(‘iples to the world of living

beings, could only have been accomplished by a man
[)ossessing, in uni(iue combination, the powers of

observation, experiment, reasoning and criticism,

joined to unswerving determination, which distin-

guisljed Darwin.

Starting from LveH’s most advaiiced ])ost, Darwin

boldly advanced into regions in which his friend was

unable to lead, and indeed long hesitated to follow,

d'ogether, for nearly forty years, the two men

—

influencing one another ‘as iron sharpeneth iron’

—

thought and communed and worked, aided at all

times by the wide knowledge and judicious criticism

of the sagacious H(H»ker; and together the fame of

these men will go down to posterity.
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There is a tendency, when a irnNit niMii has passcMl

from our midst, to estimate liis merits and labours

frith undiseriminatinic, and often ])erl)aps exa^2:.e;erated,

admiration
;

and this ex(!essive i)raise is too often

followed by a reaction, as the result of which tlu'

idol of one L;*eneration becomes almost commonplace

to the next. A still further pc'riod is required before

the proper position of mental j»erspective is reached

by us, and a just judgment can be tbriued of the

man’s real place in liistory. 'Fhe rei)utations of both

Lyell and Darwir) have, I think, j)assc(i lhrou;^h both

these two earlier [^liases of thou^jjht, and we may have

arrived at the third sta.u;e.

There was one respect in which both Lyell and

Darwin fail(‘d to satisfy many both of their con-

temporaries and successors. Iiy<‘ll, like Hutton,

always deprecated attenqds to^o back to a dK\L;’innin/4-,’

while Darwin, who stron;i;ly supported Lyell in his

;i;eoIoi;ical views, was iMpially averse to s[>eculations

coiu'crnini; the ^)ri.i;i.n of life on the ^dobe,’ Scrope^*'’,

and also Huxley**' in his earlier days, held the

o])inion that it was legitimate t(» a^suiiuj or imai^dne a

l^eginniui^, from which, with ever diminishin^i^ eiieixy,

the existini^ ‘comparatively (juict conditions,’ thou^^ht

to characterise the present ordiu* of the world, W(mld

be reached. Both Lyell and Darwin insisted tliat

^eolo^y is a historical science, and mn>t be treated

as sucli quite distinct irom Cosmogony. And in tlje
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end, ITiixley accepted tlie same view'^\ 'Geology/ he

asserted, ^is asmnch a historical science as arcliaeolo^N

The Kobei- historian lias always had to conteiK?

a^i^ainst the traditional belief that 4here were giants

on the earth in those days!’ Tlie love of the

inarvellons has always led to the aseriiition of past

events to the work of demigods who were not of like

powers and passions with ourselves. Hence the

invention of those G-atastrophies ’—in which the

reputations of deities as welt as of men and women
have often sulfered. It is the same tendency in the

human mind which makes it so (litlieult to conceive

of all the chaiiL^es in the earth s surface-features and

its inhabitants bein.!^ due to similar operations to

those still ^oiniij on around us.

Lyell's views have constantly been misrepresented

by the belief lieinii: ascribed to him tliat ‘the forces

oiieratiuij: on the ;i:lobe have never acted with «^reater

intensity than at the {iresent day.’ But his real

position in this matter was a frankly ‘ai^nostic’ one.

‘ Ih inu; me evidence,’ he would have said, ^tliat

ehani^es have taken jdace on the ,e:lobe, which cannot

be accounted for by aucncies still at work whev
throiKjh sulfirivutfi/ lautj prriiKfs of dine,

and I will abandon my position.’ But such evidence

was not forthcoiniiiij; in his <lay, and I do not think

has ever been discovered since. Ih’ofcssor Sollas has

very justly said, ‘ Geology has no need to return to the
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catastrophism of its yoiitli
;
in becoinin": evolutional it

does not cease to remain essentially nniforniitariaiF*'*.’

Alfred Russel Wallace, who has always been as

stout a defender of the views of Lyell as he has of

those of Darwin, has given me his ])ermission tof|uole

from a letter lie wrote me in After referring

to what lie regards as the weak and mistaken attacks

on Lyell’s teachings, Svhich have of late \ears been
so general among geologists,’ he says :

—

‘I have always been surprised when men h:ive a<h:nic(Ml the

view that volcanic action tuust have been irn'atcr wluai lli(‘ (*:n th

was hotter, and entirely iijnore the nunuMous indications that

botli subterranean and ineteoroloj^dcal forces, evmi in Palaeozoic

times, were of the sam(‘ onhu'of maii^nitnde as tli(‘v an* now and
this I have always believed is w'bal Lyell's t(‘achinir inij lic.s’

I believe that Mr Walhice’s expression, adojited

from the rnathcmaticiMns, ‘the same oidm- of magni-

tude,’ would have met with Lyeirs eomjdete ac-

quiescence. lie was not so unwise as to suppose

that, in the limited periods of human history, wo
must necessarily have had experience—even at

Krakatoa or ‘Skaptur Jokull’—of natures greatest

possible convulsions, but he fought lenaeiously

against any admission of ‘eataelysms’ that would

belong to a totally ditlerent category to those of the

present day.

Apart from theological objections, the most for

inidable obstacle to the reception of evolutionary
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ifh'os lind always been flic prcjiidiee airainst tlic adinis-

Hion of vast durafion of past .i]^eologi(*al time. It was

unfortunate that, even when rational historical eritl-

eisni had to a ^reat extent neutralised the efteet of

Archbishoj) I'sher’s chronology, the inallieinaticians

and physicists, «assuinin^ certain sources of heat in

t.h(^ earth and sun could have been the only possible

on(‘s, tried to set a limit to the time at the disposal

of the ^eolo^ist and biologist. Happily the discovery

of radio-jictivity and the new sources of heat ojxMied

u|) by that discovery, liave removed those objections,

which were like a nightmare to both (leologv and

biology.

IjVcII used to relate the story of a man,- who, from

a (!()ndition of dire poverty, suddenly became the

])oss<‘ssor of vast wealth, and when remonstrated

willi by friends on the inade<|uacy of a sul)scrij)tion

he had otfered, the |)oor fellow exclaimed sadly, ‘Ah !

you don’t know how hard it is to get the chill of

poverty i)ut of one s bones.'

Geologists and biologists alike have long been the

victims of this ‘chill of poverty,' witli respect to past

time. So long as physicists insisted that one huiuh-ed

millions, or fort\ millions, or even ten millions of

years, must be the limit of geological time, it was not

jiossible to avoid the conclusion statc'd by Lord

Salisbury in Hit) I, H)f course, if the mathematicians

are right the biologists cannot have what they de-
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maiKU'^V But uow s^eologistH and bioloj^ista may
^alike feel that the liberty with respect to

whicli is granted ungrudgingly to the astronomer, is

no longer withlield from them in regard to t'nnv. We
can say with old Ijamarek :

—

‘ For Xaturo, Time is notliiiiij:. It is iu*vcr a. <lifri(MiUy, slio

always has it at lior (lisposal; aixl it is for lior tin* moans )>y whicli

she has a(.‘comj»lishe»l the j::rcatcst as well as the least results.

For all the evolution of the earth ami of livinij^ hrinj^s, Xature

needs hut three elements—Space, Time and Matter

Darwin, equally with Tiyell, has sullered from a

reaction following on extravagant and uninformed

praise of his work. The fields in which he laboured

single-handed, have yielded to hundreds of worktas

in many lands an abnndant harvest. New doctrines

and improved methods of empiiry have arisen

—

Mutationism, Mendelism, Weismannism, Neo- Lam-

arckism, Biometrics, Eugenics and what not -are

being diligently exploited. But all of these vigorous

growths have their real roots in Darwinism. Jf we

study Darwin’s correspondence, and the successive

essays in which he embodied his views at dillerent

I^criods, w'e shall find, variation by mutation for jxr

the influence of environment, the (juestion of

the inheritance of accpiired characters and similar

problems w^erc constantly present to Darwin's ever

open mind, his views upon them changing from time

to time, as fresh facts were gathered.
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No one could synipathise more fully than would

Darwin, were he still with us, in these various depar-^

tur(‘s. lie was coin])eIled, from want of evidence,

to r(*/j:ard variations as spontaneous, but Avould liave

hi^artily wele()nK‘d ev(‘ry attempt to discover the laws

wliich govern them : and e(pially would he have

fl(‘li,nhted in researches directed to the investi.e:ation

of the dt‘terminin<j: factors, (‘ontrollinix conditions ;ind

limits of inheritance. The man who so carefully

counted and weiirhed his seeds in botanical experi-

imads, could not but rejoicein the refined mathematical

imdhods now beini»: applied to biological problems.

Let us not ‘in lo(»kinir at the trees, lose sii;ht of

l!i(‘ wood.’ Lnd(‘rlyi!i.i; all tlie problems, some of

them v(‘ry hotly discusst^d at tlu‘ present day, tlua’e

is the i;Ti‘at central [winciph* of Natural Selection

which if not the sole factor in evolution, is un-

doubt<‘dly a very im|)ortant and potent one. It is

only necessary to compare the ])resent position of

th(‘ Natural History sciences with that which existed

immediately before the publication of the Orif/in nf

to ri'alise tlie greatness of Darwin's achieve-

ment.

'flit' fame of both Lyell and Darwin will endure,

and their names will remain as closely linked as were

the two men in their lives, the two devoted friends,

whose remains found a meet restinLr jfiace, almost

side by side, in the Abbey of Westminster. Very
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touchiii^ij; imlecd wan it to witness tlio niai*ks of

afFcction hotweon these two ^reat men
;
an iillection

whieli reinaiiied undiininished to tlie (‘iid. Lyell was

twelve years senior to Darwin, and died seven years

before his friend. Dnrini** the last year of Lyell s

life, 1 spent the snnnner with him at his honu' in

Forfarshire. How well do 1 recollect the keennt‘ss

with which— in spite of a near si<i:htedness that had

increased with a^e almost to blindness—he still

devoted himself to ^eoloi^ical work. The 2() I note-

books, all carefully indexed, were in const aiit, use,

and visits were made to all the haunts of his youth,

with the freipient pathetic appeal to im*, ‘Von must

lend me your eyes.’ In spite of ai^e and wi^akness,

he wonld insist on clamberimc np the ste(‘j)(‘st hills

to show me where he had found ,L;lacial markini»s,

and wonld eai^erly listen to my report on them. Dnt

the tfrcaf deli^'ht of thos(» <iays was tiui arrival of

a lettei’ from Darwin! byell was the recipient of

many honours, and he declined many more, wlien he

feared that they mi;»ht interfere with the work to

which lie had devoted Ids life, but tin* distinction he

prized most of all was that confernal on him by his

lifelong* friend, who used to address him as ‘My dear

old Master,’ and subscribe himself ‘Vour affectionate

pupil.’

During the seven years that elajised after the

death of byell, 1 saw Darwin from time to time*, for
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lie loved to hear ‘what was doinu:* in his ‘favourite

science/ On board the BeacflCy before he had met
tlie man whose life and work were to be so closelyii

linked with his own, lie was in the habit of specially

treasuring upany ‘facts thatwonld interest MrLyeir;
in middle life h(‘, declared that ‘when seeing a thin^^

never se en by Lyell, one yet saw it partially through

his eyes'’-’; and never, I think, did we meet after

th(^ friend was gone, w ilhout the oft repeated query,

‘AVhai- would Lyell have said to that?*

'fhese reminiscences of the ])ast, in which I have

ventured (o indulg(‘, may not inapprojiriately conclude

w ith a relerence to the last interview' I was privileged

to have with him, who was ‘the noblest Itoman of

them all !
’ On the occasion of his last visit to

London, in December, 1881, diaries Darwin wuote

asking me to take lunch with him at his daughter’s

house, and to have ‘a little talk’ on geology. Greatly

was 1 surprised at the vigour which he showed on

that afternoon, for, contrary to his usual practice, he

did not interrupt the conversation to retire and rest

for a time, though I suggested tlie desirability of his

doing so, and otfered to stay. Ilis brightness and

animation, which were [lerhaps a little forced, struck

me as so unusual that 1 laughingly suggested that he

was ‘renew ing his youth.’ Then a slight shade passed

over his countenance—but only for a moment—as he

told me that he had ‘received his warning.’ The
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attack, to which his son has alludcMl, as bcini* tlu*

prelude to the en(U’\ had occurred during (his visit

ti) town
;
and he intimated to me that lie knew liis

heart was seriously atrected. Never shall I forget

how, seeing my concern, he insisted on accompanying^

me to the door, and how, with the ever kindly smile

on his countenance, he held my hand in a prolonged

grasp, that I sadly felt might [lerliaps he the last.

And so it proved.

And now all the world is united in (1 h‘ conviction

which Darwin so modestly expressed concerning his

own career, ‘I believe that I have acted rightly in

steadily following and devoting myself to science !

’

For has not that demflou I’csulted in a complet(‘

reform of tlie Natural- History Sciences ! The doctrine

of the ‘ immutability of species ’—like that of ‘ Catas-

trophism ’ in the inorganic world—has been eliminated

from the biological sciences by Darwin, through his

^tvad'dijfullownuj the clues found by him during his

South American travels; and continuity is now as

much the accepted creed of botanists and zoologists

as it is of geologists. As a residt of the labours of

Darwin, new lines of thought have been opened out,

fresli fields of investigation discovered, and the

infinite variety among living things lias acipiired

a grander aspect and a special signilicance. \ cry

justly, then, has Darwin been universally acclaimed

as Hhe Newton of Natural History.'
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correspondence with, 127 ;
as-

si.stimcf: to Darwin, 120; advice

to, 120; onoripinof Australian

ilora, 130; Iriendsbiji with

Lyell, 70, 120

Huttos, hi^ Theorijof the Kfirth,

17, IS, 10, 2D; raiit\ of the book,

30; small intlnence of, 21 ;
sup-
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po«fMl infiflolity nnd ]^pr?«*cution

of, 21, 22, 25, ; Lyt^H’s mis-

taken views on, 54 ;
difference

of liis tlieory fronj fiVell’s, 53
lIiixrj:Y, li., cirly views on

di^tinelion of Ij riihinnitarian-

isin and Kvoliif ii'o, 2.3; later

view of identity, 23, 21 ; in-

lludiceof l)iii\vin on, 21. 127,

141; on 1 « dll ion of /V/ii-

1)7, 1^1), Hi
;

ar;'ia-> tor

Ln . ITh belief in Kvolut.um, Ht

;

ie\iews Oro/iii itf Spifirti,

137 ;
reply to liishoi) of Oxfoid,

13H; (ii'fenci! of Darwinism,

110; on Darwin’s death, 117,

1 Is
;
on liVi’ll’s deatli, s()

ll.N In idity, lijr-U’s discussion on,

i()3

Hypotlie.ses of Or* .atioii, twofold

cliaracter of, 5 S

Ideas V. Actions, Wallace mi, 4

Independent di^cuvei y of Nat mat
Selection by Wallace, 113 ;

Darwin’s letter on, 113

Italian f»eolo|.ti.sls, tloir antiei-

pati»)n of evolution. iiy idt'a-', 17

jA(’oa, his frauds ha ' d on ideas

of luuedity and \.ii latioM, '3

J^MKsoN, K., founds Weiiien.in

S(wiety 1H(>7, 25; intliieiiee on
Dai will, '37

Joiirvnl of /w’.'.vnre/irN', hy Darwin,

lOh
;
dedicated to Lyell, 72

KiiiK’.s College, London. Ly< 11

piofessor at, tio. ilil

Kinnordy, Lyt ll at. 12, 13. Id

Kikw'an, De Lrc, and Wii mams,
oppo.sition to Hutton, 2.>

Lamarck, his JD/dre/;ro/e//i>. 87;

Phllo.-iophie Z0(>l(1(/1(/I/C, K.S
;

Lyoll’s admiration of, 61. s‘);

crilicism of tlieoiy, IM, IK) ,•

views of Darwin on, ‘.H), '31
;

on o(.()jn^ri,..ii time, loo

Lectures hy Lyell, (>5, hC

Liniiean Society, ]>;i)K‘is of Dar
win and Walbus at, 112, 123,

130

Literature, Tam II and, 52, 07
;

Darwin and, 110, 117. 120;
hi.s l(e-s of interi st in, 131, 135

Li'Ckhkui and Qaarlt rhf Ri vdH',

hO
Lrein I ir.s, helit f in Kvidution.

3, I

l,M i.n, CiiMM I ‘
,

ii-e »)f term
*('r< atioM.’ 1 1 ; on oi.nidi iir of

idea of Kvoliitioji, 12; hirtli

and aiice'^try. 11; r diieaf iofi,

34, 42 ; inlliU‘iit-e of IhicKlaiid

on, 3. 1, 12 11; on (hu ier, li*

;

ehaiu'e of vitW' not iliiv' to

Hutton’s works, .15
; hut to

tiavel ami oh-ervation, I ; in

I'amt Anglia, h'), in Sli.atli-

more, 41“., 47 : abandons c*an'i*i

as harri.sler foi gculogy, 4H
;

woik with Dr Maiiteil, }.s
;

\ mits to ('onliiient, 4.S
;

in-

Ihience of Vtni Hotfs works,

13 ;
of Scn>p(*, 50 ;

his roniaiks

on Hntton'v ^nppo-i d hert -^U's,

.51,51; inllueiice of Gil)hon m
his liteiary styh*. .52

;
praise of

Hutton and IMayfair at later

date, 53; ie\iew of Scri»pe's

laiidv on Auvergne. .50 ; visit to

Auveigne with Mnichi.'.’on, .51);

advocacy of travel fm- gr'>Io-

gists, 56
;
joiirnevs in Ital\ ,oH;
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Lyt'll on Miircliisoii, 57 ;
Mnr-

ciiison on Lyoll, 58 ;
LyolTs

;ivoi<l;inct‘ of (‘t)!itrovor.sy, (I.'i
;

<]ilTtn*nc(''^ of opinion witli

Scropo, r/2, 03 ;
attention to

literary style, Go
;

jirofess(jr-

ship at Kin}'’s College, London,
65, ;

lectures, 6)6 ; contro-

versies at (leoloKical Society,

71 ;
aid of Darwin in discii'--

sions, 71 ;
his friendship with

Darwin, 73, 104, 105; his ex-

trenio caution, 75- 77 ;
candour

in tinally accepting Natural

Selection, 77 ;
opposition to

his views, 83, 84 ;
his lielief in

Evolution at an early ilate,

HI, 84-80; ins anticipation of

‘Mimicry,’ 85, 80; his action

in Darwin-Wallace episode,

113, 120; induces Daiwin to

commence \uitinp his work,

128; his attitude towards

theory of Natuial Selection,

130, i 10, 115; pleat inlluence

of LyelTswoiks on Dai win and
Evolution, 15(1; misiepresi'n-

talion of nis views, 152-154;

his 'ieclmiiip yeais, 157 ;
last

houis, 80; lidoki r s tribute to

h\< inemoiy, 70, 80

JjVi i.l, Cir\raa:s (tin' elder), bot-

anist and stud^uitof Dante, 11 ;

intercourse with the Hookers,

120)

Maltiifs, On PopuhUmn^ inllu-

ence of work on Darwin, 107 ;

on Wallace. 112

Man, d<--cent of, Darwin’s work
on, 1 12, 144

;
Wallace’s views

on, 1 il

Mantkll, Lycir.s reseavcdies with.

48 ;
correspondence with, 55,

SO

Maithiw, i’.. anticipation of

theory of Natuial Selection,

02

Milton, ilesoription of creation,

13; Darwin’s I'arly love of

his poi'lry, 131 ; at (’hrist's

Collepe, Dambridpe, 13

Mimicry, doctrine of, Ia'cH’s

early reoopiiition of import-

ance, 85, HU

Modt'nt Sewurt’, Ihinrin niul, 1 IH

Murchison, accomj)aniei Lyell to

Anvirpne, 56
;
opinion of Lyell,

57 ;
Lyell's ojtinion of, 57, 58 ;

3rd Vol. of Prnh'ipJi's dedicatt’d

to, 6(’i; cori’i'spondence witli, 5'.)

Muurav, John, and
lirnt'ir, GO; publishes Ijceirs

works. GO; pulili lies l)ai win’s

works, 130; hiH leininiscences

of Darwin. 132

Music, Darwin’s loss of power to

ajipreeiate, and its cau.se, 131,

135

Natural ^election, tlmorv of, de-

lim-l hy lIuxli'V, HlG; fore

Hlalleil hy Wi-IN, Mattliew A i*.,

18, 10; lirht cono'ption of by

Darwin. 107; by Wallace, 112

‘ Neptunism ’ fir ‘ Werneri-m ’

and ('ataHtr(;])biKm, Is

Nlw'Io.n, I'rofe-.'-or A., mi va/'iie

Impes of solution of ‘ .‘-pecies

iiuestion’ befom Darwin, 01,

100

Otinin t>j .Sp/’cos, lir-^t iflea (>f,

121
;
plan prnpo.w d to follow
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Principles, 123
;

first sketch of

1812. enhir^'ed draft of 1811,

coiiirrKinceineut of ^reat treatise

on Evolution in I8;)fi, inter-

ruption hy arrival of Wallace’s
papers, 128, 121)

;
the ‘Abstract’

or Origin of Species com-
menced, 130 ; finished, 131

;

reception of, 132-139
;

influ-

ence of, 1, 159

OsnouN, H. F., his From the

(ireeks to Darwin, Ifi; on
Lamarck, 87

Padky, his influence on Darwin,
108

Phillips, John, his attitude to-

wards LyelPs views, 30, 71

Philosophers, on Evolution, 16,

82

Playkaiu, John, his Illustrations

of the lluttonian Theory, 29;
explains the causes of Hutton’s
failure, 30

‘ Plutoni'^m,’ ‘Vulcanism,’ or
‘ Huttonism,’ 18

Poets and Evolution, 16
PuEsTwicii, Sir J., opposition to

Lyell’s views, 72

Phevost, Constant, aid to Lyell,

50 ; opposition to Cuvier, oO
Puii.siLKY, persecution of, 21, 09
Principles of Geology, first idea

of. 55; early draft sent to

publisher in 1827, 56 ;
with-

diawn and rewritten in 1830,

50 ; issue «)f first volume, 03 ;

success, 04 ; review by fc>crope,

60-(»‘2
;

deeision to confine

Vi>l. II. to Oi^ranic Kvoluti«>n,

05 ; 3rd volume, classification

of Tertiarios and Metamorphic

theory, 66 ;
later editions, 66

;

Elements, Manualmd Stu/loiTs

elements, 67 ; success of worlv^

67 ; Darwin’s o])inion on, 67 ;

of Huxley, 67, 80, 81 ;
Wallace

on, 79; criticisms of, 68, 69,

70, 71

Pytuaoorah, his evolutionary
ideas, 16

Quarterly Review, articles by
Lyell, 56, 89; by Scrope, 60,

62

Reviews, of the Principles by
Scropo, 56, 89 ;

by Whewell,22,
53 ;

of the Origin by Huxley,
130, 137

ScROPE, O. PouLETT, cducation,

34 ;
travels, 34 ;

work in

Auvergne, 35 ;
in Italy, 35

;

delay in publishing, 35 ; work
on volcanoes, 36; his just views
on Evolution, 37-39

;
cause of

want of recognition of his

work, 39, 40 ;
devotion to poli-

tics, 40; reviews ol Principles,

41, 61 ;
corre.'^pondence with

and intluence on Lyell, 50, 61

;

his differences of opinion from
Lyell, 62, 63, 161; effects of his

review, 61

SEmwK’K, A., advocates Catas-

troplnsm, 27. 28; opposition
to Hutton, intluence on Scropc,

34 ; on Darwin, 98 ; opposition

to Lyell, 83 ;
weakening of op-

position to, 58; on Principles,

76, 71 ; dislike to Evolution,
83
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SiTirLET, A. E., estimate of num-
ber of species of animals, 10

Slavery, views of Lycll and
Darwin, 76

Smith, W., influence of his teach-

in;,' on Geological Society, 27

SoLLAS, W. J., on Evolution and

Uniformitarianisni, 152, 153

Species, origin of idea of, 9 ;
num-

ber of species of animals, 10

;

of plants, 11

Struggle for existence, Lyell on,

103, 107 ;
do Candolle on, 107

Theory of the Earth, Hutton’s,

17 ;
Scropc’s, 36

Thompson, G. P., gee Scrope, 33

Time geological, Lyell on, 154

;

Lamarck on, 155

Tollet, Miss G., aids Darwin in

revising Oritjin of Specie^, 132

Uniformitarianisni, origin of the

term, 14, 15, 22

Uniformity (or Continuity),

Lyell’s leal views on, 62, 63;

misconceptions of Ids views

on, 151, 152, 155

University of London, Lyell’s

connexion with, 59, tJ5

Variation, early recognition of its

importance, 9 ;
Lyell’s discus-

sion of, 61, 103; Darwin’s

work on, 141

f’fgtigea of Creation, influence of,

93 ;
Darwin on, 94 ;

Wallace

on, no
Vines, S. H., estimate of number

of species of plants, 10

Volcano* s, Scrope on, .'J6

Vulcanism, gee Plutonism tfcc,, 18

Watxace, Aefuki) llnssF.r,, on

ideas and actions, 4 ; his early

life, 110; in South America,

no ; in l^lalay Andiipela;:*', 1 10;

influence of Prineiph'H on, 7!>,

110; speculations at Sarawak,

111
;
influence of Mall 1ms on,

112 ;
conception of idea of

Natural Selection, 111, 112;

ignorance of Harwin’s views,

112 : statement on his relation

to Darwin, 1 13, 114 ;
his mag-

nanimity, 11 1; on K'eo/uaphical

distribution of animals, Mfl

;

his defence of Ia'cH’s juinciiile

of Uniformity, 153

Wki,i.s, Dr, his anticipation of

theory of Natural Selection,

92
Weunkh, success of his teachings,

21, 26, 27 , his influence on
early geologists, 26

Wernerian Society, (oiinded, 1807,

by Jameson, 21, 25

Wernerisiii, 18

Whkweel, Hr, contrast of doc-

trines of Hutton and Lyell, 22,

53; originates U;nns ‘Catas-

trophism,’ ‘ Uniformitarian-

ism,’ 22 ; and ‘ Geological

Dynamics,’ 70; reviews

riplf’s, 53 ;
oj)poriition to Evo-

lution, 83

World, small part known to

ancients, 9

Worms, Darwin’s work on, 147

ZiTiEL, K. M»N,f)n Hutton’s work,

19; on von Hoff and Lycll,

50

Zoouomia of Eiri'-nms Datwin,
101
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